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A B S T R A C T 
This research focuses upon the problerr of substandard housing and the 
~:;i.i'l'1if~('""nt: r;art it plays .in the housing market. \:!T'rcir2c"l] evid'-'net' ico 
de1'iV<'>ii rr~rr a C<'!Se study of the inner city of NeWCCJ2t1c-t:!'on-Tyne, r,Df'IC':r~j 
<'lnd is bc;s~-cl upon a qt:esticnnaire survey, The work i.s cliviciecl into Lve 
!:JCJ.rts. 
}a~t One introduces the nature of the 'housing probler'. :~portant f0~t~re 0 
CJ.rP thg rate of 'substandardisation', and the link betwee~ poor conditi0ns 
and th~ rri~ate rented sector. 'rhe threefold nature of the housing pr0t 1 ~-
is introducod, that is; the existence of poor housing; the relaticnshir bet~ee~ 
Lhe lvn.:;.;_r,c: rr.arket and other markets and the behaviour of inciividu;:,:s 2ri 'iJ:-
housing rrarket. 
;-arc, ~·,-c aciciresses the question of why poor housing e;.:i:::ts. l t beg~ n:- .,_,i tr. 
a revi.ew of previous analyses of the housing market and concludes +;hat 311 
an::roach base·:1 on political economy is likely to be the most successful. 
St.bsecltl'l?.ntly the nature of housing both as a 'corrmodity' and a 'need' 2 .. re 
exa~ined along with the relationship of the state to problems in the eco~o"y. 
A principal conclusion is that poor housing is inevitable under capitalist 
relationships of production ~'ld that conventional state interventicn cannot 
sufficiently displace the housing problem. In this context the history of 
state action towards a solution of housing crises is explained. 
l-a1.t -rhree exarr:ines the operation of_ the housing market .in relation to 
other factors affecting 'quality of life'. Deprivation is exarr·ined from both 
socio-economic and spatial perspectives in relation to housing situations. 
This is followed by an examination of deprivation in Newcoo.stle-upon-Tyne. 
Here a factor analysis extractine': 11 factors followed b.:/ a second order factor 
analysis identifies 3 higher order factors. 'l'hese describe the ciimensiorjs of 
deprivation in Newcastle. Crucial to this work is the identification of a 
1 disfunctiona1 inner city'. From this analysis the operation of social c:las::;es 
in different markets is examined in relation to VCU'ious instituti,ns th2t control 
access to resources an~ hence may add tc relative deprivation, 
l:1 1-art Four the behaviour of individuals in the housine; rr2-rket is •-::YaLined 
in r'Eol;::_,_tiOU tu their perC:E)JtiODS and experiences o;risin::; ~~l'OlT t}--,e G,Cf-L';-,.tiun Of 
the processc~ dP~~r~bed in preceding parts. !(es~denti~l re]n~~t~un stu~ies are 
.:·eviewed ;ou1:~ a conceptual rrocel of relocation is cler·ived based u::.,or: co:--istraint. 
- ii 
This rrodel is then tested in relation to Newcastle-upon-Tyne and found to 
describe the observed situation s=.tisf~ctcrily. A principal deterrrinant of 
location is identified as the search procedure adopted by an individual 
household and eviuence is presented sho~i~g that the worst conditions are 
a r:articular d·,.,ellint: C.o·~·s not ho·,fever lead tu ;:dienation fror nei~_:hbcUl'fJOoci. 
1.-a:·t Five concluoes t.r.c-";. substanoz.;.rci hous2.ng need no~ :'epresent a si1;niL.cant 
Tlart of the i!ous:ing market, and explain:_; 'lariouc reasures trw.t rrie;ht aLleviClte 
the croblerr in a cixed econorry. Al: involve incre~scd state activity in 
spneres such as the production of low cost tousi~g, fur~her control2 on the 
nrivate rented sector and actin~ aR an impartial nroviaer of housing rrarket 
i nfor·rr·at ~on. 
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P R E F A C E 
The ~esearch included in this thesis is presented for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy in the Geography Departrrent of the University of 
1., ........ -...... ..... ~ 
L' U.J... t 1 Ci.li. • 
tLs s\.trrission of the final version and I wculd li~:e tc cir';c· .. ; ~te:1c.io:1 to sol:"!e 
of the rrost obvious. First, data for the factor analysi~ i~ Chaf~er Six is 
derived from the 19/1 Census. 'rhis, of course, ""i1~ sew' b~- s·,Ll:e:::,hled and 
the rr:s'...llts of such an analysis rray chance. Nevertr:eless the processe~; 
identified in the analysis are valid in that they interact, cJlbei t on different 
scales, to produce the type of relationships .i.cientifi ed in :<: •,:c:~k. 
rrieht therefore vary if the exercise ·was repe<::.ted L<::'\''· 
that the general findings v.rould show an.: sigr.i.:ic?.Lt di :·rerer.c·.~: , 
Fr0blerrs of data are rrore varied tha~ these terporal cc~sicic~ations sug~est. 
f>t one stage in the research it was intended to investi;ate the activities of 
the builders who actually provided the housing under study. ~uch ~1 
investigation would have complerrented the work currently inc:ud~ci in Chapter 
·Three. Unfortunately rrany weeks in the Tyne and '..lear Archives :3i~c·,!ed this "to 
be an impossible task if sufficient Heieht •....rere to 1::-e given to the other 
questions addressed in the thesis. 
A fu~ther dilemma throuchout the work has been the relative i~uortance of 
'radical' and 'practical' solutions to the problerr of poor housing. Whilst I 
r1ope 'radical' solutions have been given sufficient discussion, it will be seen 
that 'practical' possibilities are given rnore erphasis in the concluding 
chapter. This is because I believe researchers shot•ld try c:ma put back sorre 
practical ideas into society for the resources they have taL: en cut. 
l would like to thank rran,; people who h::;.ve he1 I'' d rre ir: thr::- ~c~·rc:leticn of 
this work. Ray Hudson has been my supervisor ~~d h~~ consistently provided 
·constructive criticisrr, and advice. }Jeter Taylor siJriL::.rly hac: helped rre ir. 
rry tirr·e at Ne·.;castle ;:m.J. Durhar:·. Others ,..,.r:o d;c~st:rve rr:entjor: are ~·urc, Dad, 
Ann, Dick, Jane, Peter, Gzzy and friend:;. Vrs l;oris .-.al~:le:: :::d=ed -:::-.e 
nanuscript unoer trying circurrstances, J.'a:;y, 12r.y thar-,k:::. 
to therr. 
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badly substandard, the S3me author e=timated that three ~illic~ homes, (that 
is, ar.e in Gix) were in neerl o: subs~ar:tial 1mprovement. 
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of ttose dwcllinrs tt~t were unfit in 1971 were still unfit in 1976. 
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In Decerter 1'977 there were 17,224,000 dvlellings corrpared to l6,?C,\,l;00 
l households - a net surplus of S. 77 per cent. Also Tco_ble 1.1 sLows that 
it is in the private sector of the housing ~arket that the slu~ problem 
of t~e total housin~ stock, it contained 42 per 8ent of all unf.it dw~lJinfs. 
'['CJble l.l Tc;nure _·f c;.nfi t dwellinr:s 1?76 
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unfit in lg76 were owned by local authorities. In t::is work t~1erefore, l•;e 
arE concerned with the private rented sector. 
worst hcmsin§_- ir:; .:::ebateable,?. rour,h guide is t!:z,t it is th'-.'t ho1;:::inc •;!:ir:h is 
about to be rle~olished - because it is sufficiently noor a~ to rra~e imnroverrent 
irr.practical. It i;:: v···-:'"";;' seldo~ tf:;:;t th: derr.clition of a.r; are;" lS :!uL 
derrc1: 
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['J8r":1U:t'd lm.i ldi nr: stac:dards. Until housin~~ revenue acc:ountr1 \•,.:?l'c :- 1.-o]c'i 
(see 1~hapt• :· F·:JUl') he also lived at hit:hly subsidised rents. 
ten2nt l:o·..Jever, simr,ly p~1ys for tl-,e use of a dwelling and after: h:;s to endc;.:·e 
suh.---:tt"1r1dr~J"ci c;,::.,~!di ti.cnsa 
''·' ~' "t 
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Table 1.2. Percentage of dwellings under different tenures in urban areas 
vii th populations greater than 200,000 in England and 11/ales, 1971. 
Source: Househo1d Composition Tables. Part III ( 1 CP,k Sample). 
(;reater London 
Birr.ine;h2.m 
Leeds 
Bristol 
Teesside 
Coventry 
Nott~ngh?..ili 
Kings ton-upon-Hull 
Bradford 
Stoke-on-Trent 
Wolverhampton 
Leicester 
Cardiff 
E='lymouth 
Derby 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Sunderland 
Owner Occupied 
46.5 
46.8 
35.1 
42.4 
38.7 
45.7 
53.0 
51 .8 
64.8 
28.5 
35.2 
62.1 
52.7 
44~5 
49.3 
53.7 
46.9 
56.8 
30.5 
33.8 
50.2 
Rented from: 
Council or 
new town 
26.9 
38.7 
38 0 3 
39.5 
37.2 
39.8 
33.7 
38.3 
23.5 
47.9 
41.5 
26.9 
34.6 
45.1 
32.2 
30.0 
31.6 
30.0 
43.4 
52.9 
33.5 
?ri va te J ,-;.:v:n ord or 
housing :'ssociation 
26.6 
24. i 
0 0 
/0 _,/ 
11.7 
23.3 
11.0 
12.7 
J:J.4 
!8.5 
16.3 
21.5 
1 3 0 2 
26.1 
12.3 
16.5 
These f i cures are derived from the 1971 Cens'.ls 1 01~ sample. They do 
not, the:!:'efore, ea_ual ex2.ctly those quoted for ?iewca.stle t2..ken fr'Jm tl1e 
1 00)~ s u::·vey • 
s1·oo' 15' ao' 45' 
~~77:7//~==~===~=33 00·~ I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I 1 I I I I I I 
/~')------j\l )(1853 -----
.... 
0<1500m. 0 Agricultural 
r------------------------1 .. area 
-.<::'--=------------! E3 1500-2000m. • Urban area ;::::~:::~~ 
,·) 
~-----------1 [2] 2000-2500m. ~ Stream 1---------c----.JV 
1522 . 
)--------- ---------j m 2500-3000m. X Spot height 
t-----------1 IIJ 3000-3500m. ..-~\,. Contour 
)----""""""----------------1 • 3500m.+ o s 
,. 
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Liverpool, in ~o~hich the Liberal Party hc'.s recently held c·mtrol of the local 
council, ;:eHcastle> has :llvia.ys been ·:'ontr'Jlled by either t!-..e Labour or th~, 
Conservative/Pro[~essiv~ Party (~o~~ich have held ccn~rol for 16 of the 38 years 
populatic·n. Cc·c_-+a~_.:,.- ::. 1)?1 f:;.-o-:··.-' •,;as, a.nci t::> a lesser extent r:c.-: t'~erc 1s, 
) ('. 
ccncentrate on the ~o~n fundamental housing processes. 
within !ic\.Jcastl,.::-·.J:·~n-'i.'yne, as in other cities, housint;' problems and 
deurivation il~ cen~r~L ~re cost evicient in the 1n~er areas. rhat does not, 
of course, imply ttat such problems are absent in other areas or, indeed, in 
rural areas. 'i.'r:e ?i n2::. ?.epm~t of ":he Liverpool Inner Area 3tud;y rr;ade the valid 
point ho·wever that ?.1tl~ouch, 
'they do nn~ eve~ contain a m~jority of those who are 
deprived, •••••• they do c.:mtain the gre:o.test cor.c':'~tratio;.s 
of rlAJ:rrivR.t.ior~ in B:c-itain today.' (DoE, 1977a, pl) 
~he instication Gf the Department of Environment Inner Area Studies and 
Cornm;;ni ty DeveJ.opoent ?rejects, singli::-,g out the areas for special treatrr:ent 
by central governrent 9 shows a recognition of tt1is fact. The analysis presented 
l e~o~sa~tle-upon-Ty~e a~d it is thi= area of the sit; ~~ ~tich the e~rirical 
br:en attempted. 
PART TwO 
THE EXISTENCE OF POOR HOUSING 
C Hl1 P'I'SH 'I'V/0 
~e have introduced this work by emphasisin« the f~ct that it is n~re than 
Govnrnments hav0 an ot·: if!,'ation to ~y;o'Ii'le solutionc:: to the socic:} prc·blems that 
solvin~ these problems. 
attention to the orocesses at work in the market rather than to the specific 
mei:1i fes tat ions of general problems at pCJ.rticular timc;s. Duncan, ( 1971) points 
out howover, that 
"f.::.r more is known about the structural :;_ualit:/ of the ch·;elLng 
stock and the way in which this has c~aneed and been improved 
than of the manner ;i.n which the ho,Jsing mark<:t operates or 
responds to changes in the general social and economic climate" 
(quot"'d in ?ritchard 1976, p6) 
Until recently geographers have been particularl:.· guilt:..- of allowing this 
to happen. is r'.-'r'o·· (1o7q ~,1A) ra\'S' 
' .. ' \ ....._ . J. j -· ' 1: Lf ,_: "' .• 
"Geot:;raphy has r::ever conc•.=:rn":'d itself deeply Hi th the question of 
housing." 
Inste~~, there has been 2 ~o~e ge~eral conc~rn wit~ the evolution of urhan 
arnas, and any theory as it stands is more related to urbanis~ in general 
than to housing in particular. Two ~air:: approachcc ~rc worth rnentionine -
11 dif:~~C?nc•,s j_;: 0ither o~ 'no-t~1 of thr::se ~r:ti:;!3.tely rele.t'?d ~~sr(:~cts of 
urba.n :norp'wlogy, function and forr,, g-i'-'"' ~ b2sis for the r:·cognition 
of urban regions. It is thP 6Pscription of their nature, their 
relative disposition, and their soci~l interd~penJence that 
cons~it~l~-es 3. ;_:T?o{;raphical ;:;_nc_::/sis o: ~~ u~h;:.;, ?-~'?2." (~~ur:;t-::·d in 
Pritc~ard (1Q7~, p7) 
N 
\ 
THE GEOLOGY OF THE CENTRAL 
AND WESTERN AREAS OF THE 
ESFAHAN REGION 
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There are many deficiencies inherent in such an approach of which the 
treatment of housing is a good example. lc dwellinc; is not treated as being 
a product of social forces a11d subject to political pressures, but simply viewed 
r ....., •' 
-::c:r_"'~:=; ~;.: .l t.~ 
Indeed, ~1 thoug~ the morphclogic::<.l studies hc:ve pr.cduced very detailed stuclie~ 
of the development of urban areas, see for exarr.ple Conzen (1960) , this lack 
of attention to the social forces thst produce the spatial patterns studied 
leave the ;,_pproach sterile in explanatory poHer. · 
The alternative approach adopted by ~ographers is, pe.:-·haps predictably, 
almost antithetical to the morphological approach. The ecological perspective 
2rising frcm the University of Chicago in the 1920 1 s Has very w.uch process 
oriented, and the subseQuent developments from the original premises have been 
very influential in geography. 
Led by the triad of Park, Burgess and McKenzie the ecologists were greatly 
influenced by the work of Darwin and plant ecologists. Basically, Park 
argued that as man is an organic creature he is subject to the same laws as 
govern the organic world. Of these laws the concept of competition was 
paramount,. 
"Man competed for limited space a.'1d for access to the 
most desirable location for his residence and for his 
business activities. Such competitive activity was reflected 
in land values which, through the price mechanism, sorted out 
like types of person into similar sorts of areas." Robson (1969, p10) 
Also crucial to the plant ecologists Has the concept of domin2..nce, whereby 
one species exerts a dorr.inating influence upon thoee in the local enviromnent. 
The early ecologists saw the expression of this in the city as the Central 
Business District, ·..rhere competition to locate in the most accessible Zlrea 
between business concerns led to rising land values !lear the centre and; 
"in turn affects the disnosi tion of other elements vJi thin the urban 
complex. 11 Robson (1969,.p11) 
Directly related to the concept of dominance were those of invasion and 
succession, which Burgess (1925, pSO) defined thus: 
- 11 -
"The tendency of each inner zone to extend its area by the 
invasion of the next outer zone. This aspect of expansion 
may be called successior. " 
whereby residential areas were invaded by business and industrial undertakings 
All of the various ccncepts were tmi ted in the Lllllous concentric ;n.:.c model 
of urban growth advocated by Burgess which contained five zones. At the centre 
was the Loop which, in Chicago, Burgess viewed as the Central Business District. 
This was surrocmded by a zone in transition; 
11 in which invasion or incipient invasion by corrunerce and business 
led to a fall in residential desirability and the existPnco 0f 3 
cheek-by-jowl mixture of land uses: industry, CCI:!.'1lerce 2.;;0 business 
intenningled with high density, highly subdivided residentic, J 
accommodation, occupied by the poor and the undesir2.ble." \ob;;on (1969,p13: 
Having at one time formed the periphery of the city these houses \-Jere often 
substantial, but their value, once in this zone, was. only a potential value 
dictated by the desirability of the area for invasion by business. Conse1uently 
repair and renovation would be unprofitable(as a result of the short life 
expectancy) and the maximum revenue that could be extracted from the properties 
lay in a massive subdividingo 
The third area was inhabited by the working class that had managed to 
leave the slums but who desired or needed to remain close to work. Beyond 
this lay the residential zone with a largely 'middle class 1 popul::J.tion in 
higher class housing and,finally, beyond this zone lay the coi!ltuuting z.one 
where satelite towns and suburbs were found up to a maximum journey to the 
Loop of some 30 - 60 minutes duration. 
Certainly, since the 1920's the model has been the subject of much criticism 
(for a summary of these critiques see Carter, 1975; Robson, 1969), most of vthich 
need not ccncern us here. Vl~t is important, however, is tha.t the treatment 
of housing is implicit. It is seen c..s one of three types of land uses, eriCh 
competing against each other and against the dominant land uses, corrmerce and 
industry, for space. As such it ignores the concept that there are three 
- 12 -
aspects to housing problems. The reason for substa~1r1ard housing, the social 
forces in society and the behaviour of individuals in the rnarkPt are all subsumed 
by the parallels with plant ecolog-y. These have been described by i\bbott (1936) 
2.S 
"theories which ~;P~<:·: to he r:u~~o ~\- :h;;or~·,tlr3l '!.nd :lr·;t_ ~na1 :_stic" 
quoted in Robson (1~69, p1~) . 
concepts used are qt bPst over sinplific~'ions and ~t ~erst ~ncorrect. ~hR 
seven. 
For comprehensiveness one must mention two other schemes of urban L:md use 
the1t h;tve been given some ;:,ttention by .':','eographers -;the sector scheme of 
Hoyt (1939) and the multiple nuciei scheme of Harris and Ullman (19t1,5). 
!-:oyt, after an examination of residentie.l rent pe.tterns in 25 American cities, 
cone luded tho.J t direction w;:;s F1•, con t.ro ll iug influence upon land use re. ther 
than distance froh. the centre, High quaJ.ity residential areas, for example, 
did not spring up at random on the edge of cities, but once established near 
the centre expanded along lines of cormnunications to produce a sector. 
Similarly, industr'J would expand along communication lines in one direction 
producing another sector Rnd so on. 
Harris and Ullman's multiple nuclei ~odel represents a further step away 
froT:l the i;r:r.erCJlisations of 3urgess. The:/ note tho.t :~.est urba.r-: a::-eas d.o r:ot 
from the f~sion of s~veral criginal~y dist net nuclei. Vnry simply, these 
l-:ut upon history. 
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understanding the housing market we would be well advised to look elsewhere~ 
As we have said, treatment of housing in all three models is implicit rather 
than explicit 9 allowing Kirby's statement (quoted above) to stando 
Economists as well; 
"have found the city in general 0 anu the urban housing market 
in particular, a peculiarly intractable problem" Pritchard (1976, p12) 
However~ K:l.rwan and Martin (1971) make the point that the housing market is 
an economic system with housing allocation related :to, amongst other things 9 
income and price. Therefore, they conc]udP., an economic approach to the 
problem of modelling the housing market is justified. Nevertheless; 
"The economist armed \-lith his kit of familiar tools is likely 
to be confused and bewildered '"'ilt:r. asked to dissect the city" 
Richardson (1971, p14) 
Economists have, however, produced a voluminous amount of literature concerning 
resideptial location decisions and the housing market:;. Those which have received 
the most attention are what Hoover (1968) has named the 'access/space trade off' 
models,of which the scheme advocated by Alonso (1964) is the most famous. 
Such models adopt a micro-economic approach with the household as the basic 
utility maximising unito 
Essentially the model is based on the (undisputed) fact that each household 
has at its disposal a certain amount of income which places a restriction 
on potential locations of the form: 
"Individual's income =land costs + commuting costs +all other expenditure" 
(Alonso 1964, p19) 
Given the constraint of income however, the rich will tend towards the 
outskirts of a city where land is cheaper, buying more units of land but 
using more of their income upon travel. As Alonso has stated, 
"it can be shown that 9 given two individuals of similar tastes, 
both of whom prefer living at low densities, if their incomes 
differ, the bid rent curves of the wealthier will be flatter 
than those of the man of low income. Therefore, the poor will 
tend to central locations on expensive land and the rich to 
cheaper land on the peripherj. The reason for this is not that 
the poor have greater purchasing power, but rather that, at any 
given location the poor can buy less land than the rich, and 
since only a small QUantity of land is involved, changes in its 
price are not as important for the poo~ as the costs and 
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inconven:i P.nccc of commuting. The rich, on the o tlv"r hand, buy 
.sceater qucmtities of l::md, and are coL2'"·'luently affect<'•i by 
changes in its price to a g~eat deiree, In other words, 
because of' variations in density anong different levels of 
income, accessibility bel:::-'''PS ~1s an int')rior l_?;ood." i'.}onso (1960) • 
. ]_ rP l" ;_· j ~ ~=? ~) ~ -~ o.. i.e-~ 
f],·,nso (1o:_.\ r·1 
•. - '-- •. '·4 t 
11 i"t.s Prfll'-n2~sis o~l 2 ho'_Lr~ehDld': ~--:::ti.Jnc.1 cr_ilculc·:.ti.~l~S 0f ::.. c!-t'Jice 
b0twee:--: :core spCJce an:l/or ch"::if<?c hoc:::: ;nc c'n t~e one L3.itd, and 
s:iCJ~ter ~ou:-11eys to ' .. ;ork r:n:~ :s-~--o~ter ~~cr:r---ssibility on the :'Jt~;er.'' 
?lxrther, the same author notes th:-:.t the prir:e of tra:::s1;ortatio:: to the city 
centre does increase with distance fro~ the centre w~ile site prices decline 
with distance. Kirby (1979), on the other hand, points out that the analysis 
i.s concerned with land and not housing, and empirically it can be observed 
th2t houso prices do not de-sline in price 1 r2tionally' from the cer:tre, 
assuming equal amenities of each dwellinv. 
Further critic isms can be levelled c. t the model. ;,s HichZJrdson ( 1971) 
suggests, the ~ode~ becomes much less convincing if the assu~ption of 
centralis0d employment op~ortunities is relaxed and hence, in principle at 
Je:=ist, transport costs :J.r>? less in so:rt>? peripher;:Jl areas. Pnrhaps even more 
da:rming are the assumptions that individuals h2Ye frePdort of choice and ne::1r 
p~rfQct competition. Neither assumption can te s~tisf~~~orily subst2ntiated. 
Ri•:h.'-'irdson (1971) points out that i.n mc.ny cas-'s there r:1ay be a tirr,e constr;:cinL 
!lpO~l a house)--:o1r1 3.S it c+oose>s ;:, rJwelJ.lng. !_,~~rth<.?r, vtit,hin an 'Jrban s;;:sterr; 
Chapter Five, due to the necgssity for proximity to work. In this case location 
is a matter of constraint and not choice. ~2rvay (1973) also considerc the 
matter of choice and suggests that mo~els of this typp discount the 
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number of houses cmd households in an urba:1 space :-ind th•?n considr?rs the emergence 
of land use patterns to b~ a sequential space packing problem, drawing an 
analog:·/ with fill in!' seats sequenti:~d1y in .:1n empty thc>.c1t:·e. '1'\:e first er:trant 
tenuou~ ~o~cept o~ whi~h to b~se 
:=-~2sL~:o.::ti·~~n c:~ ;)·~~fo?ct. :-c~--;c .. ?ti tiot:: i[: i;n:e·-1:.-1Cle d·;..le t(~ the ::<..-:--tivit.ies of lo'22l 
- . . 
at!thori U.e2 i.n the hou::::ing n:arket. 'I'his has led to l::n·ge ?:reas of wo,·king 
consider o·~ner occupiers, there is evidence that the utility maximising 
behaviour of the household is not only ~elated to accessibilitv/snace trade 
offs. /..c. t~ich.-~-r:lson (1')7"1 ,-· p26) states; 
"ir: the vast rna~ori ty of cascos the location decisio'1 will be 
ul timc.tely determined by choice of ~3. particula-r house rather 
than b;y choice of loc;:-ttion near: work". 
while in the USf, ~tegm~n (1969) found that; 
"the moving behco.viour of approximately four-fifths •.•••• (of a 
s•1rvey of 8"11 f::uniliee movin,z between 1961 and 1']{)6) •••••• of 
the households is beyond the ,jnr:isdiction of the acressibility 
ori<?r1t'od loc?~lion r:10deJ.s." 
Indeed. the sur1ey su~~ested that; 
"~·J·~· i.;~-; bau:-hoo~ (;:J~s i': €·~2. tions ·,.~ .. c~ .. e: ~:.or"'e .-::; ic::.ifi2,-;.n-: ir; lac::~ tic.--: 
--3~:·cisio?1S -:Jf' st .. ~Ju.rbr;.n f'2-r.1il.ie0 t.~t::..:: ·,.:r;:'r· cc:-:s:irJn~~~Jio:·!~ n.r 
~r·cP:-::si'ni1it:,' ;-:.nd, to:::: 1:r,·_,at-.~r c-~v.t~nt, c!!:.-";'::it'~t:o....-·i~-t~ir·~ rJf ttln 
<•,:ollin.i.: 1;niL:= t.~JPJ11::~~-'lv·--!S, 11 .~.tr_,c_1TJ~t;-l (!?::=.~~) 
·"' y 
.... i- i 
: ~: =-1 J 1 ~ :.r , rl 
Jn "' 
m 
.-. ; + . 
., •. l.. ,.-.~, 
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to location n: a:1el q_ is the quantity of housing _o';rchRsed ot r;1. 
!11 
constant and e is the usu~l Naperian logarithm. r~!lso a.llov.'s for 
the effect of preference variations and incorporates othor v~riahles such as 
in 
t-,r-r.~.,--.. 
.... ,_,;-
. : c~ .:. - -........... ' r.J'· :~ 
only d'?SCriOC:' what happPTlS :end not. why it f1a:;cp•?nS, 
r " :·: .. I 
approaches are useful in that they emphasise the fact that some decision naking 
process occurs at the ho'Jsehold level and th2.t f·Jr different incoJT,e gTou:ns the 
constraints upon th-'lt decision are different. 
f..n alte··:n~·.tive to the micro-economic .::tpproach of .:c.Jonso, l.uth ;::tal is 
provided by the probablistic appro2..ch of 'social physics' (r.lrwe.;: ?~nd Fa·;tin, 
1971) - spatial interaction models which utilise the gravity r~,o-lel (e:. term 
considered ~y Senior (1973) to be outdated a~d misleading) and en~ropy 
maximisint; (Wilson, 1967) ,,...hich relates ma.croanaJytical techniques to micro-
situations ('v.'ilson, 1Q70). 1-!'l.ny formuL;tions of the basic r•tod<:l 0xist ( ~,ov1rey 
1963, Wilson 1969, Crinps and Foot 1969, Batty 196g, 1970, ~ch~nique eta] 
1969a, 1969b) which at its most basic levels is concerned with the dis~ribution 
where rr. ' 
l ,J 
t:. is thl? 
J 
'[' .I J' B 't; 'f ( r. .. ) 
.J ,J ! ,J 
r:c: rn iJo ~-
'i' 
i ,} 
( ' ,~ 
_, " 
~c .. 
in .J, 
co:~t ;;.y-~d b..: 
,) 
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where A., B., 0;, and D., alJ relate to trip constraints (Kirby 1979, Senior 1973). 
1 .) - l 
In the present form it must be accepted that the model tells us very little 
(if anything) nev1 ;c;r>ou t the '"')rk ·• of the housing market, household location 
a~eas 
('.-iilsor. 1T!O, r:rir·;;s and Cater 1j71, ~~·enior a:1ci 1·/ilson 1973, Raxter and 
A~thony 1971, Or~nshaw 1974) to p~avide a ~ore ~ea 1 istic model of the workings 
housin[:j, income, 2T;"J co'-trz:('t.iv"'n?c:s '.'t cetera. ~lowc:ver, while the increc.:sing 
(although Sen~or (1a~~) ~0·Q3 thHt 0~pirical testing lags far behind theoretical 
developr;tent) and hence may prove to be of use to planners (Kirwan and Vartin, 1971) 
it does not form an. ex;'L:mation of the workings of the hous·ing market. As 
j,: 
Boddy "(1974, pp20-21) has stated: 
"These models are concerned '"'i th residential location, not the 
operatior. of the housing rr:a.rket." 
The use of variol.JS incol!le groups and ho1Js ing types in the disaggrega ted models 
does, however, lead us neatly towar::~s a consideration of the sociologist's 
contribution to comprene:~sior. of the h:)using market. Pritchard (1976) notes 
that the sociolo,c::ica1 significa:1ce of hous:'.:;g is fully esta_blished, and a 
correlation between social status and quality of dwelling has long been 
reco~s-nis ed ( Cha pn2.r., 1 n 5",,) • 
The rr:cog::i t.ion of the significance of housing conditions is also to be 
found in ~ar.y studies of communities (Batt 1957, ~ill~ott and Young 1957, 
Cnllison 1963, for PX2mc1P), i~uc: perhaps the most ir:fluential contribution 
towards an u:~derstandin~ of the workinas of the housing m~rket begins with the 
I·,··~,--,;J'-.0 1 o".· i,-,OlJr:.ir-.1 .-!". r .. l .. ~.'.~.-~.-.. '·.", --'evr,Jo··~d 1 .... ~, Pc.Y -...-,d f-'oo~r, (1067\ '"1..-.r~ rl"')~ (-1tlh,r') J •- ~- , - - , _ 1; C - • ._ •J,; • C·- •• d.o. • L 
1 
.' • ) ~U~ - -- - \_ ( 1~ ,) o 
The r~oclel is an att<?!lipt to incor,:>orat<:> :;<:>neral1::-' acr:epted premises 0f 
sociological theory into a morleJ. of thP workings of the housing market 
r::ons is ts of ~~roups 
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and individuals in competition for scarce and desirable resourceso Assuming 
that everyone desires suburban housing Rex suggests 
"that the basic process underlying urban social interaction 
is competition for scarce '"nd desired types of housing" 
Rex ( 1 96 G, p21 4) 
and that individuals are distinguished from each other by the.i r ability to 
obtain these resources. Rex continues: 
"Max 'weber, it will be remembered, relativised Narx's view of the 
nature of so·cial classes by suggesting that any market situation, 
and not only the labour market led to the emergence of groups 
with a common market position and corranon market interests which 
could be called 'classes'. We need only qualify this slightly to 
include groups differentially placed with regard to a system of 
bureaucratic allocation to a~rive at a notion of 'housing classes' 
~hich is extremely useful in analysing urban structure and 
processes". Rex (1968, p214) 
Empirically the concept has to some extent been verified by Barbolet (1969). 
He found, in Kent, that although the occupations of clerk and manual worker 
provid~d different degrees of access to the owner occupied sector of the 
housing market, neither offered sufficient rewards to pro,~ure a range of desirable 
resources such as housing, good access to work and other &~enities. That is, 
despite the superficial differences in their positions, both were placed in the 
same relatively deprived situation. 
In Birmingham,Rex (1968, p215) identifies seven classes; 
1. The outright owners of large houses in desirable areas 
2. Mortgage payers who 'own' whole houses in desirable areas 
3. Council tenants in council built houses 
4. Council tenants in slum houses awaiting demolition 
5. Tenants of private house-owners, usually in the inner ring 
6. House owners who must take lodgers to meet loan repayments 
7. Lodgers in rooms 
As in the Marxist model of class, relationship to the me'lns of production 
is vital. In this model,qualifications for a mortgage or a council tenancy 
are central to the class struggle for housing. Although the allocation 
of mortgages and council tenancies are based upon different criterion, neither 
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are universally available 9 
"so that either position is a privileged one as compared with 
that of the disqualified." Rex (1968, p215) 
Class consc.iousness amongst the rnemhers of housing classes can become blurred 
however, and the existing sys tern becomes legitimated by the possibility of 
movement between classes. 'l'his 0 in hex's view, tends to transform the class 
conflict into a status system in the view of the participants. 
The model obviously represents an important departure from models and 
theories based upo~ income and access only. Criticisms can be made however 
(see for example, Flichardson 9 Vipond and Furbey 9 1975). In particular, the 
assumption of a collective goal of suburban owner occupation is a debatable 
one. Also, it has b0en stated that, 
"any theory of housing as an allocative structure must explicitly 
incorporate the economic processes of the housing market." 
.stewart (1973, p209) , 
and here some link in Rex's theory with income and a more explicit statement 
co~cerning the position of institutions in the housing market, such as 
building societies, developers and government is needed. 
A similar classification based upon tne means of access, rather than 
current housing situation,introduces such a link. Pahl distinguishes five 
housing classes based upon capital differentiation: 
1. Large property owners and capitalist speculators 
2. Smaller landlords 
3a. Owners of sufficient capital to own their own houses and owning 
3b. Owners of sufficient capital to own their own houses and renting 
4. Those who must rent 
Unfortunately the conce~1tual strength of the classification (quoted in 
Murie, Niner and Watson,1977) is the empirical weakness. The concept of those 
who must rent is a useful one if we are to understand differential access to 
housing and to other resources (due to the spatial uniqueness of a dwelling), 
but it is difficult to tell if those who do rent must rent. (Murie et al,1977). 
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What we have seen so far is that the various approaches all appear to have 
some merits, but none satisfactorily explain fully the workings of the housing 
market. It i.s interesting to note however, that the model of Rex's; 
"emerges from an at tempt to make sense ·:::f the 
underlying Burgess's theory of urban zones." 
pr0cesses 
Hex (1968, p211) 
Certainly what we can see in most cities is that the poor tend to live in 
the worst housing and the rich tend to live in the best housing. Apart from 
pointing to economic power as an explanation (~1d obviously this goes a long 
way) we cannot say exactly why the patterns exist ~nd what more subtle 
mechanisms reinforce the overriding constraint of income. 
Castella (1977, p146) has observed that the housing crisis is characterised 
by the fact that; 
"it affects other social strata than those at the bottom of the 
incomes scale and that it even reaches large sections of the 
,middle strata better placed in other spheres of consumption, 
but unable to escape the housing shortage •••••• This shortage 
•••••• corresponds to a relation between supply and demand, 
itself determined by the social conditions of production of 
the market commodity in question, that is to say housing." 
In many respects, unless the market functions fairly and equitablyf then 
even in a net surplus situation there can be an effective shortage in some 
sectors due to the mismatch of supply and demand. Council house waiting lists 
are but one example, and the fact that there still exist homeless people 
another. 
"Any analysis of 'demands', 'needs' or requirements •••••• expresses 
subjective or ideological connnitments". Donnison (1967a, p1) 
and this leads us towards a consideration of the 'political economy' of housing. 
The political economy approach represents an attempt to understand the 
processes at work in one sphere from the social and political economic 
structure of the whole urban system. Put very simply, any urban system is 
not in a state of equilibrium as neoclassical economist models would imply. 
It is in a state of permanent disequilibrium (Harvey, 1973) and this is the 
result of a mismatch between the concepts of need, demand and supply. 
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It has been observed that: 
"The social concept of need and the economic concept of demand 
are two quite different things." Harvey (1973 9 p154) 
and because, in the private sector of the housing market,households bid for 
housing and occupation is based upon the outcome of the supply-demand 
relationship 0 then we can say that allocation is unrelated to need. (Boddy, 1974). 
Yet, the political economy approach, by emphasising the overall s true ture 
goes much further. Apart from focussing upon marke_t disequilibrium it; 
"focuses on •••••• the access of households to scarce resources 
and the effects of housing allocation on life chances and the 
distribution of real income. The social-spatial divisiveness of 
housing systems is emphasised, the nature of classes in the 
market examined." Boddy (1974, p38) 
Such an analysis is far more penetrating and involves a consideration of many 
of the institutions in the urban system. The benefits of such an approach 
seem t9 be that the behaviour of the individual households in any market 
situation can only be understood once the operation of the whole structure 
of the market is satisfactorily comprehended. 
Kirby (1979 9 p21) notes that; 
"housing struggles relate to the cl.ass struggle" 
but believes the problem for researchers to be one of emphasis. He poses 
the question; 
"are we keen to explain the social system, or to shed light 
upon the housing system?" Kirby (1979, p21) 
and decides that it is the housing system which is most important. The 
political economist view as stated above however, is that without 
understanding the social and political economic structure, the housing 
system cannot be understood. 
It is safe to leave this discussion here rather than to delve too deeply 
into the methods and concepts of the political economy of housing approach. 
The basic approach adopted in the ensuing parts of this work is that of 
political economy in that the social and economic and political context of 
housing is investigated before we turn to the actions of individual households 
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in the housing marketo The basic principles will therefore be discussed as 
appropriateo 
One further approach should be mentioned briefly howevero Although it is 
not normally explicitly linked with the political economy approach~ behavioural 
studies of the housing market are in many respects complementary to ito Thjs 
is because the way in which individuals act in a given situation is governed 
not, as geographers have traditionally assumed, by the physical environment 
but by the behavioural en~ironment, and the way in which economic and political 
forces interplay will clearly affect the behavioural environmento 
The origins of the approach lie with Kirk ( 1951, 1963) and Lowenthal (-1961) 
who both advocated the distinction referred to above. The 'phenomenal 
environment 1 .is the external real world as it exists, while the behavioural 
enviroc.ment is the end product after the facts of thei'phenomenal environment 
have been organised and evaluated by the individual. 
From these beginnings the approach has developed with notable contributions 
coming from Wolpert (1964)• producing a specific case study, and Fred (1967), 
introducing the concept of satisficing behaviour into location models. In 
urban studies the approach gained ground due to the failure of factoral 
ecologies to explain the ways in which specific spatial patterns were created 
(Bassett and Short, 1980). By directing energies towards individual 
households as the decision making unit however, the way in which spatial patte~ 
evolve, given the social, economic and political system, can be explained. 
Much of the work produced by behaviouralists will be introduced in Chapter 
Eight when we consider residential relocation, given the constraints of the 
social systemo Here,however,we can illustrate the type of consideration upon 
which the behaviouralists focus. Michelson (1977), for example, investigated 
the ~ay in which people found their dwellings and was able to demonstrate 
that different housing classes adopted different strategies. Indicative of 
this was the fact that 75 per cent of house buyers inspected at least seven 
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ch·ellin,c:;s during their search, while only 33 per cent <Jf thosP r:!nvin2: into 
an apartment adopted such a lengthy search. From this we gain the imoression 
th,~.t ;uodels of location based upon r3.tional man, or upor: sor:J"' con:rr.on foc·m of 
"th'" :·es"c:l t.s showed that 'residential reloc~::.tio!"': ;-:;ar:' •-::::: " .~ 
·~·cr•-- ccrr:~·l~x anirnal than 'neo-cla.~.sicc:_} ~Jaq.' Ur ~:1~ ;J~:-:r·r }:·_;r:d, 
>vi·,,-.: '.'8 :::', CJ con t; Y1U ing to .l.S SUme that t 'ie i-'.o l<S e h•::• ~ ri ·,·12 ~; ~~- >'' rr_,:; t 
i~·port::mt unit of study and that housi:-12' deu.and wa::: tlp c:''Y:2l 
~~c~en~ in the housing supply and demand relationshi~, t~~~ t;?e 
n;' r=-.=:;o;:;rch offered little rr;o;::-e than a sli{"htl:: ~':Ore ce2.~:Ct> 
.:o:·:t"'r·.sirm to th.=o basic framr,work marked o<.~t t-y :--ten-rJ.=-:..~:>_:_._~--,: 
c:·C tn.e ~ousing system the behavioural approach is a useful to::Jl fo ,- exr;lzd:-1.inr;_; 
--:r:-~ ol>f?r'.,''od pattc;rns, for certain phenomena car: or.ly-· be ace•:;uatP.l,'-' ':'X::~ainec 
::·1 .,.P.l'' tio:1 to the be>havioural enviroru;;ent of the indivicu.-:ds th?..t cr0ate tl-,cse 
I~ the present situation, for example 9 investigation of the eco~o~ic, 
soci~l and political relationships that are bound in the prodt<ctio~ and 
alloc::::tion of housing take us a long way towards ex_::olaini::.,~ th•: !·o·:sing 
r~o~lem, These relationships and concepts involving •rational ma~ 1 however, 
c'r:::·)t [11 1 ly account for the worst housing beir1,5' occupic;d in a ''ous_i.ng surplus 
si ha tiun. Hence ·,.;e must turn to the way in which inhab:i_ tants of -t.l-:at housirg 
P'~r~oive the :-:;;:nkot, given that its basic f1mctioning i.s ex_o]ained ::md is imposed 
lJcnn these groups, This, therefore, is the approach adopted in this ·t~ork and '<~e 
sh2.lJ examine the behc_vioural approach more fully in Chapt·'-rs l·.ic:ht. <:nd Nin"'. 
CHAPI'ER. THREE 
THE DUAL NATURE OF HOUSING 
The most striking aspect of the housing problem is that of poor physical 
conditions,and in Chapter One we examined data which showed that 4.6 per cent 
of all dwellings in England were actua1ly classified as being unfit for human 
habitation. Such a situation cannot adequately be explained solely in terms 
of the failure of housing programmes designed to improve or renew the housing 
stock, although clearly, given sufficient impetus such programmes would indeed 
rectify the problem temporarilyo To understand the reasons for the existence 
of these dwellings we must examine the nature of housing itself and the nature 
of the social, economic and political system in which they are allowed to 
exist. Our starting point for such a discussion is tQ8t housing is no ordinary 
good, but rather,has a dual nature. It can be seen as a commodity to be 
produced for profit and sold in a market situation or it may be regarded as 
a right of citizenship to be-produced and allocated by the state for the 
benefit of all members of society. 
This polarisation of roles is reflected by the fact that in the vast 
majority of nations the housing sector is a mixture of public and private 
activity • 
.. The nature of the mix varies greatly from nation to nation 
but the role of government is substantial even in those 
countries which generally allow the market place the greatest 
freedom in making economic decisions. 11 Smith (1971, plO) 
Certain points arise from this dichotomy which require some elaboration. 
What, for example, is a commodity and is a dwelling a 'normal' commodity, 
given that it usually changes hands many times during its lifespan. 
Although guilty of using a definition out of its' intended context, a 
commodity may be thought of as a thing whose qualities enable it in some 
way or another, to satisfy human wants. (Marx 1946). Evidently then any 
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d1velling, nlbeit produced for profit, produc·r:l to f11l:d ~ ~3o:cial ne"'n, or 
a mixtur~ of both, is 'J. co::-~1:odit:;:. 
1-,,-.:.:..::::;-.r .. ,..-- ;:, ; )· ·' i: .) 
. . . ' 
(', ( 1 iT: • 'i .· 
utility of the object to ar;y potentjal c:or.sun:,-·r. 
"The cor.ir::odit~' is 2. use V3.lu"?, but 'Jcc "- ,-:-ry-~c·-·t}~c:· ,.,. is 
simultaneously not a use value for its OI>Ine::o, th-,-": is, 
a direct means for the satisfaction of his own needs. 
For its owner it is on the contr3.ry 3. non-use v::-chle, 
that is merely the physical depository of exC'ho:.::c·e ·nlue 
or s j mply a. rr..eans of exchange. . •.••. '~'h~ co::1::-:od:i. t2· is ::: 
use vah1e for its owner .£!!l.Y. so fa:" :;s it is a.:: excl:2.nl!,e 
value. The co:r_':':odity therefore h::s still to t·s-cc:.:':;; J. use 
value ...... fo:r- others". 
There are in any society, however, certair; g::oo'-'P'~ who c~nnot procure the 
use of a particular comnodi ty simply because they· do :r~o t have the use of 
c:ufficient other com1nod; ties or r<?.sources which thr::>y can p:u:h::mge. 1'hat 
is, they cannot pay~ In 3 pure w2rket si.t,PtiC>:: twc p:-i::cipal solutions 
to this problem can be envisaged. The suopl i,- rs of comwoC.i ties for exchange 
may perceive that there is a large group providinc a demand for the use of a 
cormnodity which is not being met. They ma,y ~]Pcide, the:::-eforf?, to produce a 
sufficient quantity of thct con~modity whj.rh fulfills this demand- a similar 
cofl'~odity with a lower exchange value. 'Phis howpvcr ~"'::os not tn hapre:r~. 
Harr<:>y (1973, p154) is but one who has n0t<:ci thclt: 
"the socj.a} concept of need and the ccono:::i::: 
1er.i2.nd CJTC two 0,.1-'jt,p difC,rent thinvs." 
concept .~ 01 
C:0!1SPqUent.ly the 21 tern-0' tive 1 1T1c'!TYP+. SOlution' t.o t"':e DrOC,lP!!t teWlS to ma:rJ.ifest 
i t3elf - unmet demand and an ignoring of the ~)robJer:: by tho::;e v1ho produce 
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commodities. 
With some commodities this would produce relative hardship, ~aybe even 
resentment, arr.ongst those groups who do not obtain the use value of cowrr:odities. 
Housing is not a nomal corrrr,odi ty however. A~c. 1-'e~ 1 ;,~- twing a con·rrodi ty as 
described above it is also a • need 1 - every one ~u:~t :i·;e sorrewhere. The 
market solution would consign large groups c,c peoplP ~:o hovels and slurrs, the 
like of which Engels, Yearns and Dickens wrote. Foli tically, M.S well as 
socially, this would obviously be an explosive situat~on and so, with a 
coiJlrr.odi ty as important as a house, the state is !'aced with no al terna ti ve 
but to intervene in the D'arket to arreliorate the effest~ of that rr:arket upon 
the poorest groups. 
In Britain the state has intervened in many ways which have regulated the 
private'rnarket. The most striking way however, has been its direct 
intervention in providing houses which are owned by and rented frorr local 
authorities. Whereas at the turn of the century virtually all housing was 
provided and owned by private individuals - in 1914 aprroxima tely 90 per cent 
of all houses were let by private landlords,- by 1976 the public sector 
accounted for some 34 per cent of all dwelling units in Great Britain. In 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne the trend has been equally strong. Before 1920 the local 
authority had corrpleted only 622 dwellings, but by 1973 this figure had 
risen to 40,953. In percentage terms, 42 per cent of all dwellings in the 
city were council owned in 1971, and redevelopment of privately rented areas 
since then has rraintained the upward trend in council hcus~ provision. 
As suggested, this state intervention is not perfo:r:mt::d sirrply as a 
rragmmimous gesture to those in need. In Britain, the ideological leanings 
of the Lacour Party, which has done rr.ost towards the provision of the services 
of the 'welfare State•, are undeniablj such that the state would interfere in 
the private market to ameliorate the worst injustices that it can cause, But, 
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the explanatio.:1 of continual intervention in Britain, and in nations with no 
sinilar social(.ist) democratic history is more funda:nentally rooted in the 
structure of society. 
of latcur and this division is itself a product of the capitalist system, with 
·-:::iC::·itJ!. s.nr} labour r:liametric::-,lly ooposr-:d to ea.ch oth<"!', I·uc)-, •Jf the 'lrsu_m,:>nt 
surroundinG' the state and the r.:::tionale for state interrention is bou:1d up 
w·ith the process of capital e.ccn:n.ulatio:< <md l·.re must briefly outline the main 
thesis of this. 
Once the capitalist systetr: h~s evolved, th0. C3.]-~itaJ.ist uses his caritcil 
to make nrofits out of commodities which he sells. Uwnership of the mea~s 
of ~:roduc tion (acquired through the ovmership of ca. pi tal) enables the 
capitrrlist to appropriate the surplus value embodied in a commodity. For 
f·!arx, the accumulation of capital '..J&s a d:civins force ir1 society. 
the contradictions inherent in capitalist development which are expresseu 
in periodic crises. 
It is the state that attempts to p::-t?vent snch ~risc:·s. · ,- 2 iberal 
capitalism, 
"the organising principlP ' . .,r;::.s thztt of the markPt, 1,.,rhich f~ave 
rise to a class polarised society and to (the) endemic 
r:;conomic crisis tc:·ndenci.:es II Scott ( 1979) 
a~ri the role of the state 
"w":s to provide, w~Here nec,::.ss'•rJ, 
conbnulng c3pital acc·;nn;lcltion" 
in the priv~~te ~or-tor .. The: st~te:: 
"did rot (hov/<-?V'?r) rlir"'c+.Jy r<=>r:,lac'? rr.a.rkPt ''i·Ch,;nisrns or 
eng a {!;e in pro due tion." ifuds on ( 1 977) 
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ln lat0 rapitalist societies, conversely, the state is ex~licitly 
interventionist (Offe, 1'375). 1•1iliband (196·:)) reco;::,:1ises 2-n "'Conomic 
elite and a bureau era tic elite in societ.·;, t'-O th of h'h.ich have so:nmon backgroands, 
c. the 
ideology of thl? society rema.~ns that of t'le ruling class. 
It is the first of these which led directly to t!1e use of the interventional.ist 
state 
"in -res:;-<J:-:se to th~~ req~irements of a.ccurr:ul2.t:on c.nC: le;i ti:-::isatio!l 
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries." Hu:l.son (1977). 
~:iuch a state is differentiated from the liberal version 
"by t':1e ir..clusion of a p:::-oductive mode of intervention (to 
su;;ple!T!ent the allocative mode)''. Hudson (1977). 
In such a 'way the state is able to de-comsodify goods which the private sector 
finds it unprofitable to produce and which are generally regarded a.s needs. By 
so doing, in lRte capitalism economic crises can in fact a;p~'lr to be resolved. 
But in fact, they are merely disnlaced to the pnli tical level. _ .. ,::; Hc:hermas 
( 1976, p46) :-;ays 
"the :~ctivity of thr! stat~ cannot C·JI11pens:..:.-tP r.·o;: thP t .. ~r~denr;y 
of a ~allin~ rate of ~rofit. It can ;::t be~t m~diatP it, th~t 
is, i t:c<?lf consumi3. te it by political r.:cans ''. 
"The state ca:-1 :::-egulate the r:ri.sis of a rn.R.rlret cconorn,y, hut onJy 
by cre::>ting p;orsistent administ,rative ancl fisca} cris0s for 
itself." ~~cott (1979). 
and this is clearlJ the situation that is born out by tfP evir!encP of 8ll 
late capitalist societies. i\s I\,andel (197)) descrL::;es, :10t only does the 
state take on thP function of 9rovidinc thP ir!fras true t11yp for continued 
. d._: ~ ~d.; d c (' IJ riJU j : ~ t. :~ rJ n ' rnl T. L: : .-. rY· ~ ~. 8 1 :::; () 
ca~i~al). The ~eneral extension of social legislation is see~ by Mandel (1975) 
s:::fe&,uard tt1e domination of capital, at the scme tiri!e enhancing reproduction 
of t~e means of productinn by ~ssuring the ~-~;sica~ reconstitution of the 
,. 
tCTCP ~oints· two and ttree 
ln terms of housing, the state, even with the ideological leanings of the 
Lcbour ?arty, has been at pains to ensure that the conditions for !Jroviding 
rrivatc housinrr for nrofit have heen ~ainta~ned. s~ith (1971) exa~ines the 
conditions that are n~cess2ry for a privatP component in t~e housine sector 
to ft;nc tion. F~r~t he notes that the sQcto~ is heavily desendant upon the 
exist.-~nC"' of R. set of lCJ.ws, institutions anr: P'.Jblic 2.'c,encies- the 
oropasition (such a.s roacl s, ' c e t ~ r~i) , •,.; ~: i. r· ~ sL"c tor 
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cannot adequately fulfil while obtaining the necessery profit and still being 
able to sell houses. 
The state ensures that all of these (and many more) conditions are 
fulfilled 9 even intervening to the extent of building and retaining ownership 
of a third of all dwellings. As we shall see in the next chapter however, 
only once has the private sector of the building industry been seriously 
threatened - in the years of Labour administration after World War II. In 
fact, generally it is the private sector which actually builds the dwellings 
for the state - at a profit to capitalists. 
The relationship we have described between capital, labour, the state 
and the many institutions which operate in the housing market determine the 
outcome of the market situation and allow us to explain the existence of 
bad housing. There are many groups,each of which is involved in the market 
for different reasons and which have different motivations. Given the 
dichotomous nature of housing,it is worth putting the actions of these 
groups into some perspective relating to __ the concepts we have thus far 
introduced. 
MacMurray and Shoults (1973) present a behavioural analysis of the 
housing market which differentiates between demand groups and supply agencies 
on the basis of their behaviour. Table 3.1 shows the main actors that they 
identify. There are certain parts of their analysis with which we may 
disagree. The goal of the large private landlord for example, is in their 
view, 1 provision of responsibility to the co:r.muni ty. 1 This assigns to the 
private sector a function that we have said is taken on by the state, because 
the private market does not have the ability, or more particularly the motive, 
to cater for it. Nevertheless, the simple identification of significant 
actors in the market is a useful step, enabling their inter-relationships 
to be examined. 
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Table 3.1 Actors in the housing market 
Controlling agencies 
Local l\uthori ty 
Building ~)oc:f-~tir:~/Ftr:!nL:.-- T·.-~t.: 7-.~:t: ---.n~ 
Central Gover:::~.eLt 
~ctors in the demand nrocess 
Upper incorr.e 
l".iddle income 
Lower income 
(Priv~:tc Ser.tor; 
l)eve lore rs 
L2.nci 1 o rcl::: 
ThR actions of thosP formine 2 dema·:--1d fo~' ~tousin:; :1-re :::o~c e:.:sil2.~ understood 
for that use. The amount of money tha.t tilc.y have 2 t t!:eir disposal largely 
determines the quality of the dwellinc th~~ they obt~in. ~ence, we obviously 
expect the most affluent groups to inhabit the 'best' houses and the poorest 
groups to live in the 'worst' dwellings. 
This simpll? situation is made more complicated tho~1gh by the ex.istence 
of the three distinct sections in the housing market - L:ade up of ov.rner 
occupation, private renting and council renting. f'_s 2 ~Fn<eraJisation it 
is fair to say that the O\-rner occupied sector is the r~:ost desirable for the 
actors in the demand process. Apart from allowing a r~turn on the initial 
inVPStment in the forEl of rF>S3Je, .:~ir~!l~,lf-' (1 :1) SflO'"S +-.fnt fin2.r:r:ial her:efits, 
in th~? form of tax n~l ief, make o•..,rner occur.::: tior: the r;,os t -~,eneficial forrn of 
tenure. Ideologically too, there 1s a n~ti~nal acce~ta~ce a~ Britain as~ 
owner occupation. 
a building society or some other fi:Jancial institution) ar;.J. cons<::':J_uer.tly 
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is in a position to realise the exchange value of the dwelling at some future 
date. The owner occupier's dwelling is,then,part of his wealth. In the private 
rented sector demand is simple. Here, the tenant pays only for the use of a 
dwelling. The exchange valu,~ of the property is not his to be realised. Instead 
it belongs to the owner or landlord 9 whose objective is almost exclusively one 
of profit. This sector may,then,be seen as the least attractive for those who 
create the demand for housing. Cox (1976 9 pp 69-70) observes however 9 that: 
"The decline of the accommodation provided by'the private landlord 
has meant, then, the threat of removal of the chief roof over the 
heads of the people about whom mainstream society, well organised 
in its public and owner occupied sectors, does not want to know-
coloured, poor, mobile, young and old. Local authorities, as the 
bodies mainly responsible for the destru.-:::tion of the low cost 
private housing market, (by slum clearance)~ have a duty to see 
that there is low cost housing for those who had previously 
relied upon the private landlord." 
The youncil tenant might seem to be in a similar position in as much as 
he also only pays for the use of his dwelling. Sowever, the local authority 
is, in theor~ not driven by the profit motive as strongly as is the private 
landlord. Furthermore, although some control exists over the private 
landlord and the condition of his propert~, the council tenant is protected 
by building and maintenance standards in- the public sector. Although 'problem 
estates' are a very real phenomenon, the physical standard of a local authority 
let dwelling is reasonably assured. Unfortunately the groups that one would 
expect to constitute the demand for this sector are not always well catered for. 
Cox (1976, p 68) further notes: 
"For the poorest, council tenancy was simply out of the question." 
Given the supposed motive of local authorities this seems somewhat paradoxical. 
It appears even more perplexing ~hen we remember that the whole 'raison d'etre' 
of public housing ~as the provision for the working classes. Indeed, ~~til 
after the Second World War the law required that local authorities provide 
housing only for the working classes. This obligation was removed by the 
1949 Housing Act. 
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In addition 9 the massive growth of the public sector has led to a 
commensurate growth of housing administration as a 'profession' and this in 
turn has brought bureaucratic procedures making access to council housing 
increasingly complicated 9 .involving subjective jude:,'"ements by housing officials 
upon the quality of prospective tenants. ~rey (1976) examined the allocation 
of public housing in H1.1ll and found many injustices, while Blair (1970) is led to 
the notion of an 'elite poor' who gain access to council housing. Taylor (1978) 
is more specific and examines the pattern of lettings on a problem estate just 
outside Newcastle 9 under the jurisdiction of North Tyneside Housing Department. 
By so doing he identifies different power groups in the public sector who gain 
access to the most desirable housing. Although ability to pay is no longer an 
explicit criterion for allocating households to houses, the overall effect is 
remarkably similar to that in the private sector. ;' 
·' 
Demand in the private sector is split into groups which gain different benefits 
and incur different costs from the use of various dwellings. The most affluent 
stand to derive the most benefits for their investment,and the poor generally 
incur the most costs in relation to the benefits they extract from the housing 
market. Indeed, Cox (1976, p 70) concludes that, 
"the problem is not simply a housing problem but a 
dimension of the poverty and inequality syndrome." 
Why this should be is best illustrated by examining the motives of the groups 
regulating the supply of dwellings in the housing market. In the private 
sector two main groups regulate the supply of dwellings - developers and 
landlords. The actions of developers and builders are explained in this work 
by reference to evidence produced in other studies. At an early stage in the 
research however, it was intended to inv~stigdte the 3Ctlo~s of the builders 
that produced the housing that is now regarded as substandard in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 
The potential benefits that such an investigation offered to our discussion of 
the existence of poor housing per se were twofold. 
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of the builders in their own right and hence u~derst~~d why wh~t is ~ow 'poor 
housing' was originally built. It must be re:r..err:brcre;l i~ t"1i2 colltext t!:c: t 
not all housing built prior to the twentieth c•:>ntur~: is now r::g·nd;:,d ~1s 
l- ,_j t- ~ 1, • 1 1 "'. t C: f' 
in, say, ·,-,·,··:-· 1- - >. ~ ; ·- .,... 
of the builC.er/developer in the late nin>?te":--.th :~·'·~····"· "':: 
fo~lowing its initial building and the i~r~cts on th~ 1~~1: 
stock must remain a matter for conjecture, althouc;'l cL:-::.r<.:.·, th:: e:fect c,,:.y 
have been of considerable importance during the hous? 1 s 1i:e. In relation to 
privately rented houses, however, the quality of the 1 tou::-in;~ ne>lates in 
important \vays to the unprofi tabili ty of improvecent for th•? l:::nC:lord and 
this will be explained below. 
Definitive information on these two asrects oft':" oz'..:::-:?n·:e o~~ ::·oc;r >:ous:ng 
could only be gained by a detailed empirical study of a pz: ::-tic ·= ::::::: a::ea c:nc 
wo~ld rel; heavily upon the documentary eviden~e held in iha 2onveyancGs ~nd 
rate books of specific properties. Such an investization ·.,;as started and the 
Town Improvement CoflliTii ttee minutes for Newcas tle-'.lpon-'!:'.~'TJ·cc • ..tF>r,~ exa.c-:i n·~d for 
the years between 1850 and 1910. This enabled a significc:.nt nu.c:ber of building 
comrJc,nies to be identified who viere buildintr, ho'JS'?S in ~1 ;·'cJot st1.1.dy ~tr'??. ri 1Jrine; 
the late nineteenth century, 
'r 1 .;, 
financial circumstances. It was therefor<? irnpu::os.i.t.'lP to determine the stand;:;rds 
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to which these dwellings were built or the profit embodied in the dwelling from 
such a source. Conveyances and rate books of course, would provide something of 
an alternative source for determining the quality and cost of a dwelling. The 
Tyne and Wear. County Archi.ve holds, however, only a small sample of both fa!:' 
Newcastle and the collection is spatially random and temporally restricted to a ~ne 
year in ten sample. In short, the information for such a study was unavailable 
(within the time constraint of this research) and hence, secondary sources provide 
the main evidence for our argument here. 
Developers supply the market with, amongst other properties, houses in order 
to gain a profit which is acceptable to them. That is, they invest capital to 
obtain more capital. Clearly this requires a realisation of the exchange value 
embodied in the commodity but, more crucially, it depends upon the rate of 
profit. Most building firms do not only build houses. In fact only 40 per cent 
of building work is providing dwellings. The rate of profit of course depends 
upon ~he production process per e. Building office~, due to their value and 
factories due to their speed are more lucrative sources of capital accumulation 
for the developer/builder. Murie, Niner and Watson (1976) make the simple 
observation that developers and builders are not socially motivated and hence 
do not aim to provide a social service. 
Obviously, to the builder a dwelling is a commodity like any other. It 
has to compete in their priorities with more lucrative investments. If the 
developer does turn to housing though, we can illustrate simply which part 
of the market he will attempt to supply. The absolute amount of profit will be 
higher on higher price dwellings, assuming a fixed percentage rate of profit. 
The CDP (1976a) provide evidence that such an assumption is valid. They 
illustrate the breakdown of costs for private housebuilding companies in 1973 
thus: 
"Land and interest ch::>rges 
Building works 
Interest on stocks 
Qc.:.,-~~::;'~'1'.;8 including selling costs 
Gross profit margin 
3~/o 
49"/o 
3% 
8% 
l(F,!~ 
CDP (l976a, p2l) 
If this is true then obviously the ;J~;::;olute profit •..;ill depend upon the 
selling price. ~ dwelling sold for ~SJ,OOO will yield a profit of £5,000, 
whereas onn sold for r·10,000 wi1l yield only f1,000 profit. 
companies is shmm to v3r:.· [_,Pb·.'e'~:-1 '1(_! 1.nci 30 per cer:t. Neve>rtheless, the notion 
thc:t privatF.· building cor:~Da:-J.io:s •,,rork to.:;.:-:, a.~be.it looseJ:; dcfin':'d 1 fixed profit 
margin reinforces the .c:ssu•n.l'tio:l th::,-f: +)·IeJ uro(:ucti.on of lo-..: cO''t housins will 
not realise as much Dr-ofit i:1 ;;,[,,, -,l--'.r t.!?TDS as Hi2l :uild::_ng high cost housing. 
Indeed, there is .inc.irect ·.·vi en·~· ~inc; this h2s bee:-1 rocoy.isec~ by the 
low cost hous • ng. Ir~ :wrth e2s t ::ngl.::nd for example, Hudson ( 1982) found that 
the W~shington llevelopi"IPnt Corpon t i o:1 1"'"-S forc!O'd to: t2.ke action to stimulate 
the building of this type of housi~~. He states that: 
"Sites for low-p~ic·od honsing H"re sold to priv'"te rlevelopers 
without recou_!,•in::;- th" cost of s"rvicing or general development 
charges, in respons-e to a 1967 l':inistry Circular that the c;reater 
part of New Town housing for s~le should be aimed at the poorer 
wag'e ec;rner." Hlldson ( 1 C)82) 
The need to reduce land costs in such a way - to increase the profitability of low 
cost housing for the private develop~r- is indicative of the general principle 
that these companies will have a preference for supplying dwellings to the 
higher price range of the market. 
Ho~o1ever, the action:o: oi' luild<=>rs ~1nc1 ,~;evelopers produce disadvantat;es for 
housc>~olds re'1 1lirinc, lo-..; ::::ost ho•.Jsin,~~ jn ;nor'" ways than one. Simrnie (1')74) 
is particularly scathi~~ upon the actions of prop"'rt:; cievelop•::rs. 
He: points out th3t th<=> first effect of i)l'? !~Ore hlcrative (to the uc;veJoper) 
he cites the City of WnstminstPr where between 1961 and 19~6, lareely through 
Figure 3.1 The effect on bid rents of a scarcity of land 
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the activities of developers,the number of dwellings fell by 7 per cent. 
This is not detrimental to the developer's activities in the housing sector 
and in fact they have in many respects a vested interest in maintaining a 
shortage of land for any type of development. Clearly, if a commodity is 
scarce and the demand is constant (which for housing l.t must, at the least, 
be) then the value of that commodity will rise. We can illustrate 
the effect of this by simple bid rent curves. (See Fig. 3.1). As land becomes 
scarce but demand does not show a commensurate fall off, commercial and 
industrial users have the greatest ability to pay for the most desirable 
locations. However, the general pressure of demand from these sectors 
means land prices increase generally and hence the price of housing is 
increased. 
We may summarise then, that developers aim to produce commodities at a 
sufficiently high rate of profit and it is the quantitative amount of profit 
that is crucial to them. Consequently there is very little private investment 
in 1ow cost housing for those on low incomes. To be priced sufficiently lowly 
to enable those groups to enter this sector of the housing market the rate of 
profit would not be sufficiently high. Supply of houses by developers is 
therefore restricted to upper and middle income groups,unless it is provided 
through building for a local authority. The Private Builders Conference (1980) 
however, views this aspect of the building industry's operations as being 
undertaken only as a financial safeguard to itself in periods of low demand 
in other sectors of their activities. They suggest: 
"The attraction of building council houses is that 
it is a relatively safe way of making money. Unlike 
speculative housing •••••• demand does not fluctuate 
enormously •••••• so although it may not be so easy 
to make a lot of money very quickly by building 
council housing, at least builders are sure of making 
a steady profit." PBC (1980, p 3) 
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The means by which private COlTpanies •compete• for public building 
contracts is through the tendering systerr and councils alrrost exclusively 
accept the lowest tender. Yet, the PBC finds evidence of price fixing so 
that the building firm in the greatest need ;:,t a :cartj.cular ti111e is aHardeci 
a particular contract. 
For those groups that are excluded frorr m,ncr ccc~Jpation and frorr council 
housing the private rented sector provides their final altern~tive. As 
75 per cent of all private rented accorrrrodatic~ ~re-dates 1919 and tends to 
be of (relatively) little value en the ~arket, :wnership of this type of 
property is unlikely to be rrotivated by a desire tc realise its exchange 
value. The landlord receives rent frorr the te~ant who pays fer the use 
of the dwelling. For hirr, the rate of profit rrust again be sufficiently 
high to repay his initial investment in the property, given any repairs 
that h~ is forced to make. The use of the word 1 forced 1 is considered, 
as the evidence of this and other studies suggests that, despite the 
available legislation, the rate of repair and maintenance is low. Indeed 
although the private rented sector accounts for only 13.9 per cent of the 
national housing stock, it contains 42 per cent of all dwellings that are 
unfit, as we saw in Chapter One. 
For example, in the North Benwell area of Ne'..Jcastle (an area that is 
predominantly owned by private landlords) the bem.;ell CDP (1976, pe) noted 
that 
"before the 1974 Housing Act, over 75 per cent of all 
discretionary irrprovement grants went tc owner occupiers who 
comprised only 30 per cent of the householders, and in the 
15 months to Septe!T'ber 19/5, over half of the very few grants 
approved went to owner occupiers." 
rl'l1is illustrates the low level of irrprovement in the private renteri sector 
ar;d the lmi level of investrrent in the ]Jroperties ty landlords. Cf course, 
the landlord also retains the right to realise wh~t exchange value is 
embodied in the property. To the tenant it is likely to repre,~ent hi.s only 
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choice 9 living in poor housing and expending money with no real return 9 other 
than being allowed the use of the dwelling. 
'l'he supply of houses to the IJlarket is then largely in the hands of private 
cowpanies and individuals whose n'oti ve is to P.'aKe a pcofi t upon the capital 
that they advance. It j_s clear th2.t U:is rro~ivatio!1 ITe<ms that there is a 
large derrand for inexpensive housing of decent qu;::.lity that is unrnet by the 
private sector. It is also clear that the imperatives of continued capital 
accUirulation rr.ake it impossible fc'r the private secior to meet this demand. 
rrhe interplay between the two sides of the supply and demand equation is 
overseen by other institutions whG regulate tl~e activities of both groups -
through legal controls upon those w 1~c surply houses and through various 
financial incentives and aids to those -...rho provide the demand. Forerr.ost 
amongst these groups is the state, which we have alre~dy seen acts in the 
housing market to maintain the conditions necessary for the continuation of 
the productions relationships that exist. Apart from this function (which 
is largely delegated to local government which provides council housing) 
the central state intervenes in the market's pricing mechanis~s, being 
instrurr·ental, for example, in settint, ccmstraints upon the rents that can be 
charged in the private rented sector. 
Local authorities, as an organ of the state, also have a considerable 
influence upon the workings of the housing rrarket - quite apart frorr. the 
fact that they own approximately one third of the stock. Watson (1973) 
makes the point that although formulation of national housing policy is 
the responsibility of national ~overnrrent, its successful implementation 
depends increasingly upon local authorities. He ~;;ug,~ests several exarrples 
of areas where local autbori ties have a wide discretion and, hence, ability 
to influence the operation of the local housing rrarket, such as the 
selection of tenants for council houses, sale of councj_l houses, giving 
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dis ere tionary improvement ~:;-rants, :;u pplJing } ocal au t\1ori ty r:<o~·tgace finance 
and releasing land for new building. The effl:cts (Jf ·;:ost of:' t.he:;c have been 
discussed above, but it is worth re-emplElsis in,~· certain poin Ls. 
households in it. 
for this but it does nat. 
council housing reduce the ~ccepta~le s~oc~ of re~ted tousing and the 
danger exists th2.t councils rnay becon•e Ln>c:,c. scc:cle slnm bndlords (due to the 
provisions of the ~92-0 exnl::}ned [Y': lm·:) . 
A gro~p that fulfills a similar role ~a the local aut~ority and which is 
becoming increasingly i::-!portant is :-lo•.Jsing J\ssoci.o·ctions. In fact they do not 
control the housing market except in as much as the arr:ount of stock that they 
own influencPs the 3.ctions of oth:c-r gTO'Jps. However, b•"cause of simil2ri ties 
betwee:1 the actions of Housi;,g J..ssoci:;,ti·XlS c;.r:ci Local ;,uthori ti~s and because 
of the close co-ope~ation that often exists between the two (especially in 
N~wcastle) we mention t~e~ briefly here. 
Since th·? 
government subsidies ~over ~eficits in the sa~0 w2y as they do for local 
au tho:ci t .. ies. 
means or retainin~ choice and diversity in the rent d sPctor which, as private 
rentinr fro~ landlords c~ntinues to shrink, hPc~~0s increasing]y local 
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authority dominated. 
In respect of their allocation procedures however, Housing Associations 
employ similar criteria to local authorities, using a managerial approach. 
Applicants are certainly questioned about their present housing circumstances 
and preference is given to those in the worst housing situation, but also 
assessed is the prospective tenant 1 s ability to pay rent and whether they 
would generally make 1 good tenants 1 • The Housing Associations there by 
conform more to rational management c~iteria rather than greatest need 
criteria. 
There is one further group that exerts a massive influence over the 
housing market. The actions of Building Societies, 81 though they are only 
directly involved in the owner occupied sector, have repercussions throughout 
the who~e marketo Building Societies advance to individuals the capital to 
buy a house outright,with the purchaser repaying the Building Society over 
a fixed long term. Indirectly then, the Building Societies finance new 
house building by providing the means to satisfy what would otherwise be 
a latent demand. There are other financial institutions that fulfill a 
similar role but Building Societies are dominant. Willaims (l97Ba) illustrates 
this dominance by pointing out that in 1975 £18,882 million of a total £24,431 
million (77.29 per cent) that was outstanding on housing loans was provided by 
Building Societies,although since then the major banks have significantly 
increased their share of this market. 
Ostensibly, the motives of the Building Societies are to expand home ownership 
and to raise housing standards (Williams, l978a), although this was not always 
so. Pritchard (1976, p 40) argu.es that originally, 
11 0ne of the most significant roles which the building societies 
actually performed was to act as one of the means of lubricating 
the housebuilding market by allowing small builders to borrow 
fresh funds to continue their operations on the security of 
those properties which they had just completed but which they 
might not yet have sold to landlords. 11 
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He continues, 
"Certainly the records of the Leicester building societies do 
not indicate any great activity in extending home o\ffiership." 
Pritchard (1976, p 40) 
This has changed in the past century and tne increase in the .i;;;portance of 
building socieities has been coincidental with the massive rise in owner 
occupation during the twentieth century. However 9 the responsibility of the 
building socieites is not solely to those who aspire. to owner occupation. 
Investment by private individuals in building societies occurs on a massive 
scale and these funds invested in them are inextricably linked to the private 
housing market. ~s Williams (1978a) says, 
"Investments in building societies are channelled via estate 
agents, solicitors, accountants, mortgage brokers and banks. 
All of these agencies have direct interests in the private 
housing market and the degree to which they prOI!1ote building 
societies as depositors for investment will ref1ect their 
feelings about how building societies have performedin the 
housing market." 
In much the same was as the state and local authorities manage their housing 
stock, building societies must show that they are performing 'efficiently'. 
-
This efficient financial management mot~ve has important repercussions to the 
lowest income groups living in inner city areas. Here property values are 
relatively low and the building society will not normally grant mortgages. 
That is,they red-line the area. Despite a general denial by the societies 
that they do red-line areas, evidence has been found of the practice in, for 
example, Birmingham (Lambert 1976), Huddersfield (Du.'1can 1976), Islington 
(Williams 1976), Leicester (Leicester Shelter Group 1976) and Newcastle (Eaddy l976a 
The effect of red-lining is to reinforce the poverty cycle. Those who 
seek to buy a dwelling in an area not regarded as secure by building societies 
will be denied the opportunity and consequently may have to stay in inferior 
accommodation. On the other hand, those living in a red lined area with the 
power to move to a better house may be denied the opportunity as no purchaser 
for their own property will be found. The existing spatial structure is 
consequently reinforced, and possibly even exaggerated, as the effects of 
housing stress push individuals further into the poverty cycle (see below P74) 
Summary. 
To summarise then, a house can be regarded as both a commodity and a 'need' 
at the same time. The different actors and institutions in thee housing market 
regard it as one or the other (occasionally both) and act accordingly. The 
net effect of this is that private capital is reinforced and accumulates, 
while the state attempts to function as a regulator, ameliorating the worst 
or most blatant effects of capital accumulation on private individuals. The 
lack of private production of cheap good quality housing is a consequence of 
the amount of profit that such activities generate when.compared to that 
realised by other building works. Ironically however, although the state 
has acted to increase the profitability of building in this sector its 
activities can on occasions reinforce the arguments that have been advanced 
above. 
We have explained the growth of state production of housing and intervention 
in the private housing market (notwithstanding the ideological leanings of 
the Labour Party) in terms of the imperative to maintain the relationships of 
production. This has necessitated, 'rlhen viewed over a period of time, 
increasing the physical standard of dwellings in response to a complicated 
and inter-related set of factors. In part this has been because of the 
dangers to health of bad and overcrowded housing, in part a response to idealistic 
notions of planning 8 better society and in part due to working class pressures 
for better physical conditions. 
However, by imposing minimum standards upon the private sector the state 
is constraining the ~~ilders ability to produce low cost housing. For example, 
the adoption of building standards relating to the amount of space that a 
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d·,;elling must embody (see Chapter Four) increases the cost of th~t dwe:!.ling. 
It can also reduce the number of dwellings t~at can be built upon a particular 
parcel of land and ,tr~erefore, the returns to be sained from a project. In 
addition, planning legislation can control the density of dwellings on a 
given parcel of land. Both consequences reduce the amount of profit that the 
builder or developer can gain from building low cost housing on a given tract 
of land. Because the private builder will therefore, in all probability, search 
for more lucrative ventures the cycle is reinforced. The state must intervene 
in the market to either produce low cost housing or to subsidise the amount of 
profit that the building company can extract. 
The logical conclusion of such an argument is that the ,tate and :;:1e private 
construction i~dustry are placed in a special rel2tionsh~p. ThP. state needs 
low CCl~-:: housing but the builders will not produce it in a free mar,,:.:lt situation. 
One consequence of thL;; reL?tionship is particularly important. It arises oecause 
the imperatives upon the state do not "ctually require th8t th~re is .!22. substand8rd 
housi::.g (see Chapter Two, p9). The state ::.eeds to prod'lCe evider.•;e +~,"!tit is 
solving the problem of poor housing and ~.1il:iing/improvernent programu:?s pro'.'icie 
tangible evi·:iencE< tl-jc.~t progress is teing made. It is, therefore, rea2':>nable t.::: 
suggest that the existence of s'..l.bstandard housing must be endemic in any soc1·· :-:,. 
in which the m~rket is given great importance. 
It is worth noting however, that the comments that we have made in this 
chapter ~re directed specifically at the British si~~ation. In Germany and 
Japan for example, individual private companies are more directly involved in 
the provision of houses for their workforces. In Britain, ho1,.rever, the endemic 
crises inherent in continued capital accumulation coincided with the growth of 
a strong working class movement, exerting pressQ~e for the state to become 
directly involved in the provision of working class housing. Private capital 
was, of course, prepared to allo•,o~ this to happen, releasing capital for more 
profitable investment. 
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Overall then, the situation is one in which demand is satisfied for 
the most affluent groups in society who are able, through the financial 
institutions, to become home owners. The income factor in demand satisfaction 
is clearly shown in the 1978 General Household Survey. The average housP.hold 
income then was £4,500. For owner occupiers buying their dwelling with a 
mort03ge the average was, however, £6,480, while for households renting 
unfurnished dwellings from a private landlord the mean was only £3,195. 
Demand is also {largely) satisfied for those households seen as worthy of a 
council tenancy. 
Fo~ those who do not meet the financial or bureaucratic requirements 
embodied in entry to the owner occupied or coun~il sectors, the privatP. 
landlord provides a solution of sorts. ~arvey's (1973) examination of real 
income in the city is particularly appr,:.~>-' iate to the housing situation j_n 
British cities. He states; 
"we can expect a 'pecking order' amone; various groups in the 
population for the exploitation of the various resources 
which the city h?s to of~er. Those at the bottom ~f this 
pecking order are the losers." Harvey (1973, pp 78-79) 
Sherrard (1968, p 10) points out that; 
"The slum is the catch-all for the losers" 
and it is because of the nature of housing as a co~odity (bad council 
estates notwithstanding) tnat slums exist. Housing for the lowest income 
groups is incompatible with continued profitable production and capital 
accumulation at the level of the private capitalist. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
HCUSING LhGISLATION 
4.1. Introduction 
Given the basic premises outlined in the preceding Chapter, it is necessary 
to exarrine the type of intervention that has been used in Britain. Clearly, 
the nature of housing, as a cormodity and a 'need', gives a wide scope for the 
type of intervention to be adopted. Equally clearly, the specific type of 
intervention will be dependant upon the perception of the probleTI" and the 
ideological leanings of policy makers. Housing legislation can be traced directly 
through the public health acts of the nineteenth century. The vast majority of 
le6islation has, how£ver, come into existence during either the Conservative or 
L oour parties terns of governrrent in the twentieth century. .:ioth political 
parties reco 7lise the ~ignificance of housing and it has been a-t. the hea ·t of each 
parties' election manifesto. ~ritchard (1976, p3) is but one whc notes that 
u._. irr.portance of housing is; 
"reflected in its social and political significance. Housi:1g 
is a major plank in every party's platform at all electior.s, and 
there is a long history of lobbyists and pressure groups who have 
seen housing deficiences at the core of societies' problems." 
Indeed, wolrran (197'5) points to the fact that in the February 1974 
General election, public opinion polls consistently showed that between 
20 and 30 per cent of the population considered it an important issue in the 
election, with only inflation being more important. This serves particularly 
well to illustrate the strength of public consciousness concerning housing, 
as the election had been precipitated by a confrontation between the Conservative 
Government and the National Union of }:iners. This, and the controversy that was 
still surrounding the Industrial helations Act of 1972, might well have been 
expected to place industrial relations or trade union power (who governs 
Britain?) in a prominant position in the national consciousness as it aecided 
its immediate future. 
4,2 Tentative Steps 
·--.t::;-
The above example is however, only a recent manifestation of a long 
standing phenomenon, Significant legislation dates from 1851, the year 
in which The Earl of Shaftesbury introduced two bills concerning housing. 
The more significant of the two gave towns and parishes with populations 
of more than 100,000 the power to build lodging houses (places where families 
or individuals could stay at night) raising the necessary money for the 
operations by loans and if necessary, from the rates, 
In 1868 the Torrens Act was added giving to local authorities the 
power to improve existing buildings. 
"betraying a conviction that housing ~onditions were 
sufficiently improvable to be dealt with frugally" 
Orbach (1977, p 37) 
Given the conditions however, such a view could not prevail for long and 
in 1875 R.A. Cross's Artizans Dwelli~~ Act was passed, helped by the 
active propaganda campaigns of philanthropists such as Octavia Hill. This 
was a more radical form of state intervention giving to lo~al authorities 
the power to demolish unsanitary and unimprovable areas and to replace 
these with new buildings. 
Of course, the 'housing problem' of the mid nineteenth century was a 
different phenomenon from that of today. From certain individuals much 
emotive writing was forthcoming describing conditions that today, despite 
the relative injustices that exist, are hardly conceivable, Despite the 
early attempts of government to intervene in the housing market Andrew 
Mearns, for example, in 'The Bitter Cry of Outcast London. An Inquiry into 
the Condition of the Abject Poor' (1883, p 6) was able to write, 
"Think of 
THE CONDITIONS IN WHICH THEY LIVE 
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We do not say the conditions of their homes, for how can those 
places be called ho~es, compared with which the lair of a wild 
beast would be a comfortable and healthy spot? Few who read 
these pages have any conception of what these pestilential human 
rookeries are, where tens of thousands are crowded together 
arridst horrors which call to mind what we have heard of the 
middle passage of the slave ship." 
Even so, by this ti~e the three main legislative concepts of demolition, 
improvement and new building, that are today seen as the solution to the 
housing problem had been (tenatively) introduced and the three principles 
were combined in the Housing of the Working Class Act of 1885. In 1890 
another Housing of the 1..Jorking Classes Act both clarified and consolidated 
the existing legislation and it is this Act which; 
"is now usually referred to as the first of the true 
P ..1sing Acts as we know them" Srri th ( 1977, p7) 
although; 
"provision .f houses by local authorities •••••• was 
considered only as a last resort in the elimination cf 
sJ.ums." io.'endt (1962, p14) 
Bowley (1945, p2) makes the point, however, that; 
"·:he real break with the nineteenth century came rather late _· n the 
housing field. The ideas of the housing reformers of the Vic·,orian 
age dominated and paralysed the first few years of this century 
before the Great War. The housing problem was still basically the 
problem of the health of towns, and was part and parcel of the 
sanitary school of thou,sht associated with Edwin Chadwick." 
Orbach (1977, p43) further states that; 
"The work of the philanthropic trusts and the Efforts of Octavia Hill 
to reform both tenants and management had succeeded in reaching no 
further than the 'artisan' class and thus, in a sense, was missing 
the point. The problem of rehousing the really poor continued to 
bedevil housing legislation ••••••" 
The 1890 Act did go some way, perrritting loans to Local Authorities who 
wished to build houses. Now, for the first time, the state was able to 
directly intervene in the house production process. Local authorities 
were also able to acquire land under the Act, but most authorities acquired 
no land and built no houses. In fact, in 28 years the Act produced only 
32 schemes. Bowley (1945, p3) surrmarises the position thus; 
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"The housing problerr was a slutr. problerr •••••• of people living 
in insanitary conditions. The official policy, as far as one 
existed, was li~ited to rraking it legally possible for the local 
sanitary authorities to deal with the slums at their own expense 
if they liked o" 
Clearly, the legislation provided until the First '..Jorld War was aimed only at 
arreliorating the worst atrocities that existed due to the massive urban growth 
of the nineteenth century. As yet the state had seen no reason to corrrrit 
itself towards providing good condi ticns, and it \Hs onl~· f~Jl.:.:ywir.g the war 
that proLress in this direction came about. 
4.3 Terrnorary measures. 
After the war it was generally accepted that a massive reconstructior. 
was required - of the economy of course, r t also of the established social 
oroor. This rray well be a:tributed to a general ris1ng consciousness arrongst 
the working class, ~uch of which was just back fro~ ~~ghting in a brutal war. 
i:C::,.,.ever, rrost of the p!'essure for change c·:rre frorr adrrinistrators and professional 
~roups (Orbach, 1977) -which is in keeping with the thesis outlined i~ the 
previous chapter - along with the organise.d working class, rather tha:-, frorr tho::: 
soldiers or working class in toto. Nevertheless, housing, in the space of a 
fe;;• years becarre an issue of real national irrportance rather tha·: ·the 
special interest of isolated pressure groups. Bowley (1945, p5) states that; 
"It had graduated into the world of party politics. With the slogan 
'Horres fit for Heroes', it started its career as a pawn in the 
political game of bribing the electorate with vague prorrises of 
social reforrr" 
and in 1919, faced with the problem of relaxing rent control and stirrulating 
investment in working class housing (which due to the rent freeze was 
becoming less and less profitable) Parliarrent passed the Housing and Town 
Flanning etc. Act- (corrmonly known as the 'Addison Act'). 
Irrespective of house conditions, the scale of the proble~ can be seen 
by the fact that in 1911 there were 7,943,000 households but only 7,691,000 
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d•.,ellings. Ey 1921 the discrepancy between suprlY and derrand had r:r<Jwn so 
that the respecti •Je figures •to~ere 8, 739,000 and 7 ,97'1,000 (Ecllett, 1972), 
i.e. there were 760,000 ~ore households than there were houses. 
TLe 1919 Act atter-pted to deal with this by provid~ng a subsidy t<:, offset 
high building costs and interest rates. More irrportantly, it rrade the voluntary 
provisions of the 1890 Act obligatory, corrpelling loeal authorities to provide 
ho~es for the working classes. It should not, however, be seen as a rrassive 
ideological departure frorr: the previous atterrpts to intervene. Nor~a:ly, private 
industry would have been expected to meet the derrand, but the state ·Jf the 
ecor.orny in general was such that it 'vias felt that private capital would be 
unw:lling tc provice the nec~ssary dwellings. Tc rraintain the :ocial 
ccndit~::ns necf .sary for continued capital accurrrrulation in the ecor.orry in 
c;ener.ql, th•2re1'ore, the state •to~as forced to interver.c in the rrad:et, 
T~e Act ~~s 3hortliv~d however and in 1921 rece:ved its death sentEn:e -
sirr;·l~i besa'..:se _t ·,;as rrovint; to be too ex~ensive. Nevertheless, ~t rc,:;·.,l. ~d 
in :~13,821 houses, of wU·.;h 170,000 were built by loc=tl at::hc.:::.'it~c:-s. 
Crbac~, (19Tf, p13'?) concludes tha-: the Act; 
"·was never JJel~ c:.mceived, <me!' 'tJa:-: rarely '?Xt-c'..;ted ·well. 
But .it d:.d, nonetheless, rep::esent an ir:rortant de;;arture.'' 
n~sically, the governrrent ~a~ ~aced with a choice between 
"havinb' Luge · urrbers cf workint; class houses built at 
irnr:ense public expense or having verj few houses of this 
ty:Pe built and saving t!:e public purse." Bo•wley (1'945, p33) 
Th2t is, p~y fer the provision of decent hou3ing or allow the ~arket to 
funct:or: lan;ely as it had, leavin0 an increasing sl'lTT' problerr and an ;;~c1,te 
housine; shortae;P. in \o!hich the derrand of the working class was never full:-' rr.et. 
Fredictably, with the nturn of a Conservative governrrent the public purse 
carre out favourabl;,' in a corrpr:Jrrise and the 1923 Housing Act (the "Charrberlain 
Act'') was passed. This provided for a srrall subsidy on houses conforming to 
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certain sp;~ce star>::iards, '...rhether built priv'"!t.i:.O::.y or by local authorities. 
The !ncasure wa3, however, onl.J conce~vr::d as be~:1{~ a ter.ror"lry one lastint: fer 
twa years, at which tirre a return to 1 norral' condi~ions was envisaged and 
house building wo~_;.ld consequently return to the hands of private industry, as 
it had done before the war. 
The Act also saw the Rent ar.d Mortgate Restriction Acts (originating during 
the war) extended. Signifi~antly however, the provision was rr.ade in 1923 
that properties were no longer subject to the restrictio~s once vacant 
possession was acquired. Overall the Act; 
"conforrr.ed to the orincinles of sou!1d conservative finance." 
Ecwley (1945, p36). -
b2.sed upon the ao;sumption that the problel" ,..,.as ?'Jro--:-ly a te..-;.or8TY or:e that 
~rivate enter~rise ~ould solve w~en norrral condj .icns returne1 tc t~e ~concr.f -
at wr..id: L;,e local rillthori ties wculd :re~onL.ne ther-:::elves :o the t::Js> of 
ieali~~ with unsanitary c.nditic:1s. 
;,. sic!:iL.·:.'ant ~hange in pclicy orient'-ltL;:J --~':<..;rred, not sc :rw::::: .:.n 
c~n~entb~~ in context, w!th the electio~ vic~ory of the first Labo~r 
CovermreL':, ii.lrro::;t irrrrediately the Hm;sing (Financial Frovisi .r1s) i,c· of 
1324 (the Wheatley Act) was passed. ThiE put the e~~hasis upon local 
authorities, which were give!1 the power directly to provide horres for the 
working classes, without having to prove that they could not otherwise be 
provided by private industry. The Wheatley Act also saw the introduction, 
for the first tirre, of a long term housing policy with the Charr,berlain 
Subsidy being made available on all houses corr.pleted up until October 1939. 
The Conservatives had planned to drop the subsidy in 1925. 
It is terrpting to clairr too rruc~ on behalf of this Act. Certainly it was 
the rrost drarratic piece of housing legisl3.tiun thus far. More i111.rortantly 
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however, it m3rked an ideological departure,giving the public sector a 
semi-perm8nent role in the provision of worki~g class housing. The Labour 
Administration accepted the principle of the state interfering in the 
market to supply a 'need',whereas previously state action had bc~n tamporary 
and piece-meal, 'bailing out' private capital when times were hard. Further, 
t~e Act, by retaining the subsidies given to local authorities, meant that 
the rents charged could be kept artific~lly low, removing the profit motive 
from the landlord. The Wheatley Act was not,however, an attempt to eradicate 
the private sector,as it did not replace the Chamberlain Act and,although 
500,000 council houses were built as a result of it, 360,000 privately bui)t 
houses also received tl- :. subsidy between 1923 :Jnd 1930. 
By 1931 tile overall position w:~s decided:!:• healthier. Mo.!'e than 1~ million 
houses had been b-..1ilt since the '.olar (two thirds of them by priY<Jte enterprise) 
and the second Labour Government was able to direct its attentions t·:> +;he 
worst housing that already existed. In 1930 a Housing Act (the "Greenwood" 
or "SLlm Clear<Jnce Act") was passed applying the principles used in the 
building programme to the 'new' problem. F.very local authority with a 
population of more than 20,000 was requ :red to produce a plan for dealing 
with the clear3nce of slums. The subsidy given to local authorities was 
based upon similar lines but,significantly, differed from the nineteenth 
century slum clearance attempts in that it was given on the basis of the 
number of people d:i.splaced ~ rehoused. Consequently those moved from 
the worst housing were not left to find their own accommodation. 
As the financial crises of the 1930's gathered however, the Labour 
Government fell and with it many of the progressive steps that had been 
taken were lost. The 1933 Housing Act repealed the Wheatley subsidies 2nd 
although provision for clearing slQ~S remained, private enterprise was 
left exclusively to provide ~ housing. 
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With this legislation,Bowley (1945) considers that the state had absolved 
itself of all responsibility for dealing with anything othor than the very 
worst of housing, a view which is reinforced by the subsequent passing of the 
1935 Housing Act (the "Overcrowing Act"') which made overcrowding illegal, 
carrying penalties for both landlord and tenant, but which provided subsidies 
only in exceptional circumstances. 
With the outbreak of war however, virtually all effort was directed to 
the fighting and,needless to say, there was an almost total cessation of 
housebuilding. Throughout the war, on the other hand, approximately 200,000 
houses were destroyed and a further ~ million damaged - 250,000 of them to 
the extent th<"t they were uninhabitable. Overall the p :;i tion in 1945 bore 
a rem,rkable res~~blance to that of 1918.although the immediate c~uses of 
it are superficially different - war damage had not been prevalei·.t .:n the 
earlier situation. 
The first objective, naturally, was to get as many dwe1lings as possible 
into use, either by building new ones or repairing existing ones (both war 
damaged and slums). Even so, the actual size of the h8using :ohortage was 
unknown and Cullir1gworth (1966) notes that estimates of it varied drama tical J ;, 
between i million and 6 million. Faced with such an urgent situation, one third 
of a million dwelling units were provided by the end of 1946 by repairing 
damaged property, 'pre-fabs', conversions etc. Only 52,000 of these were 
new permanent houses. 
There was, though, a significant difference in the formulation of housing 
policy at this time, for the General Election of 1945 had seen the return of 
a strong Labour Government with a majority of 149. This administration saw 
the role of the public sector as being paramount in providing the houses that 
were required. Furthermore; 
"a strong Labour Government was determined to control not only 
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the production of houses but also their allocation. The great 
majority of houses were to be built for letting at reasonacle 
rents to fcurilies in the most urgent need, not ability to pay." 
CuLlingworth (1966, p29) 
The private sector was therefore only to have a closely controlled and 
subordinate role. 
To effect the building programme, new higher subsidies were introduced 
in the Housing Financial Provisions Act 1946, and the Housing Act 1949 
removed from local authorities the obligation to provide houses for the 
'working classes' only. Even though the term had never been defined, nor 
the principle strictly adhered to; 
"the irrplication w;::,s that local authorities were now 
responsible for fulfilling all the housing needs of 
their areas, and not .1ly those of the working classes." 
Srrith (1977, p14) 
But control was also a key element in 'he housing policy of the Labour 
governrr.ent ('t~endt, 1962), and c-..J.llin~::;worth quotes the Standing Corrr:-i ttee 
Debates in relation to the i~proverrent subsidy and the government's refusal 
to remove rent restrictions: 
"So long as the Rent .i,estrictions Acts prevent a landlord 
frorr so increasing his rents as to rrake the holding of 
property profitable, there is no way in which it can 
rE:asonably be expected that these improv€n,ents will be 
carried out unless a grant of this kind is made." 
Cullingwcrth (1966, pp 31 - 32) 
However, the Rent Act 1946, as arrended by the 1949 Act, made provision 
for the establishment of rent tribunals and for security of tenure for 
tenants in rented properties during rental disputes. 
The quality of the housing built during the irrmediate post war drive 
was assured by Aneurin Bevan's insistence that the recomrrendation of the 
Dudley Corrrrittee be met. As the Community Developrrent Project (19;6, p16) 
points out; 
"By the end of the 1930's the average size of a three 
bedroomed council house was 750 square feet. The post-
war Dudley Comrrittee had proposed 900 square feet (plus 
50 square feet for storage) •••••• Bevan •••••• encouraged 
authorities to do better and by 1949 the average three 
bedroomed house was 1,055 square feet" 
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'~hen Bevar: left the r-'inistry of Health in 1950, however, the first reduction 
in standards took place, and these continued with the 1951 election victorj 
of the Conservatives so that the average size was 984 square fePt in 1952, 
923 square feet in 1953 and 909 square feet in 1954. 
4.5. The recovery of the private sector, and subsequent policy. 
When the Conservatives returned to power in 1951, Facirillan, the Yinister 
of Housing, had committed himself to produce 300,000 new houses a year. 
Building controls were relaxed and private builders were given !!'ore freedol!' -
leading to a massive increase in output from therr, although local authorities 
still provided the main thrust of building, reaching a peak of 220,924 council 
house co!!'pletions in 1954. The 300,000 target was rr-et in 1953 - 279,000 
c ;rrpletions in E.ngla'1d and Wales and 39,000 in Scotland a:.d ~ .bseC]_uent years 
also saw th, 300,000 level reached- (348,000 in 1954, 317,000 in 1955) 
With the a;,rarent success of the building pro,~ramre it was a.gain possible 
t conte~plate a reorientation of policy. 
Ncverrber 1953 saw the publication of an irrportant ·white .t-a.r:: ·r 
l'Houses: The ~ext Jtep' (Cirnd. 6996)) illustrating the need to 
return to the problem of obsolete houses, and it became irrplemented in the 
Housing (Repairs and rlcnts) Act 1954. According to Cullingworth ( 1966), 
there were approximately 13~ rrillion dwellings in Great Britain at the 
time, of which some 7i million were privately rented, many (2i million) 
being very old. Clearly, some action to restore to sound condition those houses 
that were in a poor state of repair was needed - and a massive house building 
program~e to wipe out a net deficit of houses was only part of the solution. 
Indeed, pre-war slum clearance prograrrmes had led to the identification of 
about 472,UOO homes that were unfit for habitation. Of these, 173,500 were 
untouched at the beginning of the war and only some 34,000 had been dealt 
with between the end of the war and ?-'arch 1951. There were, therefore, 
sorre 140,000 dwellings that had been considered unfit for habitation before 
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the war. :r'urthenrore, it was not even known how rrany dwellings had fallen 
into an unacceptable state of disrepair since the war. With the returns from 
local authorities proposals to deal with the slum problem, this figure stood 
at an estimated 847~100 in England and '-'l'ales in 195S•. 
The 1954 Act provided for a three pronged attack upon the problerr. There 
was to be a revival of slum clearance prograrrmes, improverrent of existing 
houses was to be stepped up, and encouragerrent given for repairs and 
maintenance. Only about 30,000 properties were improved in 1955 however. 
The 1954 Act also atter-pted to deal with the repair and maintenance of 
private rented properties- (the first atte,pt since 1939). Increased ~ents 
were allowed in relation to the increase in maintenance costs. Yeasures were 
also taken to encourage owner occur tion amongst the lower inccrre grc"Jrs, by 
reducing the percentage of a dwelling's value necessary :.2 a deposit f'Jr a 
rrortgage on cheaper properties. At the same tirre subsidies on council 
housin~ were reduced, and this was ontinued with the Housing Subsidies Act 
of 19~6. hence, there was a return to the use of the private sector as the 
main partner in the provision of houuing. 
B.! the 1956 Act, houses built by local authorities tc r.ater for a 
'gene.!."al need 1 were no longer eligible for subsidies, b<.:.r .. :;ally because 
the government felt that; 
"in general council house rents were being subsidised to a 
[.!."eater extent than the financial circumstances of the 
individual tenants required" Cullingworth ( 1966, p44) 
and that the excess money could bP. used for other parts of the housing 
prograrrme. 
ln 1957 the Rent Act extended this 'realistic rents• policy to the private 
sector. All 'better' properties (those with a rateable value of more than 
L30 per annum, or L40 per annum in London and Scotland) were freed frcrr rent 
control. Also, as tenancies fell vacant, properties were freed from control 
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when re-let. The Act was designed to improve the standard of rented 
accorrrrodation, assuming that the additional rents would be reinvested in 
properties. 
"It was opposed 111ainly on the grounds that it would 
merely enrich landlords and enable therr to exploit 
the housing shortage at the expense of te1:ants." 
Smith (1977, p21) 
In fact, Cullingworth (1966) considers this to be one of the most 
controversial pieces of legislation of the nineteen-fifties, and indeed, 
the aims were vague. No real research of the problem of rents had been 
undertaken, and government hopes that both the quality and quantity of 
rented accorrmodation would improve, ~~d that there would be a re-alignrrent 
of households to house size as rents on larger properties increased -
discoura ing under-occupation, were on the face of it, just hopes. s 
Smith (1977) points out, ther~ is no evidence of a marked increase in 
rrct.i li t,y and the ;;e;; tor continu•.:,d to decL ne • In large areas it also lead tc: 
exploitation, personified by the activities of Rachrran in North ~est London. 
Yajor 1.egislation again followed quickly. In 1959 the House F'urch Lse and 
Housing Act, 1959 came into existence. This had two principal aims. Firstly, 
it set out to encourage owner occupation. Building Societies, particularly 
when derrand for loans meant th~t not all a~plications were successful, tended 
(then as now) to shy away frorr older property. The Exchequel therefore 
provided loans to approved Building Societies in return for their making 
finance available for the purchase of houses built before 1919 and valued 
at less than £2,)00. 
The second objective of the 1959 Act was to b~ost the improvement of 
older houses and for the first time a standard grant was available, as of 
right, towards the provision of certain basic amenities, provided that the 
dwelling had an expected life of 15 years from the date of improvement. 
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The shift in errphasis towards the private sector was reinforced 
by a further Housing Act in 1961. The ll'ajor post-war housing debate 
had revolved around the respective roles of local authorities and the 
private sector, and the 1961 Act envisaged further expansion of the 
private sector in building, with local authorities focussing their 
efforts upon the persistent problem of slum clearance. 
The policy was in fact an extension of the Coneervative's 'realisti~ 
rents' concept. Overall it was aimed at giving authorities; 
"an incentive to rationalise their rents and use 
a rent rebate system, so that tenants who could 
afford to pay economic rents would pay them." 
Smith (1977, p23) 
By restricting local authorities to pre iding houses for special needs, 
the private sector was to be encouraged. Private re-·ting too, ·.:as included 
and £25 IY'illion •,o~as made available to approved houslng associations to 
build houses for rent, the intention being to lead; 
"the way to the investment of private capital once 
again in building houses to let". ;ullin,';,rworth (1966, p51) 
Still, however, the problems rerrained anci in 1963 another 111'hite F-aper 
(Cmr1d 2050) was issued which again stressed the need for increL . .:: :d new 
house production and a continued attack upon slums and obsolete housing. 
The White Paper was followed a year later by the Housing Act, 1964 which 
allowed for area based improvement - a pre-runn~r of today's Housing 
Action Areas. 
1964 also saw a general election in which housing, more than ever, 
was a major issue. Although; 
"the 1957 Rent Act did not live up to the expectations of 
Government or Opposition" }'acfarlane ( 1975, p65) 
it was particularly unpopular, principally as a result of its effect in 
London. The new Labour Government irrmediately passed a Protection from 
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Eviction Act 1964, to gi're security of tenure and followed this in 1965 with 
a Rent Act which introduced the concept of 'fair rents' based upon amenities 
et:.:;., but not including scarcity value in the valuation. This legislation 
was consolidated in the 1968 Rent Act. 
To encourage owner occupation amongstlower income groups the Rousing 
Subsidies Act 1967 introduced the option mortgage scheme. This gave house 
purchasers the choice.of tax relief (already in existence) or a sutsidy 
reducing the interest paid by the borrower to 2 per cent below the building 
society rate. This obviously aided those not paying a great deal of tax 3nd 
consequently not gaining much tax relief. 
A more I .sitive role ~or local authorities was also envisaged by the 
Labour administration and part o.r the Act was de::igned to protect local 
authority building programmes from the effects of risin.- cost and incre~sing 
interest r2'es. 
Also in 1167, a national sample house condition survey was cublished. 
It showed that,not only were there still many slums to ~e dealt with ( 1 \' ~. 
clearance), but that many old h,.mes lacking basic amenities •11ere capable 
of being improved. ConsequentlJ, in 1969 a new Housing Act, markin~ a 
significant policy shift, was introduced. The Act provided for improvement 
grants as had previous legislation. Hmvever, the important departure 
came with the new em9hasis on both housing and environment _ the 1969 
Act be L'g the first to provide a subsidy from the Exchequer for 
environmental improvement. Essentially,local authorities were asked to 
designate General Improvement Areas (G. I .A's) •t~hich could satisfactorily 
be upgraded as an area. The areas were not, however, to be those of the 
very worst housing, for which clearance and redevelopment was still 
favo"Jred. Further, the powers of the Act were not compulsory and ; 
"following the tradition of much housing policy in Britain 
emphasis •••••• was placed firmly on encouragement" Murie 
Niner and Watson (1976, p 259) 
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The Act did nevertheless lead to a ~ignificant increase in the nurrber 
of grants approved. Smith (1977) states that in 1969 the nurrber approved 
was 108,900, while by 1971 it had risen to 196,000. 
Successive Conservative Governments had always been concerned with the 
cost of public housing - both building and renting, and after the period 
of Labour administration the realistic rent policy reached its ultimate 
expression in the Housing Finance Act 197~. This rerroved the local 
authority's discretion in setting rents and granting rebates. Instead, it 
applied the principle of 'fair rents' to the council sector (the rent that 
rright be expected given the condition, age, size and locality of the dwelling, 
but££! taking account of the circumstances of the tenant). Hence, for the 
first till'1e, the rent paid by council tenan<:s was .1ot related to the historic 
cost of th2 dwelling and; 
"it introduced a su-called profit element into a l.x.J.l 
authority in that a surplus over the historic cost might 
result." ;3r.ith (1(jT(, p31) 1 
With thi:o reLr:: :Jf a Lat::.:r goverr.rre:'lt in 1974, the fair rent legisla'L:m 
·.o~as repealed and local authorities were restored heir po·.o~er to fix 
'r'-·asonable' rents, although they should !T'ake .!!£profit on their ~·)using 
account. (Housing Hents and Subsidies Act, 1975). 
Irrprovement of the older housing stock was still needed however, 
and the Housing Act, 1974 extended the principle of irrprove~ent. 
G.I.As were (and are) viable areas where the housing is basically 
sound and where residents have confidence in t.he area. The 1974 Act 
added Housing Action Areas (H.A.A.s) which were intended to be areas 
of 5Teat housing stress, in which both housing and social conditions 
corrbined to create unsatisfactory 1i ving conditions. Grants were 
available, once an H.A.A. was declared, to cover 75 per cent of the 
1. A number of Labour controlled local authorities initially refused to 
irrplement the Act, rrost (in)farrous of which was Clay Cross in Derbyshire 
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cost of improvement. Compulsory purchase powers were av~ilable to 
local authorities to obtain tenanted property to enact improvements. 
To actually take account of the social conditions in an area before 
deciding on improvement or demolition is an important step forward, 
recognising as it does that housing problems are related to other 
phenomena and may be treated in associ2tion wit~, them. However, botn 
major items of improvement legislation have met with only marginal 
success. ~andall (1973) notes that between 1969 and 1972, 552 G.I.A s 
were declared covering 171,775 dwellings. However, only about 19,500 
grants had been approved and only 8,000 dwellings had had the work 
completed. The i~itial i:npact of H.A.A.s as well was slow, with only 
about 90 .i~cl::3red ir1 the first two years of the Act. Basically, it 
appears that the local suc.::ess of improvement policies relies lar5"'1.> 
upon the fi~ancia 1 situ2tion of the particular local authot ty. 
The most recent Housing Act, 1980 represents an importani 
departure from previous policy. wbile the two main political 
parties have alwa~·s placed different enphases upon the public and 
private sectors, the mass sale of council housing is an ideologicRl 
move tc·wards increased owner occupation. The most important provision 
is that tenants are now allowed, as of right, to buy their houses, 
subject to certain residence qualifications. However, such a move 
has a significant implication,in that there is a real danger that 
only the best local authority housing stock will be sold, leaving 
local authorities with the least popular housing and giving non-owners 
even less choice of dwelling. In effect,the danger is that local 
authorities will become massive slum landlords, as suggested in 
Chapter Three. 
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4.6. Summary. 
This has proved to be a lengthy summary of ~~e measures adopted 
by governments in response to housing problems. Murie et al state; 
"Nebulous objectives, decisions taken in response 
to 'temporary crises', a multiplicity of different-
and often unrelated - policies: these are the main 
feattires of 'housing policy' in Britain todar." 
Murie, Niner and Watson (1976, p 248) 
The evidence substantiates such a view,bu.t the reasons for the chaos 
are many and deep. Clearly the state recognises a housing ?rOblem 
and is seen to attempt to ameliorate it. Equally clearly, the number 
of substandard dwellings alone show that it has failed. This is 
particularly interesting given that tr state has been able to intervene 
directly since 1890 and that the three ~nain legi~ ative connpts in use 
have been used since 1875. 
In relation to the search for ultimate solutions, 'housing policy' 
until the second quarter of thi.:; centur. can largely be ignored. 
Every act of intervention can be seen as a response to crises th9t 
A•?re conceived of as temporary. State intervention in reg:''·~ting 
the market and actually supplying houses was the result of specific 
sets of circumstances which were not expected to last. With this 
acceptance of the market and private enterprise as being the only 
(long term) legitimate instrument of housing provision and allocation, 
then no initiatory state policy was necesEary. Only with the 
increasingly popular view of housing as a right or a need, which 
might not be provided in a profit making atmosphere,was a long term 
policy possible and the 'Nheatley Act of 1924 marks the first attempt 
at formulating what may be called a national housing policy. Conveniently, 
this coincides with the rise of a two party system based,supposedly,on an 
ideological difference in relation to private enterprise and to the 
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provision of fundamental resources such as housing, health care and 
education. But if we look at the policies,the similarities are more 
remarkable than the differences. 
Basically, it is true to say that for both parties the housing 
problem has been one of numbers and quality- there have not been 
enough houses of a suitable standard to house the populetion,and 
policies have been aimed at increasing the stock of acceptable dwellings. 
This ,hoHever .is an oversimplification. While it is true that; 
"The housing problem is about bad housing - the 
number o" people living in slums; the extent of 
overcrowding; the number of people living in 
accorrr .:>dation lacking basic amenities" 
Bail y (1977, p 11) 
and that the policies adopted, i~ pursued actively enough. ~ight 
solve this, it is ahv true that the housing problem is about; 
"the increasing difficulty and in many areas 
thP. virtual impossibility, of finding decent 
accommodation at a price th2t is within the 
pocke; of the person requ1r1ng it." 
Baile.,· (1977, pp 11 - 12) 
This is a problem stemming directly from the relation3hips of 
production in Brit9in - pr~vate cc1 pital cannot profitably meet 
the demand at the lowest end of the market while, at the same 
time, the demends upon the state by private capitalists to maintain 
control of expenditure prohibits the state from building or improving 
sufficient numbers of houses. There are also many other facets of 
the housing problem which subsequent chapters will examine in some 
detail. The state however, only sees its role as being a provider 
(directly or indirectly) of an acc·~ptable nu:nber of dwellings. 
Historically,the princ ipal fluctuation in the state's intervention 
has r~volved around the Conservative ?arty's ideological preference 
for private enterprise providing and allocating houses via the market, 
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with increased owner occupation, and the Labour Party's belief in 
allowing the public sector rrore scope in this process. This should 
not be thought of as a deep schisrr: however. Both parties have, when 
in govern~ent, found it expedient to encourage both sectors as the 
practical necessities dictated. Although there has been a general 
tendency for private building to increase under Con&ervative Governments 
and local authority corrpletion to rise under Labour administrations there 
was, for exarrple, the rrassive increase in local authority building in 
the initial years of the 1951-64 Conservative Government. Clearly, any 
ideological objections c~~ be su~pressed when houses are needed quickly. 
The Labour party, sirr,ilarly, is not averse to owner occupation, In a 
draft housir.g rranifesto published in Septe,.·;er 1960, it is stated; 
,.,~e shall encourage the o•,o~ner occ.:pied sector 
and build for sale scherres of local authorities" 
(R.:berts and Jtraw, 19d0) 
and -:::-e·rious i terrs of Lacour legislatior: have aided owner 8ccupiers, 
Of course there are exceptions to this general trend. Bevan's 
insistence ,_m the quality of counc.:.l housir.g and the 1945 Housing 
Act rrcduced a rra~sive boost for local authority control of building 
an'l :;!location. tespi te the evident ideological bias however, 'ocal 
autr.cri ties repre'"ent.ed at that tirre the ll'ost efficient way of 
co-ordinating the necessary post war rebuilding prograrrme. 
One further strar.d of policy, other than stirrulating ne'" building through 
subsidies or irrproving the stock, has rolated to the private rented sector. 
The !l'assive rise in local authority provided housing, and the sirrilar growth 
of horr:e o•,;nership, has necessarily meant a drarratic decline in this sector. 
~hereas until the first world war around 90 per cent of all dwellings were 
rented privately froffi landlords, by 1947 the rroportion had fallen to 56 per 
cent, by the 1970's had reached only 15 per cent and still declines. 
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Although a relatively small sector, the relevance of the private rented 
sector to t<e housing, problem cannot be overestimatedo Bad housing tends to 
be oldo In England 8nd Wales about three quarters of private rented property 
pre-dates 1919. Table 4.1 illustrates the difference in qu~lity between 
tenure types o 
Table 4.1. Proportion of Households with Cert2in Amenities by 
Tenure in England and 'dales 1966. 
(Source: Halsey A. (ed) Trends in British Society 
since 1900, p 309) 
With no hot tap 
With no fixed batt 
With no inside '11/C 
With exclusive use of hot 
water, fixed bath and 
inside 1tJ/C 
All 
Tenures 
12.5 
14.9 
8.1 
Owner Private 
Occupied Council Rented 
6.9 4.6 34.2 
9.6 3.2 40.3 
13.4 8.5 39.6 
81 • 1 87.8 35-3 
Of course,slum clearance and improve~ent policies affect the prjvate rented 
sector and have accelerated its decline. But, the problem seexs sufficier.tly 
concentr2ted to suggest that some specific 8ction is required. Successive 
governments have,however,been concernerl mainly with rent levels in the 
sector. During periods of housing shortage,rent freezes have been applied 
and respected by both parties. Otherwise there h2s been a difference between 
Labour and Conservative administrations. Gener2lly, the Conservatives have 
aimed 2t allowing 'economic rents', by which the sector is most profitable for 
the landlord. Labour,on the other hand, has applied the 'fair rent' principle 
which, while not directly attempting to make landlordism unprofitable, has 
reduced the amount of profit to be extracted from the sector. For the rented 
sector to thrive (numerically) the rate of profit is again crucial. Conservative 
administrators have held the belief that a sufficient rate of profit will 
lead to investment in the sector, so providing an alternative to ownership 
and council renting. Labour, suspicious of the profit motive, have sometimes 
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mentioned municipalisation, but steps towards such an aira have been few. 
Conse1uently 9 the pro ble:n of poor quality ho•.1s i.ng remains ,beca 1.Ise n·:> government 
is prepared to grapple with its caU.3eS- which, as ....-e have said, are capitalist 
production relationships and the acceptance of capital accumulation as being 
legitimate. Further, to promote increased o;.-ner occupation a massive increase 
in the provision of local authority mortgages, or control over Building Society 
lending policy is required. The state,however,preserves the status quo and this 
is what housing policy has been about. Never has the state let the problem become 
so bad as to make it a common issue out of which a challenge to the existing 
production relations might come. At the same time,the continued encouragement to 
t.lE nrivate sector has allowed capital accumulation to .mtinue. The use of 
cont~ols in the private rented sector has generally led to further disinvestment, 
whi~~ a replacement policy has not kept pace with the increasin~ 3Ubstandardlsation 
'tf'r:a: is evident is that for the sector to rena in -v~able, both :ur ~en:u:ts ar:d 
landlords 9 some coherent policy is needed. Tenants :::Jre the rr.o:cc;t di:sar.,·.,r;t;JgecJ 
group i!'i the housing market as we have seen, and the simple :act that the pr-:J::.Jlem 
of p:>or housine; is so closely bound with private renting makes at:e~:ti0r1 to the 
sector vital. Tiie generally held belief of all governments that the housin·.· 
problem is related to numbers is not only a simplification, it is also untrue. 
That bad housing exists is true and has been explained. But, there are more 
houses than households in the United Kingdom, and there have been since the late 
1960's as Table 4.2 shows: 
Table 4.2. Dwellin stock and households in the U.K. 
source: Smith 1917' p 45) 
No. of households No. of dwellings 
~GOO's) ~000's2 
1951 14,554 13,900 
1961 16,189 16,660 
1965 17,960 17,801 
1971 18,317 19' 1l57 
1975 19,500 20,350 
Hence,the present position is one in which not only the problem of 
physical quality exists. This is only one side of the 'housing problem'. 
Because the worst houses are occupied in a net surplus situation we can 
infer that the actual house allocation mechanism is at fault. In a 
surplus,better housing must be vacant if the worst is occupied. In the 
ensuing two parts we examine the way in which the allocation system 
operates, given the existence of bad housing. First,we look to the general 
context in which households become allocated to houses 2nd,second,we 
examine the actual behaviour of households in Newcastle -given the existence 
of both poor housing and the allocative system. 
P A R T T H R E E 
HO'JSI[JG 1:-J A ' . .JTDER CO.':'rEXT 
C~ 1 APT2:R FIVE 
DEPRIVATION 
5.1. Introdu~tion 
If the fact that bad housing exists is only one aspect of the housing 
problem, then the fact that there are a set of mechanisms, endorsed by 
society, t~at allocates households to it is another. There are two sides 
~o this. First, as we have explained, it is paradoxical that in a h:msing 
surplus situation the worst housing is occupied. It need not be. s~cond, 
regardless o: the current balance of houses to households, the mechanisms 
which form the housing (or any c .ner market) are such that certain PToups 
are pl~ced in a position of advantage, relative to others. In the housing 
marY.:et t~e disadvantaged live in bad hou~· -:. In the la'Jou:!:' rr12rket t>-,ey 
are unemplo:,·ed or :!:'ecei·.re lm• war;-es. In t:1e 'education market' t:1ey 3re 
(rel3ti ·rely) u.:1skilled. Di3advantage in one sector ter:ds t·1 lead Ll a 
cwnulative disadvantage in other:, and this is ·,.hat !;rodu•~es depri'ntior:, 
It is with the r;,echanisms that produce advantae;es end disadvar.tac;es, o.:-
winners and losers, in society in general ::md in th.: housing :'l::Jrket ir. 
particular that we are concerned with in Fa::::-t Three. '·ie hec;in by 
conside::::-ing the concept of deprivation. 
5.2. Denrivation + 
The material quality of ::m individual•s life is, by and large, dictated 
by the number of resources over which that individual has control. A 
resource may be defined as an object which is of use to man. It can be 
a lump of coal or a coat- a house,or even a job. A resource carries the 
economic and social relationships embodied in any commodity. It has a use 
value and it has an exchange va~ ue. It may occur naturally or it may be 
manufactured by man ,using other resources in the process. It rna~' even, as 
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of U1e proC,lct ion r)f resourc'?s. 
'l'he wcrld is full of rr~sou~ces, aJl of wl:jch, i.e, tr-..cory, C~re a'.railabl·~ to all 
its ir.habi ta.nts. But, constraints ex.:.st which dis']_ualif,:,· certain .:nPrnhers nf the 
snatiql ~nd non-sn~tial. 
ea~al accnss Jver ~~~~e to 
- -
tr;<?mselves. Power can be 1''-'t;arded as -::he subset of relationships het· ... ""'''":1 
social ~Toups and indivi6u;J.]s such th;:lt the behaviour c[ one or :r.o.::<:> c:-roun:o: 
sydA~ (Dal~l, 1961). Hence, power is possessed by those 1.,rith the abilit.r 
to infJu<:>nce nee r;le, -md thi::; in turn. prusunnoses a certain control ov.::r 
resc'~~·ces so +,hat this influenr::e Day be exerted. If then,the distribution 
of resources is u.r:eoual, ~:.r:d c 1early it is, it is reCJsonable to arg·ue th01.t 
thc8e who have control of few resources ~~e i~ some respects deprived. 
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The city can be regarded as; 
"a gigantic resource syste!' rr.ost of wl:ich are rran made." 
Harvey (1973, p68) 
and by similar logic, certain me~bers of urban populations, who command little 
control over desirable resources, can be thought of as being deprived - the 
'urban poor'. Yet, despite numerous studies of urbanisrr and its consequences, 
corrparatively little attention has been given to deprivation per se. With 
very few exceptions the use of the concept is implicit rather than explicit. 
Certainly deprivation is not the easiest of concepts to operationalise. It 
is, for example, relative. While individual A may be deprived in comparison 
to B, he rray be wealthy in relation to C. Is A therefore deprived? Further, 
the con8ept has .Joli tical implications. We have explained how and why the 
state intervenes in the market process but, even so, not only would there 
be different interpretat: ~-:'1S of the cause of deprivation between the left 
and right wings of the political spectrurr, ::here would also be a commensurate 
disparity in the respective definitions of the concept. 
How then can ~e operationalise the concept of deprivation? A universally 
acceptable definition is unlikely but, we can avoid this problerr. by exa::ri_nin,;,: 
the principal corrponents that cause the economic:, social, political and 
spatial patterns in cities, and regard deprivation in relation to these. 
The city can be thought of as a manifestly complicated organis~, and the 
information available to us to investigate the processes that sustain the 
patterns are equally detailed. The principal data source for British cit.ies 
is the decennual Census of Population which contained, in 1971, 1,571 data 
elements, each describing some dimension of the 'urban mosaic' for every 
enumeration district in Great Britain. Not surprisingly, given the plethora 
of inforrration available, students of urban processes have attempted to 
sirrplify the picture and reduce the nu~ber of dirr.ensions to be discussed, 
and this has led to the widespread use of multi variate statistical analyses, 
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of which some form of factor analysis is the most common in urban geography. 
The nurrber of studies utilising the technique have been sufficiently 
voluminous for Evans (1973, p99) to state that; 
"the stage has almost been reached, however, at which 
the rrajor dimensions which will emerge fro~ a factorial 
ecology of British census material can be predicted with 
sou:e degree of confidence." 
Essentially the actual technique of factor analysis; 
"may be seen as the reduction of the original n sub-area 
by s variable rratrix to an n sub-area by m factor matrix 
in which m - the nuu:ber of significant fa~tors, is 
considerably less than s." Tirrrrs (1971, p55) 
Fut more simply, factor analysis aims for the orderly simplification 
of as rr.any variables as may be considered necessary by the individual 
researcher to describe the social patterns in c ties. (Burt, 1940) The 
actual technique itself will, however, be considered u:ore thoroughly in the 
following chapter. 
'.-Jhat understanding, then, has this sirr:plification of census variables into 
factors 'orou0ht us of urba::t social structure in ·-seneral and of depriv'ition 
in particular? !'' ost importantly, it has allowed ( notwithstar.di.ng the 
co:1stra~nts of data corrpatibility) us to exa.rrine in a 'standard' wa:; the 
main di,J-:~,sions of urban social structure, an1 a re!Tlarkable degree 
sirrilari ty emerges frorr the findings of various studies in different 
countries. First, a socio-economic status factor would appear to be 
universally important to the deterfllination of spatial structure, having 
been found across various cultures and in different historical periods. 
A secomdimension which, although not universal, has also been shown to 
be consistently important is 'family type'. This is a life style characteristic 
reflecting demographic variables such as fertility, marriage et cetera. Other 
factors such as ethnic status and mobility have also been found with sufficient 
regularity for Timms (1971) to include them in a list of general differentiating 
dimensions. The general trends that have been identified are shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1. Differentiating factors in different types of cities. 
Social Rank 
Family status 
Ethnicity 
l'Ugration Status 
(after Timms 1971, p He) 
T'lodern City Industrialising Pre-industrial 
----------------------,--"' 
/ 
/ 
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/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
.... 
/ 
/ 
Feudal 
Studies of British cities, while tending to duplicate the results produced 
in North A:nerican and ot!'ler in .. t.:.~trialised cities, have shown certair, notable 
differences. Firstly, using data drawn from 1971 and earlier censu~~es, t::e 
ethnic factor is seldom reproduced wi tl-. the same level -:f importance. Seccnily, 
char;:Jcteristics associ 1ted 'N"i th a person's actual :i'..;elling :1ssu;ne a greate:::-
importance in British studies. There are two main reasons for this. ..,. ~ r 1rs ,, , 
the British census data is stronely related to physical ~ousing characteristics, 
while second, the amount of council housi11g must be expected to influence 
results and polarise the differences found in housing conditions thrcughout 
the country in an areally based analysis. 
Hence, housing conditions are found to be a major factor in British urban 
social structures (see,for exacple, studies by Robson (1969), Evans (1973), 
Davies and Lewis (1973), Gittus (1965)). The results obtained by utilising the 
tec~~ique in this study further confirm this pattern and in many respects 
advance explanation of the 'housing factor'. (See Chapter 6). 
If, then, socio-economic status is universally important and housing 
conditions are, in Britian, generally the second most important factor in 
determining urban social structure, how does this help us operationalise the 
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concept of deprivation? It r.ust be beyond contention that poor housing 
and low socio-economic status are indicative of deprivation, and ~uch 
attention has been focussed upon the areal association of the two phenomena. 
But, even if we can identify those crudely classified as deprived~ we cannot 
identify the cause of their plight so easily. It is te~pting to suggest 
that causality is due to the socio-economic status of an individual-
producing low income and consequently reducing the options available to 
hirr in the housing market. However, at this stage we would perhaps be 
presuming too much. Si~~ie (1974) discusses poverty in some detail and 
produces a diagramatic representation of the 'poverty cycle' ~see Fi~Jre 5.2.) 
Figure - '") ).c.. The foverty Cycle. (after Simmie, 1974, p98) 
Lack of o~cupational skills.-----------· l-'overty 
• Low/irregular •,.tagt:o.> 
I Unemplv;rrent 
<D ~ 
'Poor educaLonal bac:C.::ground for children 
L CD 0 Poor Housing ~syc~ological Stress Foor Conditions ;;,t.ra1n 4 - Overcrowding 
~hysical ill-tealth 
The proct:::.:es described in the diagrarr are largely self evident. De!''~Vatic~, 
as identified fro!!' factor analyses, is contained in com~onents 2 and 3 of the cycle. 
It ll'Ust be noted ho•,..ever, that :mtry into the cycle can be at any _t:oint and 
thence, due to the nature of the phenomena that are in the cycle, the related 
syrrptorrs are assumed. It is also important to note that the simple cause-effect 
situation suggest0d above is in fact an oversir,.plificaticn. Deprivation is in 
this model, related to the education system and even the way in which 
subsequent generations are socialised, as well as to the housing and labour 
markets. It is the interplay between these factors which causes deprivation 
and which, for our interest, causes the stratification within the housing 
rrarket. So, while low WBges and bad housing have some relevance as casual 
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factors in deprivation, they are also merely rranifestations of a wider 
probleir. 
The nature of the society in which such a situation exists and the 
position of the state in that society we have briefly described in the 
preceding Part. Intervention by the state has not solved the problem of 
poor housing however, and the more lirrited intervention into the labour 
market has not solved the problerr of either unemployment or low wages. 
In Chapter One we saw that approximately 2.6 million dwellings come under 
component three cf the cycle, whilst in 1981 there were more than 2~ rrillion 
people unerrployed and at least as many again earning low wages. As further 
evidence of the cycle we can point to the growing unerrployment amongst 
school-leavers - especially · 1ose with few or no qualifications. 
However, like the housing situation .;aken on i :3 own, the problem 
of deprivation and poverty is a long standing phenorrenon. Abel-Srrith 
and To·;~nsenci ( 196?) estirr:atea that d1;ring the 1950's the proportior. 
of households living in poverty increased frorr 10.1 to 17.9 per cent. 
A large r.art of this increase can be attributed to the increasing 
standards of what is actually aefined as a 'need', but the notion that 
the ;11elfare State has eradicated poverty, perpet;-::.tcd by political 
slogans such as •·.r:ou've never had it so good', was evidently false. 
Indeed, more recent evidence produced by Townsend ( 19'(9), based upon 
a survey undertaken in 1968 - 9, suggests that the state had not even 
produced a downward trend. Even if we allow the lowest definition of 
poverty (based upon the supplementary benefit scale plus housing costs) 
an estirrated 3.32 million people lived on the rrargin of poverty, as shown 
in Table 5.1 • 
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Table 5.1 Percenta~es in novert and on 
according to three standards. p. 27 3) 
Sample Estimated No. (U.K.) 
% % million million 
State's standard l. 
in poverty 
on margins of poverty 
Relative income standarct 2 • 
in poverty 
on margins of poverty 
Deprivation standarct3• 
Households Population 
7.1 
23.8 
10.6 
29.5 
25.2 
6.1 
21.8 
9.2 
29.6 
22.9 
Households 
1.34 
4.50 
2.00 
5.58 
4 76 
Pouulation 
3.32 
11.86 
s.oo 
16.10 
12.46 
l. Net disposable household income last year less than 100 per cent (in poverty) 
or 100 to 139 per cent (on margins of poverty) of supplementary benefit s~-!~~o 
plus housing costs. 
2. Net disno~able household income last year less than 50 per cent (in po~erty) 
or 50 tc 79 per cent (on margins of po·rerty) of mean household inc::n, ~ for 
type. 
7 Net disposable household inco~e last year of less than a level below which 
deprivation tends to increase disproportionately as inca~~ diminish~s. 
Again however, as the Table shows.we are faced '.olith the prohlr:!rn of deL:·:.:_tion, 
and it can be seen th2t the way in which poverty is defined pi2deter~ines the 
numter of people founri :tiving in eondi tions of poverty. The problem i::;. rw·,.;pver, 
more than one of statistical or political manipulation as poverty is,like need 
and like acceptable housing standards, a relative concept. The most widely used 
definition is the level of National Assistance or Supplementary Benefit scales. 
but these still leave problems. As Simmie (1974, p '?5) point.-~ out, 
"although (these payments are woefully inadequate to 
support families in acceptable circumstances in an 
affluent society, (they) at least represent the 
Government's official operational definition of 
poverty." 
Recent government plans to reduce the relative amo1mt of Supplementary Benefit 
would appear to confirm what has been said in the preceding paragraphs. 
No matter which partic·.1lar definition of poverty is used (see SLnmie (1974) , 
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Townsend (1979), Perlrran (1976)), given the existence of the poverty cycle 
and the cumulative effect that it can have through successive generaticns, 
tne causes of it are of prirrary importance. Is it, as sorre suggest, due to 
indolence and laziness on the part of the individual or is there some other 
answer? ¥ills ( 1971) provides a line of argument i~1 this respect that is 
difficult to refute. If only one person is found in poverty then it is probably 
safe to assu~e that the fault lies with the individual, but if sorrething like 
14 per cent of the population live in poverty, then it is rrore realisti~ to assume 
that the cause lies elsewhere - and probably in the structure of society itself. 
Abel-S~ith and Townsend (1965) found, in fact, that the poverty that existed in 
1960 could be accounted for by five factors; unemployrrent, inadequate wages, old 
age, sickness and death of the chief wage earner. Inadequate wages and old age 
accounted for 73 per cent of povert • The inevitable conclusion then, :-rust be 
that indolence and a reticence to work are no: the i:rmed.:ate causes of pcverty, 
but that the cause is related to the social and econo~Tic structure. Indeed, 
17 years later the Department of En ironrrent study on inner city areas 
found that, in Larrbeth, low income and poor housing '.-Jere the rrain forrrs r)f 
de1rivaticn. In relation to incorre, the report concluded that the preble~ 
was a national one requiring national policies for income rraintenance -
particularly ensuring hi0.er pensions and child benefits. 
5.). Spatial considerations concerning deprivation. 
Those that are in the poverty cycle, for whatever reason, are not only 
deprived in measurable physical and economic ter~s however, nor in respect 
of housing do they have a monopolj' on ciepri vation. We began this chapter by 
regarding the city, indeed the world, as a massive resource system and, just 
as in the general case, urban resources are highly localised. So is a house, 
and wr:en considering deprivation we must take account of the location of the 
dwelling in which a household lives, for location per se accrues certain 
costs and benefits -giving differential access to the resources contained 
-: ::·-
er.:lJr:J.cine ::10~e than just physical S_L:Jace beL:een hro pic.:.ces. It i2 im::>orta.nt 
to .c7air: accc:::s to:: ac:ross STJ.:l.Ce (unle:3::: o:-~e car'"":ot ,,.,aH:,th~n nn loc::-,ticn is 
cenuir:el:,r ine~.ccessible), :mt al2o the tirce to g2.in access to that rescctrc•:::. 
cit~·.a:.d the accr?SS u-,-lt diff'?rent c:TOUD3 ha:Je to U:e:n, He -:::.:st ~eg:n.l ~ott: 
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individuals, each with a different means of transport, can travel given the 
constraint that they must all spend, say, eight; hours per day asleep, is shown. 
The amount of space that forms a part of each individ~al'R res~urce system 
in a given time is dependant upon the velocity of the transport available 
to that person. Hence,all families can make use of resource A if they wish 
to and return to their home base in the same day. Resource B however, is 
only available to those individuals with a car or with access to bus trans~ort. 
Likewise, resource C is only available to the individual with a car. Resource D 
is unavailable to each of the individuals at this particuhr base and hence 
they are depri·red of that resource,while scmebody living at location Y has 
access to D, providing he has a car. 
'.~e c::m see then, that Jl though the city is full of resour~es, not a1l 8f 
them are necessarily available to everybody. The velocity of the tr~nsport 
thal tr:e ir.djvidual has to sper.d ctpon transport. Hence, acces:,; i; rli:':'e~··?nti_a1 
::~monr;:::t the L:-Jdi vidual rnemters of < group '"'ho :Jl3y be L. ving Ln th0 ~J;;,-~ :~.rca. 
To take but 0ne tangible example, access to employment opportunities is 
restricted ~y space and time.given the individual's d6m2~n (see ?i~1rc j.4). 
If \·ie assume the .individual must sleep for 8 hours per day and must :opend 
8 hours at his place of employment, then we can see the differences in 
possible employment location with the three means of transport. Area D 
is inaccessible to the individual who must '..talk, while area C is inaccessible 
to the person who is dependant upon bus transport. Overall then, the person 
with the most efficient means of transport has access to more employment 
oppo:::-tuni ties (without having to move d•..telling of course), and this sort of 
process is likely to reinforce the pattern of deprivation found in cities. 
P.arvey (1973) considers this point ',;hen discussing real income,which he 
defi.n0s as being command over resources. This he considers to be a function 
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Figure 5.4. Access to employment opportunitie3 by different rneans of transport. 
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of locational a~cessibility and proximity. Consequentlh changing the s~ati31 
form of the c.i ty is a potential mechanism for redistributing real ~~~.:::cr.,e. ,, 
massi'ie injection of employment oprortunities into area A of ?igure ~.4 wou:!.d 
increase the real income of each of ·~ur three hypotheti ca1 people. A similar 
event nccurring in area C would only increase the real income of the individual 
possessing a car and would,relatively,decrease the real income of the persons 
without a car living in locality X. 
Such considerations have implications for those living in poor housiug, 
which tends to be found in the old inner areas of cities. During rece~t 
decades there has been an increasing trend for industry. and hence for 
employment opportunities,to move out of the inner city. Between 1961 and 1971, 
for example, employment decreased by 3.1 per cent in urban cores while it 
increased by 15.0 per cent in the suburbs (Drewett, Goddard and Spence, 
1975, 1976) and the tre!!d has become pronounced since then. The Inner 
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Area Study ( DoE, 1977) of ~erseyside, for example, suggested four prograEmes 
for the regeneration of inner Liverpool; promoting the economic development 
of Liverpool, expanding opportunities for training, irr.proving access to housing, 
suggestions are concerned with provi.ding en·p.ioJiren'l cr errr1c;nrer.t opportunities 
in the area, giving the ~opulation access to the resources cf ~ork and, hence, 
a regular in.comeo 'rhe problem of finding errplcyr.en t in r'Jn dow-n areas of 
bad housing is farriliar and relates to the poverty cycle, introdL:cing to it 
a locational dimension - generally the old inner areas of rrajor cities. 
The concepts of access to resources ar:d depri '.'ation are rrore e;eneral than 
we have shown by concentrating on the resourcec'> of errployrr:en"t, incorre and 
housing. Clawson (1969) for exaiLple, consloers open space as a resource 
and finds that utilisation of rural a!I'enities is lirrited to rriddle and upper 
income groups in an American context. In New-cast} e-upon-T;;ne, Bradley 1 Kirby 
and Taylor (1976) found that dental health was related to the distribution of 
dental facilities -i.e. access is a principal deterrrinant in the use of a 
resource. Furthermore, they found that the dental facilities were largely 
concentrated in the rrore affluent areas of the city. 
The nature of the urban system is, in fact, such that; 
"the activity of any one element in ••••.• (it) rray generate 
certain unpriced and perhaps non-monetary effects upon other 
elements in the system. These effects are usually terrred 
externalities •••••• " Haney (1913, pp S7-5S) 
or, in Cox's (1973, p2) words: 
"An externality effect exists if an allocation bv' or:e 
individual affects the utility of SGIT'e other i ndi vi ci1.>r1l." 
bxternality f'ields can be either positive or neg;-nive or, as is rrore often 
the case, both at the sarre tirr.e. An urban rrotorway, for exarrrle, has a 
positive externality field giving benefit 1:c those who use i: - (especially 
to suburban dwellers for whorr journey tirres to the centre a:::e significantly 
reduced). To thos~ whc live in close proximity to the ~otcr~ay and 
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consequently suffer frorr disruption during construction, and fro~ noise and 
pollution from the vehicles, however, the road produces a negative externality 
effect. The balance between costs and benefit are ci ifficul t to evaluate, 
especially as it is usually ~ifferent groups who receive either the benefits 
enables events to be influence0, su~~ests that it is normally the rich who 
rec:ei ve the benefits wrt i le the poor incur the costs. F ahl ( 1976) notes that 
in Amer.ican for example; 
"they h2.v1:, •••.•• s;,;lendid freeways which simply enable 
the rridd}c cla;;c3 to ride past the poor !l'Ore easily" 
5. 4. Sur.maq. 
Deprivation is then, a relative concept under which a plethora of events 
and situations can be subsumed. 'There are, however, certain characteristics 
that consistently occur in any discussion of it. Unemployment, low wages, 
bad housing and location are all bound inextricably to deprivation, and 
the inner city is the area i:l ',o~hich the phenomena combine most often to 
create pockets of deprivation. 
This ~owever, only allows us to operationalise the concept of deprivation 
in as rruch as we can icientify it. The poverty cycle gives us some indication 
of the way in which Lhe deprivation syndrome becomes self regenerating, but 
this is not the full story. not only are there rr.ore houses than households 
in Britain, but there are also more households on low incomes or unerr.ployed 
than there are substandard houses. This leaves the question concerning the 
mechanisms which rlace sorre of the economically deprived into a situation 
of hcusin~ deprivation unans~ered. It is in fact a problem that is related 
to defining depri vaticn, As low income ou>;ebolds living in satisfactor; 
houses are celatively better placed the: low incorre households in substandard 
housing - are they deprived? The answ t: such a question requires a value 
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judgement, and it is probably true to suggest that a quantitative definition 
would .include any household that is deprived in any of the main 
characteristics. 
Hcwevpr, the rrobleF clearly shows that the characteristics of deprivat~~~ 
do not haVP tc be causal effects, as we have suggested above. Hence, in 
subsequent chapters we turn to the actual allocative syste~, of society in 
general and the hous.:.ng 1rarket in particular, that places only sorre of a 
sirri~arly placed ropulation into the worst housing. however, we follo~>i 
thi.s gener<:<: Lii.scussion of deprivation by considering its rranifestation 
~n cu= study area - Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
CHAP'rER SIX 
DEPRIVATION IN NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE 
6.1. Introduction 
Our discussion thus fal' har:; been couduc teci at a general level with 
urban areas and 1 society 0 as a whole our principal focus. Obviously such 
an approach is necessary if we are to understand the context of findings 
in a particular study areae NeverthelessD although we may (debateably) 
regard the processes that determine spatial structUre as 'universal' 
(see Harvey, 1969), the way in which they are manifested upon the ground 
differs in detail between British cities- take for example the contrasting 
evidence produced in support of land use theories such as those of Burgess 
and Hoyt (see Chapter Two). Hence, although British cities are subjected 
(largely) to the same economic, social and political forces as each other, 
they ~o not appear as actinomorphs of each other. Consequently, this 
chapter examines the patterns that existed in Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 1971. 
However, before this an outline of the history of the city is useful. 
6.2. Newcastle-upon~yne 
Newcastle grew to be a major commercial centre located at the lowest 
bridging point of the River Tyne long before the industrial revolution. The 
New Castle from which it takes its name was started in the eleventh century 
and the city thrived as a port and market centre throughout the middle ages. 
The fortification also gave the city a political importance and it was the 
scene of several disputes between the Scots and the English before (and after) 
the Union in 1603. 
However, it is the industrial revolution that provides the backcloth for the 
status of Newcastle today and the context for many of the problems it has been 
confronted with and continues to face. Coal mining on a comparatively small 
scale had become important prior to the industrial revolution, but the need for 
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power transfonned this into a dominant part of the local economy. 'l'he 
presence of iron ore nearby (the Cleveland hills) and the groHth of 
railways stimulated the growth of iron and steel production in the region 
~nd the development 
Major employers \·rere the: f.rrnstrong works 5'1 the' '·l("st (\f th·· r:-i ty and 
Parsons (now part of the Northern Engineering lnriustries) ir; the east. 
Shipbuilding, on the north bar.tk of the Tyne ~ •r s confi_r,e•] "'"" t:he east of 
the city and to the nearby tovms of Wa.llsend c.::.-:c :·:c,rtL S·hi.elc.s. 
The outsta..Tlding growth in the industria 1 b~cse of the ;re" h~d many 
effects. Of p::J.rticular import?.nce, Newcastle w~ts tra.nsfo:r·med into the 
economic centre of a regional economy. The g.:,owir'[; im:~ustry '-' . .::::!. therefore 
rTorkforce, also meant that vast amounts of housing was needed to contain 
the new industrial working class. Much of this building took place on 
land released by the large industrialists and distinct settlements of 
terraced flats, such as Byker in the east 2..nd Benwell .?-nd Elswick in the 
Hest (see figure 6.1a),gre-w on the steep banks leading ur; from the Tyne. 
~1uch of this housing development took the form of the 'Iyneside flat 
(see Chapter ~ine) and still forms a significcmt !)a.rt or thP citY's 
housing stock (figure 6.1b). 
The development of the industrial base of the city was complemented 
by a commensurate rise in the cornrnerci 2~ import::nce aild !ieHC" stl.::: became 
a major shopping and administrative centre and the Central Business 
District has expanded to co'rer the area s!iown i:c. Figu:;oe 6.1c, Interestine-1:-r, 
as new bridges were completed across the ~yne (there are no~ six,of which 
four carry roads) the specific centre of the main shopping area cha~ged so 
that the principc:J. sto-res were on the main J.'cute 1e;~ding from the dominant 
crossing point. During the 1970's a further clP-nge occurr<:>d with the 
development of a rnc.jor new region::r1 2-hopping ceJ1tre, Eldon SciU2.re, which 
is pedestrianised. 
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The massive industrial growth of the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centulj has not, however, been sustained throughout the recent history of 
the city and region. Obviously industry has been subjected to cyclical 
fl~~tu~tion8 b~t since the e~d of the 1950's there h~s been a seculsr 
decline with the original heavy engineering industries :mel shiphuild~ng 
among:Jt the Horst hit. Since the 1930's there has been much state 
intervent.ion in the regional economy aimed at reducing the disp2.rities 
between it a.nd other regions in the U.K. (Burns 1967; CDF 1974). !1~uch 
o" t~:is intervention has 2.imed at promoting growth in specific "-T"'"lS, of 
~-.·hir;h ::.2wc;:::.,-:;t1e has always been one, but none has reversed the indc~stri.:,l 
decline a..Pd service industries have assumed increased import2..nce 2.s local 
employers. 
The broad pattern of development is clearly shown in Figures 6.1b and 
6.1c, although it must be noted that the maps were compiled at different 
dates by the Newcastle City Planning Department. This accounts for anJ' 
apparent anomolies of industrial land use in housing areas. Figure 6.1b 
shows the patchy nature of the area built up before 1894 ;.rith Byker, Bcm:cll, 
Elswick, Sandyford, Scotswood, and parts of Jesmond in existence. ',ofi tl:-1 the 
exception of the COIIL.'llon land area of Town !'loor and Nun's r·1oor su bse<1uen t 
house building has both expanded the city and filled the open space 
between 1 villa,ges'. Collli!lerce maintains the central location whilst 
industry predominates along the riverside. (Figure 6.1c). 
Against this general outline of the growth and present spatial patterns 
c: l':e·,.;cQstle-upon-Tyne, our attention now turns to a socio-e"0no::-:i ~ 
description of the city based upon the 1971 census of population. 
6.3. Ilata ;md r~ethodoloeY 
The last two decades have witnessed an ever increasing use of some form 
or other of statistical analysis of 'geographical' data and the benefits of 
this trend have been exponntied by many authors. The generc1l ctr[;lH:!ent fo 1lows 
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two lines. First? the use of mathematics is seen as being more rigorous 
whilst second 9 arising from this, it is viewed as R considerable aid in 
avoiding self deceptiono v!hilst there is obviously more than a grain of 
observc-,ticn rr.:1de b.;.' IJ-,vies .:.nd Le1·1is (1973, p71), tint tl1·~' l'esults 
produced by a statistic<3l 2 ... '1alysis~ 
"only re£'e::: "-c the ini tie.l set of data, (and) any 
inadequacies in this direction could miss important 
features :ln the j.nternal ~:tructure of the city ..... " 
The use of qu;:mti t2.tive an;llysis in this study is a means towards an 
end. Consequently the choice of technique is particul::-trly import;;nt in as 
much as it :,.ust suffice to produce ;;m end product thz, t is meaningful 9 but 
it must not prejudice that end. Our goal is to explain the workings of a 
significant sector of the housing m2.rket. Housing however, is merely a 
product of the interaction of the dynamic forces existing in society. In 
the preceding ch2.pter for example, we sm-1 that deprivation and housing were 
intrinsically related, with housing being at once a cause and a S)'111pton of 
deprivationo To underst2~d the relationships that exist between these 
phenomena :::nd the many others that exist- in British cities so:r1P form of 
simplification is necessarJt and the use of factor analysis is p:.-:rticul3.rly 
appropri~te for this task. 
Cert2.in cautic'n2.!:"'J points need to be made however. The principal data 
source for urban (and many other studies) is the decennial Census of 
Population. Although the census gives us a wealth of information 2bout 
variot:.s characteristics of the population and its living concli tic1ns, -::-1ere 
are certain problems asso:iated with its use. Firstly, the one trnndred per 
cent survey only occurs one'? '?very ten years "1.nd so inferenct?~ rra.de upon 
the basis of the data it contains refer only to a particular point in time. 
Also, apart from being time specific, the data is not collected for the 
benefit or urb? ..n researchers a.nd, hence, may ottsn h2.ve to be used as a 
s'Jrrogate, or best :::.lt~rn;:::tive measure for;::. phenomenon not dil'nctl;r 
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covered. For example, we expect income to be central to deprivation ancl 
poor housing. Data concerning inccme cannot,however,be input directly 
into our analysis as it is not contained in the census. Hence a surrogate 
prob;cbly the r:,ost desirable. 
'J'hirdlyv the British census does not cont::;.in thF: detail of, sayv the 
Swedish data bank anci inform;:ction relates to aree~s rather than to individuals. 
Hencev any CtY:'rels:tions between variables are 1 ecologic2cl', referring to the 
populations of enume:roction districts rather than to individual households. 
Finally, the desired end of this analysis is to desc:ribe 2nd explain the 
spatial po.ctterns that exist in Newcastle- particularly the patterns of 
deprivation. To reach this end without prejudicing it is not without pitfalls 0 
Harvey (1969) m;:,kes the point that individuals possess values which are 
related tc the society in which the individual lives and to their view of 
that society. 'These values colour our preconceptions of any situation and, 
no matter how objective one attempts to be, the choice of variables to input 
into an analyR1s is lare:ely an exercise in which the individual includes 
phenomena he believes tc be important and ~xcludes those which he believes 
are not. This study is no exception and variables have been chosen Hith 
reference to housing, relative deprivation ~d affluence, although what 
might be expected to be more marginal influences upon the pattern of 
deprivation are included. Table 6.1 lists the variables used in the analysis. 
In 1971 the Cit:/ of Newcastle upon Tyne c::msisted of 20 Hards (Fiz-llrc 6.1a.), 
Hhich were theriselves the result of agglomerating 526 enumeration districts. 
In the ensuing analysis i-lOHever, data is used for 50~ ;;nurrv-:;ration districts 
1 ~nd the 37 variables listed in Table 6.1. a. 
The stages involved in factor s.nalyses are outlined in 'r;.~ble 6.1b. " 
1. '1\-:enty one enumeration districts are excluded from the an?"lysis on account 
of the population living in private households in them being tno snBll for the 
computation of composite '-'2Tiables. 
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correlation co-efficient is a measure of association between two variables 
and in geographica.l terms tells us how much, if any, spati.J.l association 
exists. Most powerful and most used of the various correlation co-efficients 
.. . 
t:.c·nt~~~-..,"t::·, 1._ .. .J...:-~ 
c:.._ ~p.-~_rz-ul~etric st.:1tistic - tl1c~t is, the nature of the polu.lnticn being studied 
forrr. p2.ramete::-·s upon which assumptions are drawn which form an integral p;'"rt 
of the st.a+.is'tic;d test. In the case of r one of these assumptions is th ,t 
there i::; c! normal (or Gaussian) distribution of the variables, but ti:ere ::Lre 
expected. 
Spatic~l segregation "~curs Ln'gely because of the operation of various 
market rnecba!ii:-~ms Hhich influence an individual 1 s location in spc.ce. i-.3 the 
urban mosaic is created by non-rc..ndom processes,then non-random distributions 
of varia'oles c..cross space are likely to be found. A particularly clear exarnple 
is that provided by variables describing tenure. Each house con onJ.y be 
classific:d 1.mde:- one fcrm of tenure - it is either owEer occupied, privately 
rented or cour.cil o·.med. Experience of urban areas suggests that these 
different tenure groups are related to. particul?~r building deve lopr::.ents, 
for example the council estate, or privately built housing estate,and that 
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v~criables r2.ther tl1an between them. 'rhe ider1.l result from a factor analysis 
is one in which U1e factor loadings produce a simple structure. That is 9 a 
solution in which each variable loads strongly onto only one factor. Given that 
Child 9 1970~ i~11mmel1 1 1970, 'l'aylor 1977),debate focuses upon the t~/pe of 
rotation to be performed. 
'l'wo principal types of rotation are available - orthogonal wl;en the a.xes 
are maintained .,t an a11gle of 90 degrees to ea.ch other (as the n:: .. ;ne implies) :n~: 
obliaue, 1o1hen the various axes are rotated through different angles. The 
majority of geog;re>.phical studies have used orthogonal rotatior::.s, producing 
:actors thc<.t are uncorrelated with each other - principally varimax 
rotations. However, although the use of orthogonal rotations very often 
improves the factor solutions of the direct method, there is no real reason 
to suppose that the real world is struct~d in orthogonal dimensions, 
Taylor (1977). Consequently,the use of oblique rotation in which the 
factors ma;y be related to each other is to be preferred, even though 
interpretation is made more difficult by the fact that this method produces 
two sets of 1oa.dings relating the factors to the variables. 
Pattern loadings are similar to the original loadings, while the structure 
loading is analagous with correlation co-efficients, in th2.t the squares of the 
structure loadings are the amount of variance that the factor ;o.n':i its 
interaction with the other factors accounts for. (It may be noted that in 
the case of an orthogonal rel~tionship between factors ~th the pattern 
loadings and the structure loadings take on the s;:une va.lue). 
Factor analyses which, using the present data, extract only a few 
Llctors produce ,, first factor that is a gene-cs} descriptirm or ~l0'1Crty. 
In the present c;c,se, however, the grouping is more specific, as C2.£1 b8 seen 
from Table 6.5. Negative loadings appear for the vct.riables r;oc;:.;;, COU1', 
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HillK!S and HII'£DENS, while positive loadings exist with the variables mnlOC 
and LODE~~Js. As such, the factor would appear to represent a modern housing 
polarisation between the public rented and private owner occupied sectors of 
the housing market- with no strong link to economic power (the NOC/ili loading 
is only -0.45) or physical conditions. The apparent inequality in livin~ 
densities between the two sectors leads one to suggest that the polarisation 
produced here is a ~easure of some form of institutional inequality, produced 
by the public sector housing stock management. 
Factor two has very high loadings on Sl:!LHOT'..l and SHLBATH and a high 
loading on NOINWC (0.68). Consequently, it must be regarded as a 'poor housing' 
factor (having no strong link with tenure type). Factor three is "l 1 f<Jmily' 
dimension with high negative loadings on P:Sl-:SN nd ONEHHOLD ct.'1d high positiv-e 
loadings on CHILDR and FERTILE, while factor four is a mo''ili ty dirr.e:::oion, 
h2.ving very high positive loadings on FIVYK:ov and LOCEOV and a moderz:te 
lo:1ding on ONEYRI,'OV. Factor five rr,ay be seen a a 'cornr:mtina' f-::ctor w.:. th 
high positi're loadings on C.!,R.T'.o/ and FORSKIL and a medium posi.tivP loading 
with WKOUTLA. 
Factor six has positive and negative loadings upon CHILllR -md ECc.;.;.cT 
respech.vcly and is therefore seen as a 'youth' dimension. Factor -·2n 
is clearly an 'ethnic' factor. Factor eight has high loadings only with 
1 unemolovment 1 variables and factor nine has a high positive loading '·1ith 
'private rented unfurnished' accornmodation,with an additional medium positive 
loading with young adult makes. Factor ten i~ a 'private rented furnished/ 
share or lack an inside toilet' dimension,while factor eleven has high loadings 
on the 'education' variables and on professional socio-economic groups. 
Table 6.6. ahows the factor structures which; 
"measure the correlations of variables with the patterns". 
Rtu11r.1el ( 1967). 
and the overall structure described above is reinforced. 
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These then are the factors that we may identify that cause the spatial 
patterns seen on the ground. Table 6.7 shows the correlations between the 
factors and it is helpful to examine these, which are graphically portrayed 
in Figure 6.2. 
Figure 6.2. Relationships between factors. 
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Now we see two distinct groups of factors. 
4 i-1obiL ~J 
5 Cornmu ting 
6 
firstly the group containing 
'Family', 'i•Iobility', 'Commuting' and 'Youth', which may be regarded as 
almost independent,having no significant correlations with the other 
factors. The remaining seven factors ,howc'rc'r,;:;l~·-;·..; a significant amount of 
intercorrelation. Particularly interesting is the correlation of 0.6 
between the private rented unfurnished and the poor housing factors - a 
relationship which appears as one factor in analyses extracting fewer 
factors. In fact, the degree of inter-correlation between factors 
suggests that a further degree of generalisation may be possible and 
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i~~icators n~ the socio-Sfltinl structure. 
(educ-;tio;,) co_c_ci ,c:•-·:·- .. :-c ~-:'l1~cj_ t,y), •,;j tn a mocler2te positive loading on 
£' t r· J. ~iC o rs .l.ve (ccmmutin;;_;) an:: ten (pr-ivate rented furnished). This identifies 
2 seerrp_ngly _r,aradrxi:::c:l as::-,Jciatj_on c:f relatively p:rosperous owner 
occu})ation a .. '1c: p::.·ofe2si''11"-1 people with ethnic minorities. An explar1ation 
of til is phenome:1o-r: i:c ['.--:- st unde1·taY.Pn ·..:i th reference to the particular 
oircwnstances i:1 ~>·-;castle upon '1'yne. 
The immigr2J1t populati.on in Nevrcastle is predominantly of Asian/Indian 
origin a.nd forms a -;,hriving, economically viable community. Fi(;ure 6. 3 
shows the emuneration di::;trict;3 in '"'hich this population is most heavily 
concentrated. These ;:.reas are in Jesmond, Arthur's Hill and Elswick. 
cTesmond is a predorr:i.n2.ntly i.Iiddle cl;c<.ss )_nner city suburb, (Batley, 1972), 
while Art~rr 1 s Hi1J 2~d ~lswick are working cl~ss areas with a high 
student population. 
o~ner occupation ar ~r~v~te ~~~ting. 
,-. ' .1. \- ' L 
'"• V>• 
?it;Ure::' 6.6. to 6.8. illllstr:e1teo 'vllFtt the fin,t c:rder f::,ctor appears to be 
de:::c·i bing. the~eL;re, 1::: the economically v i,,_bl c v oc t!·, -. 1 _1\mctional irmer ci tz' 
t.he l p2.ttern of f:;ct,;:c seer,-;::_; for l:ic;!1e::.· nrder factor one 
CJe;ll'~Y the fu::ctior.al inner city exist~o in;;: broad b::.md around the city centre, 
-.., ~ \. ~ _ TT • ~ ., j 
., ........ , .··~ clJLH '--' ,,J._Ll./ 
"~t_:1.JT•? 6.1() ."Ohows the spatial 
centre :c:-Jd in Sandyford, 13yker and St Lawrence H"l.rds t:G the E2.st. (Of course 1 
the data refers to 1971 and Byker ar,d 'iiP.stgate, in particular, have been 
cx-':;ensively rede'reloped since that time). Cl<>arly however, the pattern represented 
ne:ce is •:)flc? bc-csed verJ rnucl·; upon the ir.::--.er ol:.':er ;::re::::.::; :en:: ':he p2.tter::--, of the 
r'.eg::;ti ·ve o.l;r.ost exc:Jusively on the edgco of the city, totally distinct 
from the inner city. The link between_ the disfunctionc:l inner city and areas of 
private renting :i.s a strong one and is Wlt only sl'lm·m by the higher order factor 
loc,dj_ngs. Figure 6.11 illustrates the dh:;tribution of private rented dwellings 
a.nc! the gener8.1 correspondence with Fi(S'T.tre 6.10 is .::u1 c>bvi•:)US featureo 
~inally, the third hieh0r order f~ctnr h~s 8 lo~dinc o~ 8pproximate1y 0.7 on 
the original f~ctor one (the hou~ing polarisation) and a negative loading of 
manifestation Gf the modern housing pola~i3~tion,~ith th~ m1emplayed in eeneral 
excl~de~ frn~ the benefits o~ owner occup~tion ~~j la~ living densities,and can, 
inequCJ.1 ity. ?igure 6.12 shows tr1at s_rJatis.J.ly the pattern of factor scores 
FAC"J'OR 1 FAC'T'VR 2 P'AC'TCJ; 
1" 1 o. 42 <•,0( r).H 
Ji' 2 ...(),10 0.80 -0., ', 
I" ' 0 .C' ~ -r,.n ... --J. ?') 
r 4 0.02 0.04 •. (I,?', 
,. ) 
-0.44 0.0-1 -0.0~ 
,. 6 0,07 0.04 -0.18 • 
F' 7 0.69 o. 15 -0,14 
, e 
-0d7 0.08 -0. f,) 
.,. Q 0.07 0 .. 71 0.16 
Ji'10 -0.')(· -0.1 A 0.70 
F'11 0. 76 -{). 1 3 o. 14 
T11.bl& 6, 10. factor Cor.relationa 
F'.\CTCR 1 F't.C~C R.? F'ACTl'H ) 
ll'.lC'!'OR 1 1.00 0,1') U.OR 
F'AC'.~R 2 0.1'·) i . (lr, -0.?0 
fAC'TY!/1 3 0.08 -0.2~! 1,00 ··..) 
Table 6.t.2._h Factor Str.JcturP. 
F'ACT<·E 1 F~CT·.·h 2 FM~Tl ;, 
' 
" 1 O.d<;l c.·Y .. • o. li 
F ? 0.(•) O.C)(i -0. ~ ~ 
r '· -0.00 -0.01 ---0.24 
r 4 o.oo 0. 1 i) -0.26 
: c-) -0.4~ -o.o~, -0,\lR 
F 6 0.06 O,C>Q -0 .. 1(3 
r 7 o. 71 o. _,, -0.11 
F f1 -0,41 o. 14 -0.70 
F 9 0.22 0.6() 0.02 
FlO -0.52 -O.D 0.19 
f11 0.74 -0.01 0.?4 
ex11ibit;; ;; bro~'d r>orth-c-nuth d1vision,·,Jith r::;::-~_-Uv'? Jo;d_ings occurring in a 
,J es:nond, 31 akelav.r :i.nd F'enha.:n into the northern erm:nera t ion districts of 
Scotswood. 
;-• ~h~P2 f~ctors reveals 
is 2 complicated 
in co!Jlmon a social and econorr;ic stability which gives the area its economic 
viability. The third higher order f~ctor 1s ~lso reasonably complex in its 
;:cake up. Given what has been sa.id in previous chap-l:ers however, it must be 
se'?n as representing a measure of cons~:rc;int upon the poorest groups in Newcastle. 1 
6. 5. Summary 
These findings, it will be noted, are compatible with those for other 
Eri tish cities. Clearly, theTe is '' distinct spa ti,:;l as soc ia tion bet'ween 
variables measuring some aspect of depriv~tion. But, most relevant to the 
present study is the most clearly defined highel' orde-r fe1ctor repTesenting 
poor housing in the urivate rented sector, The f~ctor is interesting as 
m~ch Rs f~r what it does not include as for what ~t jocs. 
we }v.ve seen tha-'; housing ic; but on•" ;::spect •Jf t.hP depr-iv?.tion syndrome. 
}--,r;uc;in;;:: i:; occupi•?d exclusively by Jow .~ncon.e: 2:rn 1JDS 1 et'r~nic minoriti•?S, or, 
.s2</, one pec_·son households. 'l'he di::function-:d i_nne:r city is differentiated 
Figure 6. ·j 3 Breakdcnm of higber order ~~actors_ into factors and variables. 
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one w0uld predict. 
'•'\-.... 
soc .i. o--" c: o;1 o:r. i c :.ll' i 
In fact 9 ::;uch 
th"· c::mc} usi on n::,;,ched ~Ll1 U10 preceding ct::_yter, that h:;using l"' <lS ~r".:ch -3. 
:ncmifest::tion of de1)riv2.tion as i.i: is a cause. Al t:wq_;h it is r.h··' "lsly not 
n ~oincidence that the tousins l. " .;, 
housing problem 9 income is not an explicit differentiating factor. The 
processes o.f: supply and demand, therefore, assurne an even e,r:reat.ET ~"-~&,Tiificance. 
The supply aspect of the supply/demand equation has been examined in Part II 
co..nd, fr:)m this analysis, He are Gble to explain the existence of substandard 
housing. In Newcastle-upon-Tyne 9 however,_the principal common characteristic 
of the households living in substandard housing is that they live in poor 
housing. This suggests strongly that the allocative mechanisms of the housing 
market add to the p8.tterns of depriv;;.tion that have been explained in the 
p~eceding two ch2pters. 
These o:} loca.tive mechanisms are not, however, ranciorn, but arise from the 
structure of \..he society in which they exist (see C:"l2.JJt:?r T:hree, pp 27-29). 
In the following chapter,therefo=e, our attention ~~rns t0 beth the various 
'' l 
whether the wcrst housing needs to ·oe if :he rrarket 
e.f'fi c:i_ ently ar:d S X 
2re ~~ly x nc~sehclds, then y awellinJs ~il~ t~ v 0 --
+ -,, 
·'' 
•,:hi le there 
nurrber of horreless farrilies, the nuxrber of vacant C.•:sll.i.ngs or the number 
,')f s<JbS'tandard d·..,ellings which JT'Ust be occup.ieci.. Bu~ such predictions 
would be inaccurate. We have seen that in a housin~ surrlus situation the 
worst stocK is inhabited. Therefore, by definition, better housing is 
vacant. This is net the type of situation that a sirrrle perfectly 
corPpeti ti ve supply-dewand rrodel would lead us to ex1)ect, as reduced den•and 
•,rould tend to lower the price of the vacant hm:s~ng, J.roducing a oerrand for 
it. It is fror.- consumers of the v10rst housing that this derr·and rray be 
expected to corre. 
Therefore, the processes that lead to indices ~r ae~rivatio~ in other 
S!~eres and to the pove:·ty cycle JT'Ust also a;pear, i~ so~e forrr, in the 
and by ~cnurbat~on, relative t~ tte nurrber o~ ~ouse~o~:s. h~ slated above, 
c:ear~J ~ntenatle, ~iven the obse~ved 
u~o~ the ~ousin~ stock in terrrs of nurber~. Consequently, we rust aEsume that 
'l1 a l: l e 7. l , J:' D•,•c1linr::~_i!_nc! H0u eho1rls (!T(f). 
( sour.:; c: G c n c:·1: E n·c;c;? ho l:l Survey. 1 97 7) 
Dwellings Vacant Households Housing Surplus 
:teg·Lon 00l1 Is OOO's 
-· Jt - Gi'·U Is OOO's ?tl -~·--- ---·----
,. 
orth l 1 '~ r~ t:.l ., r, ' ., ·c '~)5 4.7 _... 9 1. I ,_, . ' I 
'c" C1 I'k ~-~-~ ire /i [u:;; t_;p rs i d t: t • 70r., 6"? ~) • ·~-j ' f 7 /]1 44 2.5 I .__.. ~' ' 
~:~ ~~ t :•;i. dl ~1nd s 1 1' .. , c:,r~ 3 • ... l ~. "l ,16 ).2 'J ;~ l f 
' 
~=C! S t :\..r1g-l ia 699 •, .~ ,- 678 21 3.0 vG 
:~outh ~~ast 6.295 .?32 4o5 ,---. .~· -, (, ' (::: l,_j :j 92 1.5 
Greater London 2,669 :2.29 4.2 :-·Jr~O 8 0.4 
~est of :'3cm th t~ast ),6?6 l ~3· (1.? :l. 54t~ 83 2.3 
South '.~est 1,629 76 <i I i :,p) 46 r, Q 
' 
c:::.v 
1' 1'1idL:mds l ,831 6r.: 7.. ::.. .. ,792 39 2.1 "'· '.J _) p \_.1 1 
r·:orth '1/est " 592 80 3.7 ' ~· )6 57 2.4 L I 
' 
England 17,224 7'>0 fL/ 4.2 l6,E.24 400 2.3 
!,able 7.2 Households in Conurbationsr 1971. 
(source, Smith 1977, p 46). 
Nurr:ber cf Number of 
Excess Dwell~ngs Overcrowded Homeless 
Conurbation over Households. Persons. l. Families. 
Tyneside 16,665 s.6% 40,870 2 
'West Yorkshire 27,975 4. 49': 67,700 2 
Greater London -115,815 -4. 59/c 362, ~;15 3, 256 
'.·lest Midlands 12,215 l. 59/ 118,735 2 
Mer:3eyside 16,780 3. :r;c 51,855 2 
S.E. Lancashire 32,800 3 • 8'/; 78,270 2 
l. Overcrowding taken as more than 1.5 persons per room 
2. Remai~ing 2,203 homeless families at 31.12.71 not broken 
down in to CC.);lUrba tions. 
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d.er.t.:md i;; so;neh•·~o.· :n:mi pulatt<i so that it match;::8 Lh.c:: available housing stock 9 
or more particularly the stock that private capital is willing and able to 
re; ea:Je on to thv' market" This j_s the implication of our diseuse:; ion o1~ 
7.2, Choice, constraint, and co-operation. 
We have already ceferred to cities as gigantic resource systems. T'hat 
deprivation exists in various guises is evidence that the distriblJtion of 
t· ese resources is not an equitable one. It is important to make one L .. nk 
he:ce hc:l\-Jev~?r o If the distribution of resources is not equitable, then a 
realistic assumption must be that the method oi' distribution is also 
inequitable. Chapter Three showed that the housing m?rket is subject to 
a great variety of influences (by :institutions, by laws, by powerful 
individuals and companies etc.) and in many respects, as we have observed, 
supply functions independently of the individuals and groups who form the 
dema.:1d ~ at least in the lower less profitable sector of the private housing 
market. The population m~st be housed .. somewhere,and that they are reflects 
the !'act that the market contains mechanisms which allocate individuals 
to houses in some way. Each .individual household does not, however, have 
freedom of choice in determining where it locates. Rather, it locates 
within a set of constraints imposed upon it by the outcome of other spheres 
8f its interaction. Most notable amonp;st these constraints is income 
although,as Chapter Five showed, location of employment and other factors 
also act as constrai.nts. Clearly, the constraints imposed upon many 
individuals (such ;w those on low income) are similar ar1d herein lies one of 
the principal attractions of the Hex and Moore housini" class model (see 
Chapter 'L'wo). Given, howevF"r, the number of groups involved in the housing 
market (see Chapter Three), the constraints will also reflect both the 
witl~ th,, i_ntotitlition:c; that regulate the market- ;_md ',.;ith society in 
general. 
hou:.in-- t'c· everyone), or are t. e f~oals of differ•::-nt ~:roups di_fCe~-c"lt 1.nd in 
~ary ~ases constrained oy others? That is. do we live in a co-oncrativc 
or a conflict society'? 'l'he legitimised actions of the state are b;:.fe'S, 
sup•c:rl'icially at ]Past, upon behaviour that is in ,and is recogniseri co be 
in.everyone's interest. However, intuitively one would expect th8 underlying 
processes in society to be riased upon the conflict or competitio11 between gro ps 
fo!:: control or use o~ resources. Yet, although the E:xistence of c"'rL:iin types 
of conflicts cannot be seriously disputed, ma.Yly writers have devoted their 
main e!lergies towards studying what they consider to .ce the fundamental 
forces of social cohesion, such ,qs shared ideas and traditions etc. These 
ingredients of social order lead to the assumption that each group is held 
together by a consensus - by some tacit agreement concerning basic rules and 
values. 
Certainly there is some validity in the argument. For example: 
"The first necessity for the operation of the housing 
market is a syscem which defines rights pertaining to 
property and establishes a set of procedures for the 
transfer of these rights. The private housing entrepreneur 
cannot crPate these legal institutions. He is deDendant 
u,•on the con;r;:u:::i ':_":/ -::o cio so." Smith (1970, p 11). 
Broadly speaking, the consen::;us theories follow the tradition of the 
French sociologist, Durkheirn, while the conflict theories are most 
prevalent in writings in the spirit of Marx. However; 
";r,ost sociolovists vouJci sa.y that thev are ,:;0nsitive 
to both consensus and conflict. Only a minority 
i ci r-;nt ify '-i i th one a ~.1proach or the other • nOW'?V'?r, 
th•.?re is a tendency for sociolof;ists to lean tO'"'arcls 
the consensus model •••••• " B~oom and Selznj_ck (1973, p 8) 
::r we are to unrie>r~'tand the workinr~s of the housinF market it is 
important that '"'"" :'1 ~1ri f'y thi:: pos: 1_. ion. 1'he consensus morlel, according 
to Simmie (1974), finds its basic expression in Parsons' (1951) treatise 
on the social system aYJd ca:-1 be traced through structural-functionalism and 
vmrkinr:s of the ma.rkP.t ,;md the anpli.crJ.tion "f systems theory by pla,.YJners will 
be more fctlly discussed below-. Crucial t;) tr.e consensus model of Parsons. 
hc·dever. is the ide;:,_ •.)f soc:.ial acti.on (Eocher, 19f't) ;1.nd the helief that 
hUQan action is characteri~~ed by the properties or a system. Order (social) 
is paramount in the so::::jal organisation 2 .• :nd the complementarity of the work 
of Durkheim and F'reud is noted. Inciependently, both illustrated the.t h1llnan 
action follows rules, norms an.d patterns, >1hich both structure it and give it 
a coherent framework (Rocher 9 1974). 
Although the fact that there is no lone:er a ·war o: all against all 
(Rocher., 1974) complements the notion that society is formed or many 
inter-related e-,Toups functioning within the overall system, the dynamic 
mechanism of the system is open to doubt. 
With respect only to the housing market we have noted that the 
individual does not have complete freedom of choice. That is 9 he 
is constrained. Does this constraint mean that the individual is in 
a conflict situation, or does he form part of the collective system with 
no conflict of ideals resul tine· from constraint? The implications of such 
a question are far reaching. As Sirrunie (1974, p 48) has noted: 
"lf one is able to assume that society is based 
upon co-operation, then a comparatively limited 
range of policies will do for one situation. If 
society in based upon conflict !-1owever, then man,L 
situations will arise where only mutually 
inconsistent or self-defeatin& policies will satisfy 
all the parties to the conflict." 
Obviously,much will depend upon the source of the conflict. If in the 
present case housin~ i2 t~e sol~ area of conflict, then some action 
apperta.inine: to housi.ni" is required. If 9 however 9 housing i:::; only a 
manifestation of a more fundamental conflict then (for example) housing 
Doli.ci 2s may not be relevant as anything other than cosmetjc, 
:'c.·. l i:1es of thought in the formulation of conflict theory a:--e tientj t~iable 
ic.~.i o llCl7J). The classical economic fonnulations of Smith c:~.nd the demographic 
.·;re.--Ji ·,t,i,::Jns Df r-:althus are based upon the concept of univf?rsa.l co!l~p·,·ti1;ion 
f-:n' '·esources •. he line of thought is also f01md in the elitist concepts of 
soc.ial Danri.nism (for example, Sunmer 1963). The second main strand of 
conflict theory follows on from the early fonnulations of Hegel 9 whose 
social philosophy was based upon the premise that society is composed of 
a.11tithetical forces which create change by their respective balance. The 
dynamism for this change is struggle and tensions (Sirnmie 1974 9 Sabine 1964, 
r-~ucb of Hegel's analysis was drawn upon and expanded by Marx, who is the 
classic formulist of confli~t theory. For Marx 9 as we observed earlier 9 
conflict in society revolves around the individual's relationship to the 
means of production. Each member of society has certain material requirements 
'wants' or 'needs', but it is the individual's position, relative to the mode 
of production, which determines whether, or how, these requirements are met. 
In t1arx 1 s analysis; 
"'rhe real force which drives society on, however, 
is •••••• the conflict arising from the inadequate 
social and economic organisation of the available 
productive forces for the supply of the needs of 
the whole society." Sirnmie (1974, p50) 
Out of the production relations arise social classes which in time are 
supnosecl to polari~3e into the two opposed groups 1 bourgeois and proletariat. 
In modern society the major determinant of the outcome of conflict is 
economic power 1 because the dominant distribution system is the market. 
According to the r1arxi.st 1 i.ne of thought 9 the conflict over economic power 
is a manifestation of the conflict bet~ce~ sac~2l c:~~ses. ~vcntually, 
it is suggested, this conflict wil~ lead tJ t~e ~~erthrow cf the old o~der 
and the institution of new social ;:md econorr.ic relationshirs ;:md ne.,. 
distributive systems. 
Jut, there is litt]e 
an unlikely location for <i rt.'vcluticn. .-; ~ r: F i tJ ( .~ .- ', ' \ \ i ~ I,:~) 
art ~ ~·nroels 1 '-J 7 ") "'ev·er.,l r~--,rc:, ~c,,-.-;,.· ..-r,::;·· 1.:'r·~_,_. 1 \•.'•?l_. ;--~~.~·'? .ctate' l· •• -1 t...',ri t.~ .... i ~ .. ·, 
- '' ~ 5 • t - ) <. ' ~ . o• J. • • ' ' • t: .- <: . - ·- - - -· • - • . . • ' - •c •J • - - ' ~-
accc~plishrnents, it is not in the for~ of overt class conflict identified 
by l''arx·. 
Indeed, both theoretical and ewpirical criticisws of Farx abound and 
it is true to say that; 
"Harxisrr has generated loyalties and responses that go teyond the 
realrr of schol3.rship." :Broorr and Selznick (1973, p199) 
This may well be explicable in vie,.; of' the fact that rruch of the i"arxist 
analysis is a political prograrrrne as •t~ell as an economic analysj_s, Yet, 
change does occur in society and rearljustrr,ent, n='sulting from conLiict, rr:ay be 
seen as the force behind that change. 
Fore recerrtly, the conflict theory h:::~ been adopted by several '"riters, 
notably Coser (1~~6), Dahrendorf (1~j[, 196G) and Rex 1·:..;) Crse:!.:'~· / . 
thesis marks an irrpo~tant rlepartu~, fr~~ the ~crk so rar considered. 
cGnflict. As he says; 
"Internal socj_a_l cor.fli-~ts w!:.:c·:-: ·:::=:ncc·r:·l c~ca2_s, values Ol' 
inte:_,ests that de ~1ot contre:.dic.:: ~~he b~~sir:: C1~.~SU!T}-'ticn.s ·1pon 
Coser, 
... 1 2 3-
Hhicn the relationshi;: i::; Cm.iY'E<l tc:r<: t.c· t'" ;oc:i tivt:l,: fu:,cti.•..:·r·"~-
f or t rt e soc i c~ J s L r·u c t ,J r e ll ~-~ u -~ -~-- r·· .:~ :-~ .-.. ~ i c t s t e I-1 d 1>:_~~ rr~ ak e I-'· r) s s i b l e 
the readjustrrent of n:·:~--7~s a:1:. r~J'<<~~r :~cl·-~t_:_c;::·: ·~r-~-~Lir: grc;u:r~ in 
accordance with the felt neer1 s 'Ji' it,_; irJdivi•!tc::!l rrTrrber2 ':.r 
subgroups." Coser (1g')b, p~5i) 
., i<.:~-::xr~, ana1.:-.-'sis. 
with errpirica~ (i~ ~1.::~tifi.cati en 2.-:to.ches 
c:-o:-e ir--p'.Jrtance to the rrore ::.:egul::L.' r.-csi t:ive conf:ict. For Co2er, cs:1fli::t 
p8·v.·cr. 
Theoretically the thesis is cri;;icis'::d oy itex (1970). i1e says; 
"Coser seerr;s tc be go in_,.- i'c .. r t c· 11'fards saJ i ng that the bala~ce cf 
power is the basic factor ir, social reld.tionships an-:l that the 
normative structure is a ciej-'eno?.:lt varir-!.c)le. Cine r:ight well 
ask, therefore, whether it would ~o: te bette= to start at once 
a'1alysis with the bel'-lnce of p~·-,.,::- o~ tr:e c::::-ofli.ct of ir1ter·ests 
which this balance of power is s~rposed tc settle, rather than 
beginninz by a:osurring the o:istence of norrrs." Rex (1970, p116) 
This is the course that Yarx adoptad, r• . . ( 1 07 • '• ~_; ::. rr-:, 1 e / 4) considers th~t this 
rra.lces Coser' s distinction unnece~;sar:r. Conceptually however, it is useful 
to distini:;uish, at least bro2.dly, brctween tr_l<::rated ;:;,;:d disruptive conflict, 
A ft;rtter point of irr--portance is t'r1 1.:t, for Coser, tne errerge:Jce of two 
juxtaposed claSSPS in the r2rxi~n Sense iS Unlikelj ~U OCCUr, 0RC8USe 
potential rrerrbers of these cl~ssos ic n' 
4 1 I. 
.... J :.:.l.·· 
change are ubiqui t-_.u;; i_:: !Wciety. 'l'!Je endemic cRuse of conflict in ~3ocL,ty 
for him 11es in th<? dominance relationships that exist within it. Yet 9 as 
Sillll1Jie (1974) notes, if 1:he basis ul' dominance i.s I"Conomic, as Iviarx ar&-;-t.H:s 9 
a.t the symptoms a:1u nut the cause' o: conJ ucto The concept of dor;;inance ci.Tld 
incorporated into models of society, 
A theory of conf 1 i ct '>-:h ich wcJld n.:.pe<:i.r to be ;:J.r. adequate rr:ethod of 
conceptualisin~ tte endemic processes in society has, however, been produced 
by Hex (1970). His starr,ing point is akin to 1'\arx in that; 
"The most basjc cor,flicts wlll be conflicts over access 
tc' the mear:s of life." Rex ( 1970, p L23) 
Eut, unlike Marx; 
"These may take place ..,. i thin some sort of ordered 
where bargaining is the basic form of conflict." 
p 123). (My emphasis). 
and, realistically; 
context 
Rex (1970, 
"The conflict rn.ay, on the othPr hand, he only indirectly 
connected with access to the means of life." Rex (1970, p 123) 
Hex summarises the nature of conflict in seven points and we present 
these more or less directly from his work here. 
"1. Instead of being organised around a conser:sus of values, 
social systems may be thought of as involving conflict situations 
at central points. ;:iuch conflict si tuab.ons may be anywhere 
between the extremes of peaceful ba~ga:ining in the market place 
and open violence,'' Rex (1970, p 12'?) 
Of course, actual physical violence will seldom result, but this should not 
be n.llowed to disguise trJ~ fact tfrn.t negotiated outcomes are the result of 
conflir;ts and not mutuaJ co-operi'ition. (~;j_mr.1ie~ 197·1). 
"2. 'l'he exist<?ncr; of SLlch a situation ter.ds to produce not a 
unitary but a plur'il sr:_,cicty, jn ,,.bich ther·~ are two or more 
classes, each of which provide~; a relatively self contained 
social system for its members. The activities of the members 
take on sociological nH·anin€ and must be explained by refer,_-'nce 
to the groups i_nterest in the conflict situation." Hex (1970, p 129). 
F'1_1rther; 
"3. In most cases 
unequal balance of 
the ruling class. 
r2<:r!:::;ni tion of the 
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the conflict situation will be marked by an 
power, so that one of the classes emerges as 
Such a class h'ill continually seek to gain 
leg:i timacy of its position a'Tlor:g the members 
: ·1 :~)1~;,· this claim and to or:;ru1ise activities which demonstrate 
:•::''- <is denied (e.g. passive resistance)". Rex (1970~ p 129) 
l'be DO\.fer balance is not necessarily permanent however; 
"4. The power-situati.on as between the ruling and subject classes 
r:1-l'f change as a result of changes in a number of variable facto!':'> 
'-.:'.:_ci~ increase the possibility of successful resist ·nee or act:.:2l 
rE:>vo!..u'lion by the subject class." Rex (1970, p 129) 
F:: .. OP! a sudden change in the pm.;er structure; 
11 5. '!'he subject class may suddenly find itself in a situation in 
whir.h it cannot merely impose its will on the former rulinc class. 
b'x:. :-:::m actually destroy the basis of that class's existence." 
Rex (J970, p 130) 
Althoue~ new dimensions may then realise themselves they will be based on 
di:ferent sources. Long term interests are based only upon the conflict 
situation and; 
u6. these tend to be expressed in vague and utopian forms." 
rtex (1970, p 130) 
An interesting example of this is given by Wolpert et al (1972) relating to a 
conflict over the siting of a college •. 
Finally~ Rex notes that; 
"7~ A change in the balance of power might not lead to complete 
revolution, but to compromise and reform. In this case,new 
institutions might arise which are not related simply to the 
prosecution of the conflict, but are recognised as legitimate 
by both sides." Rex (1970, p 130) 
Such a model has certain advantages over both consensus notions and more 
radical conflict ones. Simmie (1974) discusses the rise of' the Welfare State in 
the context of th8 model with some success, viewing the rise of the Labour Party 
as being the rr.ain instrument of working class organisation. Empirically, the 
model is indeed attractive. Trade union activity can be seen in the same light. 
Flexibility is impodant and as all conflicts need not be based on th" 
ro.latirmship to the rm?~'J-!S of nroduction, they can ·De view<?d in thr~ light of 
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Hex's model. ~'lociety '~t 1 ~rge need not be the focus either. l'1icro-scale 
studies of conflict over individual decisions can be incorporated within the 
J .; r~o; c1 ',~-~":e ,:tep from the Ht'X model to a model of url:.an 
processes based upon con: lict and, consequent!~ upon the eventual constraint 
of cPr';ain inciividuais or ,groups. l-ie must take note, however, that there is 
potentiall,y a co:nmon ~:v::;nd ;f criticism th?t can be levelled at each of the 
more rece.:1t :ormula~_i:JrL; .,f conflict theory. Each of the theses outlined 
above seem lc bear more empirical relevance to the world as we know it 
than does the more blunt ;malysi3 of Marx. This does not alter the fact 
however. that if confl:i.,-::t is solely over tl-.e relationship to the means of 
production, then all of these modifications of Marx are (partially at least) 
describing symptoms of conflict and not the fundamental cause of it. If 
Harx is correct then,no ~natter how a conflict may be manifested , 
the source is the same. 
We can return at thi,:; stage to the argument that we outlined regarding 
state intervention(Chapter Three). We. saw that the endemic crises of 
capitalist production and continued capital accumulation led to state 
intervention displacing these to emerge in fresh forms. The simple fact 
is that what appears to exist on the ground are not the two polarised 
classes :Jf Marx, but 8 series of interest groups which compete and conflict 
with each othPr. Even labour organisations such as Trade Unions are in 
competition in some cases. Actions by some members of the working class 
coni'lic t w.i tr1 the interest or other rnemr;ers of the working class. Similarly 
.. ' 
capitalists compete Y.'ith each otber and t":e actions of one can easily be 
contrary to the interests a: another. This leads us to a situation in which 
it is the Weberian class structure that emerges in society,with classes 
based upon r8lat~.r<:l:, flexible coalitions of interest groups differenti3ll:>' 
p2 aced to 'lny :na r\r.e t (or non-market) si tua ti on. 
'l'hi;; ?.r,clrnent dCJ";:; ;.u~." however~ .:u1;;wer the question of whether the rea] 
source of conflict is over the means of production alone or not. But 9 how 
irnp-.'):r:tant i:; i 1: tkd. vte i ~J.::·.·nt.ify precisely the source of conflict that forms 
. ( 
···!.' tc ~?nfc)rce .it, maintains t~w status quo? r:a.rvey 
"for rovolutionary t.heorJ to chart t.h, path from an urbanism 
\:Cis Pri upor: PY.:.-,·1 ,~ i t .·t t ion to ar:c urban.i sm appropriate to the 
hur:n.r, sr:·ec iPSo . :,nd, i. t rer;;ains for revolutionary practice to 
accc·mn1~sh su:--':?. tr2ns!ormation." Harvey (1973, p 314). (My Pmpha.sis). 
Is this ;:1 reaJ is:.'c: notion though? Obviously, suhjectjv.:· cv2.~1.::.":: ~:· ~.· 
all that we can call upon, but it seems unlikely that revolutionary practice 
is lyine;· donna.;1t i.n .2·ri tai.:1. Further, what type of revolutionary the~TJ.' and 
practise all called for?. It would appear that the o):>servation made by 
C'' • (l 074) 
.J.dllinle -'-/ , that a conflict situation involves policies that are 
discriminating in favour of one group or another, is important in this 
respect. As lon;: a.s we c2.n satisfactorily demonstrate that conflict is 
the dynamic force in society we can act accordingly. Underneath the 
observed situation it is probat•ly true -that it is relationship to the means 
o: production that is para:nount. This does not make the conflict over 
other matters less important however, and the issues of housing, education 
and say, health care, are ones in which society competes for scarce and 
desirable t-esources o Schools in some areas are better than others. Hospitals 
also provide r;et'ter facilic.il?s in some area. It is who goes where and who 
lives where that is the source of conflict in the hous in;:: market and, aB Rex ( 1970) 
observ~=>s, thi:c; conflict is related to the endemic conflict over the r:!eans of 
produc tiurt 3 .. nd t.f·,,~ so·~ ial relut ionship em bod i.ecl in, say, t~ .. 1e tenc..r:t-1 and lord 
interaction. It is for u,ez;e reasons that the :'\ex model is adopted hore a:3 
the most realistic model of processes in society. 
An int,.,restincr, way of conceptualising the processes of conflict as they 
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analysis, leading to a weightP.d OP.Cision c:a.me (l;l.3.rri., 1969). In the ga.rne. 
different coalitions form and attempt to t,'"ain a sui'ficient arr.ount of power to 
nass, what Gao1Sen (1961) calls, a critical w;oi·~h~, 'rh~· ·::-cucial element here, 
systt>m i.n which variou·. interost ,youps or rLt.cCJ~;c;~, ~'cr:1c o: •:hich ::~.re 
resour·ces which society has to offer. The ciyn:unic ~:echa::.ism fo:- t!1is 
competition is an endemic conflict between cla:;sro-;; Cor the control of the 
resources that exist. Different classes have aifferem; ammmts of po·wer 
"in the confli.ct and to influence the outcome o"i a situation :T!ay have to 
enter into coalition with other classes. !-lc:usinc- is one such r-esource 
over '.Yhich classes are in conflict. Although th'? assertion made by Rex (1968) 
that everybody's goal is suburban living is open k! question, the competition 
for desirable housing is one that allows the allocation of dwellings via the 
market mechanism. The conflict over housinc, is related to corulicts in 
other spheres of the system• If a household is unsuccessful in the labour 
market or in the competition for qualifications, then the prooability of losing 
in the conflict over housing resources _is increased. Even so, as the previous 
chapter clearly showed ,there are households that lose in the competition in 
the housing market to a greater extent than they do in other markets. 
The reason why such a situation can arise is partially given by the 
actions of groups and institutions which exist to regulate the conflict 
between classes in the housing market (although the professional ideology 
of these institutions would not inc Tude such a r::l.ison ci' etr<:). 1'nese groups 
have been termed by Pahl to be 1 urban gatekeepers 1 and w~ consider their 
act.ions below. 
Urban Gatekeepers. 
Whether we concentua.lise society as being at one or at odds is, as we have 
S"<:·d, imnortant. due t.c· both ~.he nolitic:~d a:!d th,~ ~ .. Jlicy repercus:_;ion:; th:~t 
, .. -,.:!, v: t:\-1 hL.'l. Given that we can now assume that co11flict clot::; f'Xis!: and 
that the urban mosaic is largely composed of the rern11ants of various conflis t 
·,,_·-rcl, ~t. ls 
_,,:;;. 1., c c-'1!3'2. ?ahl' s concept of managerialism, or urban ,_··;1 tek•·c-r,:;rs 
·:·, :·.-;;,~'-1 <:u-. icmortant .s.dvc;nce Ln tr1e conceptualisation or urbzw'l }'C')CPSscs. 
T'; hi.:' :nit.i;::.l_ th•.:sis :Pahl's (1970) ar,r;;1.unents were bas~d u:1on four funda~ner:t.J.l 
·:-y_;;·,,s~ti.cns. Firstly 9 he believed there to be spatial const:c-ain-:.s on a.cces.-o 
c;::-b.:il·, res.~<,;::-ces, which are generally expressed in time/cost uista:·1ce. 
T'i'"'-''=' 2.re the constraints to which we referred in Chapter Five. Secondly 9 there 
a.:.:·e ~c;ocial constraints on aceess to urban resources •. Previously we have been 
discussing these social con:otraints in relation to some class structure and 
indeed, for ?ahl, these social constraints; 
"reflect the distribution of power in society" Pahl (1970, D 201) 
• 1 
::·ut instead of being played out through the direct confrontation of e,rroups, they; 
"are illustrated by: bureaucrati-c rules and }Jrocedures 
social gatekeepers who help to distribute 
and control urban resources." Pahl (1970, p 201) 
Because of the effect of these gal.ekeepers, location becomes important 
in rc:l:.1tion to the population and the managers. If sc·c.io-cconomic status is 
h>.:lri constant, access to resources differs between locations. Population is 
th~~r~~fore the depend~u;t va.riable and the manat:ers o: thP systPm t~e independer.t 
'>'~iri.able. }'ourthly, for Pai-d 9 conflict is inevitable ov>=r scarcE- resources i.n 
2 .. .n uy_·ban o;ysterr -the more scarce the res·.urce, thE· great.er the conflict. 
rtthe cr~.:ci_al urban types •••••• who control or_~ manipula.t~ sce1.rce 
nc;sources and facilities ( s.re) housing manacers, estate ap:-ents, 
local governrr.ent officers 9 property developers, representati·.res 
of bui ldin{~ SO(-:i.~ti.:::3 ;J.rH.: i:1suranc:e cor:,panics, youth employment 
c~:: :.c::-::r~-~ 7 :~c:.,ci~ ..... l \o,'O!:·ke·~~~, m.-:.~~::];,Y'dt.,_;;:::;, ~;(1 U . rle:il:cr·~.: -?.__;-:c: so C:L~" 
Clea:::-ly ho\..'ever, trany of tne e;rou·ps included in :i-ahl' s original forrrulation 
' -· r;-.-.~-c.~L.e~-- -.... ;r;.':}_~. ~-~:-:c: c.J.sc;; o: :.:~~-
S"·t: ttH~ l''Jles 'ry wl-.ic:n CCT!f] i :::tc; are resclved - and even tLe terr.s of re1 el.'e:·. :-c 
by which they arise. The processes which lead to households 02cu;ying certain 
!.t:- ci:ani sr:-s for rela:::ation are c.::n:rc-l.led theiT, an c. the available stcc~ is 
can:rolled ty t~err. 
In the sections that follow we discuss the effects of three types of urban 
'tran2ge'r 1 : planners, building societies and estate agents, It will be seen 
that such a list lacks the comprehensiveness of Pahl 1 s early formulation, 
·v;Lile it exceeds the r:core lirri ted conceptualisation referred to \by Norrran ( ~ '375)) 
al:o·;e. It would be wrong to argue that the actions of, say, public housing 
officials do not have sowe influence upon the private sector, in as much as 
those households that they exclude frorr a council tenancy are left to find 
3.ccorrmodation in the private sector. Nevertheless, in the context of this work 
their effect is indirect. ~e are concerned with the private sector of the 
ho1..sing market and consequent};{ our focus is upon tho<>e •managers' that have 
t~e greatest direct effect upon that sector. Of those grours that have 
been studied, clt::·arly, planners, bu).lding societies and e:3tate agents exert 
the !rost direct control O'!er tlie mechanisrr.s which allow for t!--,e allocation 
cf households to houses. Our brief exaiTination of these managers begins w.ith 
thcs':' wl:o hJ.ve the ITO!':t (~en~=;-:--al ; nflu;::nce on a:' urbar, systerr - planners. 
j.).1o }-'lanners. 
+ 'r -::. ... 
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·'plan!~lng seeks to reg'1J.late o= contro: :L_· :,·;tiv~·.t~/ ;' 
.indJ viduals and e;roups in such a >Jay a:: t: T.iniD'ise 
the bad effects that rray aclset 2.nd to rrorr-oto better 
'performance' of the physical environrrent in accord8TJce 
with a set of broad aims and more srecific obiectives 
set out in a plan." FcLoughlin ('i9El9, p59) (!-·y errphas2.s). 
~f ccn:'lict, 
_ ~~~ ~f inaividuals are (cr s~ould be) cc~~~oiled? ~~= ~~=~~es ~~a: lS 
'[.:otter' perforrrar1ce? lf sc:ciety is in ccnflict then otvicn.;sl.y r1ot all 
:·f?::'~~1e he:1efi t f:::-crr a plan. \oihid; hul"an beint"s ar·e bein,:; r12.r·,nec for? 
}lanners have had a 'bad press' during t~e last d~ca~e. 
PX:I-'licity a part of any class conflict (professionally), but ti-:eir position 
as urban man::tgers rreans that, irrplicitly, they a:::·e. Tr.c·efsre, it is i:c:portant 
t.:::. discern 'tlhat lies behind the planning process. Any action in the urban 
""rr-e~ ha" extcrnall·t·r ef'i··,~,··t~ (Ar: external1.+y e",· .. f"'ct ''.Xl.;::"-s 1'.f t".·e ,~ctl·'·"-"'-
-" J "' " . • ., - '- • - - ·- ..• ' "' • - ~ -· - ~ ' -- - .. - -" ,.. - - ~ 
of one individual affects the situation of another a~d, as ~e have said above, 
externality effects may be positive or negative). That is, the action of one 
individual may give rise to benefits or costs to other individuals not 
directly involved in the action - and with n0 po1.·er to contr~~l that action. 
Jon Gower Davies provides us with a novel ( !) insight into the ideology of 
;)lanners. First, he notes that for the planner criticisrr is inevitable, and 
what is inevitable is also irrelevant (Davies, 19.2). He a~rlifies the point 
thus; 
"The rr:ythclogy of pl::mninc i~.; replete •..;i th stor.:: es of ci·.e 
far-sighted, irraginative, glcbal tr.inkinc, se}flesc:, 
dedisateo chac.vinistis, F'1armer· of Vision, pre:gr:ar::': ·..;} th 
all the potenti.ali:ies of the futm·e, ::;:~::.:beset oy :Le 
carpinE critic:sms of n~rrow ~inded r~tep~yers, ErPedy 
speculators, ~arcctial co~ncillors, 3p~tholic ritiz~~ry ...•.• 
ard twitteri:Jt; acaderrics." Dz,.vies (1q72, pp 94- 95) 
The planner is, t.hen, up ;:.z~ain:c: t •::·;cr,:;bcdy. ljeeswnRbly this is because he 
is 'for' nobody, except perhaps hirn:;elf o It has also beer_ stated ho .evert 
that; 
proces~ of J:·la.nnin ",'' ...... : .. ,.· 
and ,more recently. in syste~-rs cheor;:, ·"·r:ich r.c•,.; fcn.ns the conventional w-isdcrn of 
plar> ..ning (Sirnrnie, 1974). The {' o. j_s based u~or· 
analog'J between the urban system and the complete ecology of the American 
plain~, made up of various sub systems like herds of buffalo and even individual 
buffalo. Each system is ~'elated to the others ,and the whole functions depending 
upon the contribution of the sub systems o (quoted 'in Simrr.ie 1974, p 33) 
1kLoughlin (1969, p 297) dairns tf1."1.t; 
"A systems 'fiew of cities ar1d regions •••••• (provides) useful 
li.nks between the various pa;ts of the process. All types of 
1 client 1 group may enter into discussions '-"i th planners and 
with each other. A systems view of their city might enable 
them to see better the extent of certain problems and 
opportunities and certainly will ma.ke for close discussion 
on the impact of different propo3als." 
Rather than be drawn into th<? partic~p8.tion debate (e:~ee, fc,r ex31T!ple.Arr:stein 1969, 
Darner and HaF:,"tle l97l,ShffinDton 1969 and, fer t'l<=>wcastle, 5atley l?72) it is t~.e 
use of the systems theory that is open to criticism. 
'Theoretically, the"·e .is no real rc:-a.son to :;u; .. ;:>o:::e th.'3.t the ana1ogy upo!! 
wl:ich systems theory is. based :i.s any :r·ore I:e~ ~"VaTlt t;o urbanism than '"af: the 
orr::~anic analogy of the earlier ("Colorrist:; (Chaptc:-r T·,.ro). Certainly 9 given th<? 
inherent conflict hetween grouns in the city, the forces which sub--syst'?ms 
generate :end to be, .l3.n~ely, centri fug.3.L Syn tems theory, hov1ever, is 
status quo. ~)immie hew filade the point that; 
''t),o ;nr)st importan~: r:oa;:;on ·.,;hy stnLt'-u~al fLL'lc7.ion.al:~s:r; c;r.,·i 
sys 1.•~· ~· thPory mu~~ t be rnp·arded :1:> i nad<'q;:~l i:P. ;..r:=tys cf 
:J.~-~ d·~· r:·~ c.-ir .c1 in,·· r-t..r;d r;;a.k in , : t='·(~ is i.ons a bc111l :~rJ(: i al l n '- ~ ~ ... :. ...... t j ~~:JI. 
i_s ~ ::t': they lad: ,c:ny explicit a.r.d exo;~er:ous ~o::.':llative 
ref"2.'t::nce r,\·;ints"' 'Pheir impl.i.ci t normative stancr~ iB 1 
ho1o1ever 1 that whatever is ought to beo" Simrr.ie (1974, p 37) 
'l'he b2sic co-operativP value ;o:;ys~-em implicit in systems theory :·:as, as 
we have said, far reaching repercussions. The identification of sub-systPms, 
even if adequately possible, is basically the identification of classes. As 
conflict exists between these sub-systems then this must be explicit in the 
formulation of :ulans and, one way or another, an objective which benefits 
one group aDd penalises others must be arrived at. Of ccurse, the net 
effect of many plans is precisely this. Pahl (1970), as we have seen, notes 
that Jarge urban motorways have costs for the poor 2.nd benefits for the 
rich but, being as such net balances are inevitable, they need to be made 
explicit so that from the beginning we, and the planners, are aware of whom 
is actually bein,:c planned for. Ambrose and Colenutt (1975) show how large 
property companies c~1 usually overcome planner's objections to their profit 
making schemes and this is also, almost always, detrimental to the poorest 
groups. The case of westminster in the 1960's has been cited,and the 
controls placed upon new housing developments on the edge of cities, while 
potentially damaginc to developers, is also potentially damaging to those 
who Hish to move to the suburbs. Similarly, 1 planning blight' on an 
area has far reaching effects, making, for exarr:ple, the sale of property difficu1 t 
and generally leading to a deterioration of the local environment. 
While then, planners do not explicitly aim to add to the ~eneral conflict 
over resources, the actions embodied in s tructuc-e planninc c.:nci land use 
re~1lation produce situations in which such conflicts are inevitable. 
nc.t planning snecificarly for any one cle...ss .it i::.: the most po-...rerful ;:;-roups 
'1.).2. B11ildin··· SocietiPs. 
th0 wj.r1pl_y DUblicio;ed c"iJ;C:l Cf' becom.i.n-- a. 'nrcperty OWTliD{!, democr~:c;r'' 1 ::.r'cl1_\' 
1979). .Suild.i.ng Societies have dorr:inatPd the provision of house puc·--:h- ,,, ,-:2.r:-ital 
anC. hence exert rJ. e::-recJt .i.nfluence upon -:.tJ3 overall spatial/socio-e·~·;_.-.-:~ 
s ~:'ucture ~ 
In 1974 there> \.:ere 416 buildini:· societies in Britain. '1'heir assets ;:~u;ged 
from £3,767 million (The Halifax) to f3 (Southgate and Palmers Gr•?en PPrmanent) 
(Hadjimatheou, 1976). Their combined total a.ssets ·;,~ere £20,094 rr.illion. 
!iowever, Building Societies are not, tracE tionally, like other major financial 
institutions. Foremost c.mcinss t the features that distingu.ish c,hem i::: tl"e fact 
that they are non-profit making. Although, like a bank, they collect savLne;3 1 
this money is then advanced to potential home buyers. One of their r)r.:!r•cipal 
functions therefore, is to encourage home ownership amoncst the population. 
Buildin~; Societies do not,however 9 promote home ownership amongst all 
sectors of the population and, as they \largely) control access to tl--:e rr,ost 
desired section of the ho~J.Si'!1£ market, the '"'?../ ir. ,_.11ish they alloc2,te funds 
if': part)c1Jlarly irnnort8n+., This is beca'J.se a differenti'il position, r<?l;:;tive 
to the source of hou.~~e nurch::-.:3e c-;api'al, in itself cncatps a clas~: situation 
in which latent conflict is endemic. Harloe, Issaeher:Jff a.nd !•:inns (1973) 
discuss the Led: of b'1ildinc society in·..r<:>stment in L3moc:th and. concludo that: 
"the disinclination of the buildin." societies to sti:1~ulate tr:is 
(inner city) marknt is a product oi ideolo~iPS which are 
institutionalised in the lend in[ rules of the socieU es ." 
Harloe et al (1973, p 330) 
Figure 7.1: Areas r~d1ined by J)uiLJing Societies in Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
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who asserts that t~ey are; 
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with equal car:tal a~d wa~e 1~corre. 
These two concepts, alt; based uron serarate c~~ter~a, ~oin togetter 
that is, in sore way delineate sections of the city in which ~ortgages will not be 
~ranteJ. Hsdl~ning is nc~rrally regarded as a~ areal ~~enc~enon - and clearly there 
is a definite sratial dirrensioL to the policy. However, as house types, and 
therefore prices, are si!!"il;::r .~n spatial ·.:r:.i ts, redlinlnt;· takes on a strong 
economic significance. T:1 ·1~17], the bousinc: Folic:,· BevieH ccrrpared the c.rices 
of all d\olellings sold in that yelr anci tr1e prices of bui ldint: society funded 
purchases - and found a distinct discrepa:-:cy at the bottor.: end o: the market. 
Second hand dwellings valued at less thar1 £4,000 represented 7. 3 per cent of 
all sales, They accounted for only 1,1 per cent of second hand dwelling 
purchases funded by build~ng societies ho~e~er. I~ Newcastle the problem of 
redlining is found extensively in ti1e areas or o}oer :wus:..r.g, ?igure 7.1 
shows the extent of it (C.D.~., 1 976a). 
The effects of such ~clici0s are seve~al. Cw~~r ccc~~atic~ ann council 
rr.e a:: that 
individuals rer.-ain ir. infer.~c,r acccrr:modation - r:c-:: becaust; U1ey cannot affc:::d 
better, but because the:; Cl.re c!en.Lcd access to it, J..lt!c'rr:at:·:el::, 'n'i:.liarrs (1'-Y7F:b) 
L • 
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the least benefits for set costs. To stay in the present location •ri ll aL=;o 
Drooabl:,· no-:: 8e s ctisf,cctory. The question which comes to mind is, ~hy ~ove 
in the first place? ~hi:-_; r-J.uestion is nor::;ally 3!1S'..!Pred ;o._c; heing due to 
some form of housing stress - albeit overcrowding, poor conditions or simply 
i~creased aspirations. 
societies mean that, for so;r.e groups, stres:co r:ms t continue. 'l'heir beh2viour 
in the hous in,~c; ::-.2.rket is institutionally constrained. 
C<Jflstr:tint implies c:)nflict and the 'economically clound' pc1iciPs c: 
!,1. l. } rl1' r -- ''0" i Pt 1' <=>S "'ho,•lr-l ( ,.L 1' 1Y. "'- n} ar·rr!P. rr,,) ~ 8 .. 1·, f'__ ar:c··,,J_r·_, t 0 __ , "c t. \.-_ · -_:_ ~, f:cJc t. • L .J. ', >/' •.> '• ~ , J , • ..>. ... , . > , , v • • ~ • • • . • ~ -. Ler:ris la t i.on 
h:.cs h~en int.rorht"0d ;··.t vz,r'..<)llS tim<js to attempt to stjr~ulate 1-,uiJclinc so·~iety 
~ctivity in thP low cost ~ector of th~ n'Jrkat (for ex~nple, t~~ Eouse ~ui1ding 
l-'urch;,.sP. Act, u •, >'1 -- '" .. i. 'J. ~ 
........... 'l .• : ( 
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11", 
principall:J', one of 
o~ the ~urre~~ vaca~cics in r:.akc: s 
· ',-. >~Pnt.:·> a:-1 integra~ p3.rt of the exchange process. ~uitc ~oart :rc~ 
7)le fu.:1ction that they fulfil, the position of the estate a.s:'?nt a.· an 1 urban 
-~~ort:.e:--.t 0f~:'.cials ho••ever. 'llhe most irr:porta.nt diffr;rence is that PS~.a.:-e 
comnission on the sale of houses that they provide the info::::nation about. 
This position makes j_t unlikely that- they will 'red 1ine 1 areas (or the 
equivalent) as profit is profit. Nevertheless, they can dir'?ctly or indirectly 
cont:cU:-ute to the conflict over :!:'esources. Firstly, they providP the rr.ost, 
with mn-~ c~oice w -~- cr:::;rr;r- to 
~..,~J • ' ..• 
tc;l,.;>J. ...... d~ :~r-~:.~;_:-: t'•Jrr:•· ~-·~-.~~·r· ·1(:. ··...:i t!i -~~;·.-, ~·-- ·-" :.__;·!~~ t :ind 
·:iS -..-.·Ur~l._:i;·:;- ~.~-;f:'~ :-:.. ..... 0:.~ f1i. 1 -~;:-::._~ .... (1-:_· -~ ~Y,;Pr - 1 n.r>~:T;JP .'J :'(1 :-;_~~ • If 
... -. 
l 
;::n·i?.Y li'Oi~1 white :·:0it':,ht-ourhoods. ;, r::~1o-:, study z:t ~>wca.stle University~ s.lso 
!.~o?· ~:1dividuals purporting to tJe from diffe::::-ent socio;-Pconomic groups -but 
r:olding H,e amount to be srer.t on 2. dwelling constant. As a general rule, 
tl:e highe:r_· socio-economic stac.us e:1quiries 'dere di:::-c:c.<:>d to better neighbourhoocis. 
A further example 0f the ways in which r::'S tate agents can reinforce the 
constraints upon particular groups occurs in areas which are subject tc the 
process of gentrification (Bassett and Short, 1980). Because their income 
comes in the form of coP.lillission on sales, estate agents have an interest in 
producing a high turn over of dwellin{!s and an esc2..lation of : rlC''>S. Both 
of these occur in areas t ; t +- • ~ ( ~- + t d "'' t na· g?n ,r11y Dasse "_ arL :J:lO:C ., 
linY:s bet'.-Ieen est.ott.e agl?:--:t~~ ar,d oU-ter institutions, whom the Ps1.-at0 a_s"8nts 
e::coura~:e to invest in these 2"'Pas, ':ave ·oeen noted by WilJiams (1976) in 
Is llTTton. 
in ~"':~h a way 2..s t:o 1)ar C"'rta.i ;1 ~~1--r1ups from certai:: typ"'S of nc::ighbourhood 
'"llio; study \-:as !J?.rt ')f 2.. :.;eo<r::iphy Dep::-,rtJ!,ent f'ield trin h,c;ld in 
.~i ..... ~ 1 l C: 7 ~. • ~ ~ : '0:' S L } ~ '--: ,~: r ~f ~ \.' "_' i ~ r PI'! 2. ~ 1'':.1 ':~ -~ ~ :· ~- :·: h l C: : .--; Y'TI; , 
Figure 7.2: Interconnections between agencies 1n the housing market of 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
(source CDP (l976a 
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, 1~ Jn tbis l~ght that the 
be 6"1id<:'d by cohesive forces then this would not rcattc:·r as, for sor.:e reason, 
the co::Jnon guod would be served by the ::tctions o.i' c;·;ese ;roups. nowever, as 
th<? dynamic force driving society forw3.rd is the endemic conflict for the use 
t0 that coni'lict s.nd produces winr::ers and losers 1 -::.:: a 1-::.ose 1tie berian class 
situation. The actions of mana~:~rs work to t\-1e te:'lefi t :;f sor.i'2 classes and 
to the detriment of others. 
Although, at the most f1.mdaL1ente.l l<?vel 1 tl'!''r'·· ~-'-'"' only two juxtaposed 
classes 1 many more arF? manifested on t!1e ground. 
powerful classes in any ,:;ivcon mark>:t situation ~~~e.t sta:;c] t'J ,·ain most from 
the way in which the housing ma.rb:t ~rocesses O]Pr::..< .. •'. ::,nd in :.h0 :.-rivate 
t;roups ::t:ld institutions involved in the loc;:-,~ ho'.lsir::; ~·;cd:•~t (sr-ee F'i:;u.re 7.2). 
ii·.c:':'e ·..:e see the amount of interconnec~ion bet;.;;"en t:-·e: a~_:;e!1cies. 
', '',,;, ''/ r> :._"'' 
?i ~s t 1 y 
" ''
c-rmJr·s., Increases r1obility (fe::- "'Xa.r::ple, car ow::lership) t'?nds to he 
The rea.son '~'l/ ,_,.,,_s :::: L:2.t~::n: ::>cc1:rs is oecause co::1flict is the dynamic 
force ctriving society. T'hi.s '>Jr:fl.'cct is over resources, anc those who control 
wh.ich lubricate Fl':? housin rnc1rket but, as ·..:e have seen, the ideological 
foundations ,Jf thcs"' groups f';:vou:- higher inc·Jmc' or higher socio-economic groups 
when it comes c/) r::ehaviour in t'"1t:- housin:s mar)<r?t. By so doir:g, these 
rnarkst a~d t~is ~~rtly explains w~y households live und~r housing stress. 
r zubst~~da~d housi::lc, 
ociety in whicn i: PXi~ts and the ways by 
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FAR'1' FOUR 
RESULTANT BEH..A VI OUR 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
RESIDENTIAL H8LOCATION 
q ~ .. ;, r.· d ·: c t i :- n 
:::c :;;etno-:!ology tint we have followed in the p:-eceding p-::'!:ct~~ of this work 
r·,-::~; erla~ .. !t=?c5 ~:2 ~.o explain the context of housing problems c...s thP:: Pxist 1n 
i·rit,c:n, :.~uch .ou·1 analysis leads to the inevitable ,supposition that these 
;--.rct·>·n:s are. in f::1ct, endemic in a s~>ciety which accords great importance to 
':narket ~~orces' in the production and al1ocation of housing. :i:owever, <'iS we 
havr' :creviously suggeste•:l, fhe political economy approach, a-ttemptinc as it 
does +o understand the processes at work in any particular sphere from the 
social, political and economic structure of the whole urban system, does not 
ful1y :2xplain the workings of that sphere. 
Although political economy undoubtedly takes us a stage further than 
~nersly describing what exists, to an understanding of why it exists, an 
important aspect of any problem is given scant treatment. As suggested above, 
that is the way in which individuals perceive or experience the system that 
exists. For example, given that there exist institutions that provide the means 
of gaining access to homes and that their actions are not equitable 9 and given 
too th3t bad housing exists, the behaviour of individual households can still 
ass,.Jme a great importance in determining the e•rentual O'Jtcome of any situation 
in th~ system. Despite the constraints that exist witi-Jin the housj_ng market, 
in tlteory at least, a certain amount of choice is technically possible for 
each household. Although a lo"' income household may be institutionally 
cons trained so that it cannot enter th<:! owner occupied housing sector, the 
behavioural patterns that it adopts will prof'::>undly affect the actual dwelling 
in which it finds itself, whether it seeks a council or a private tenancy. 
Consequently, the actions of groups in the housing market forms the final 
principal sub.>:ct ~'or c>ur analysis 9 i.e. the der:,;u;d sirie of the supp1y-dernand 
, .! :! 
.... ' . ~ ' ...,. 
e~uatio~. ~e assume throughout, of course, th~t the syste~ of confJict ~nd 
constra.int as described in the preceding parts exists. Here ho't!ever, we start 
hy considering the residential TI~Jocat.ion process ao-; :LT is experienced at the 
8,<, '-iesidential relocatior.. 
Households are unJikely to 'TIOVe without cause. Instead 9 the decision 
to rr.igr<1te is a positive response to a p:o.rticu~a.r set of circumstances. This 
set cf circumstances can be subsumed under the concept of 'place utility' 
( \·.' o l pert 1 96 5) ; 
"w!1ich essentially measures an individual's level of satisfaction 
or dissatisfaction with resuect to a given location." Brown and 
Moore (1970). (See also Leiber, 1978}. 
Severa1 causes of migration, in which the place utility of a location no longer 
rna tches the immediate needs of the household, car1 be envisaged. Family cycle 
has long been recognised as a cause of moving (see for example, Rossi ( 1955)). 
Families initially increase in size and then shrink. As these changes occur, 
so do the requirements of the household. Alternatively, the economic or 
social status of the household may increase (or decrease) causing a reappraisal 
of requirements. Equally possible is the fact that the present housing 
situation of a household is just thought to be inadequate, perhaps because of 
the physical conditions or perhaps because of the tenure type. Changes in 
the socio-economic status of the immediate neighbourhood may also lead to the 
decision to migrate. 
'rhere are, then, almost as many reasons for rnov ing as there are movers. 
One o.1ernent. is co:::mon to all of them howe·ll"er. ~lo matter how real it mir;ht 
he', the dec is ion to move is prompted b~l some form of stress. This stress 
may be related to overcrowding, costs, conditions 9 or simply a mismatch 
between actu3.1 housing situation and aspirations. Looking from the other 
end of the migration proc<=>ss, Bro•t~n a.nd MDo"' ( 1')70) Li.st five factors which 
1 ' ' 
~ 8.1. A residential }:>cation decision model. (after Herbert 1972, p247) 
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Figure 8.2. 
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Search components in the residentidl location decision. 
(After Silk 9 1972). 
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The concept of the ment2.l map has rec":'ived a substantial amount of 
Friends and 
acquaintance1 
investigation (particularly significant contributions coming from Lynch, 1960 
and Adams, 1969). Complementary to the rr.ental map concept are those of 
awareness space and search space. Awareness space has been defined as 
"those locations within the total urban space about which the 
intending migrant has knowledge (or knowledge above some 
threshold) before search begins." Brown and Moore ( 1970). 
The actual search for a new d~elling, however, takes place in search space, 
which is a subset of awareness space (McCracken, 1975). The composition of 
awareness space is, therefore, crucial to the outcome of the relocation 
process and begs several questions concerning the assimulation of spatial 
knowledge. 
An initial premise is that; 
"it is difficult not to conclude that it is location, 
location in information space, that emerges as a 
crucial variable in any consideration of the amount, 
composition and acquisition of spatial information-
and perhaps other forms of knowledge as well." 
Gould, (1975). 
That is, where you live determines what you know, or at least, your perception 
of the city. Adams (1969) illustrates this with reference to a 'typical' 
Mid-western city resident 9 Mr. X. He considers that Jvir. X's mental map will 
consisting o~ four secto~s, ~; 2.. 3.!1d ~~ .~ 
/ ., 
"Sharp images exist for R1 •••••• and its location with respect to 
the residents house, X; for R2 , the gray area encountered moving 
from X to downto•,m, •••••• for Rj •••••• and for R4 ." Adarrs (1969). 
These images need not be objectively accurate, but are nonetheless clear in 
Mr X's mind. Importantly however, for Adams, s2 , s3 and s4 are irrelevant to 
~·Jr. X, being either 'fuzzy' or absent from his me:-JtaJ. map. His awareness 
space and, therefore, his search 8pace are confined to one spatially distinct 
sector of the city. 
Of course, if we were to formalise such a stalement as a 'law' it would not 
meet the 1 universality 1 criterion (Har.,ey, 1969 L but empirical evidence 
exists to support such a view of residential relocation, particularly in North 
.!..merica, 1n :·:dmonton for· ex:arnr·l-? 9 l<cC::racken (1?75) fou11d t.h:d. of all 
dwelling'S inspected by his sample of movers~ 79 per cent were in areas 
previously kno\vn. A.dams (1969)~ as we havE~ said 9 found ·1 sectorn.l bias to 
attribut":'d to awareness space. Donaldson (1973) is also unequivocal in his 
:>upport of the general model of Adams 9 using data. for Christchurch_. In the 
same city,Johnston (1971a) also concludes; 
"that there are some elements of sectoral mental maps in 
peoples evaluations of the various parts of Christchurch," 
Clark al'.d Cadwallader also surveyed area preferences. They state tha-t 
in Los Angeles ; 
"in a large number of cases, the majority of respondants 
• choosing a particular community were already residents of 
that community ••••• regardless of whether or not the 
communities were, in objective terms 9 high valued areas ••••• 
In addition many of those who did not choose their own 
community chose one nearby." Clark and Cadwallader (1973). 
Indeed, Cadwallader has suggested that preference surfaces c~~ be described 
by a gravity model formulation (Cadwallader 1978). The pattern is also 
found with migrants totally new to an area, Humphreys and 'tlhi telaw ( 1979) 
finding, in Melbourne, that initial location is a crucial determinant of 
subsequent locations. 
It is reasonable to C·Jnclude therefore, that in terms nf their behaviour 
in the housing market, households are ~onstrained by their awareness space. 
Given that we can view the city as the outcome of conflicts over scarce and 
desirable resources, this finding has important implications relating to our 
earlier discussion of urban gatekeepers. Estate agents in particular are, 
potentially, a vel~ efficient way of directing people to locations. 
HcCracken (1975) considers the situation where a household receives 
information concerning a dwelling which suits their requirements, but, which 
is not .in their awareness space. Simply by receiving information concerning 
likely that the household will extra]-vlate inform.-:cti.ou <J.bout the one house 
to cover the neighbourhood i~ which it is loc~ted). As MrCracken 1 (1975) states; 
\c.:_~ t~1 this ty~}e :~lc sit\):-; tic1n \;l()t;ld c ·)n:._-.i("'!P!' 
tn be· · .. v~rth-·rihile.'' 
:~r:.wever, only 31 per cent of the sample inve9ti[ated by him visited one or 
::;or'C' nrosp~?ctive dwellings in areas of which they had no pri'Jr knowledge. 
:·o.::- <:,he optimum benefit, to come from relocation 9 the s~Htis..!_ exV':Jt of 
awareness space and search space will probably need t;:; be maxirris,·d. 'The 
dif:er·ent search strategies shown in Figure 8.2 ·,:ill, 2-.s -..e tEl'!t' :oc:.id, lead 
to different ef.fec ts upon the household's awa.reness space. 
In an early study 9 Rossi (1955) found a situation akin to that identified 
later by Silk. In Philadelphia, he observed that the five principal sources 
of housing market i.nformation used by migrants were; ne~o~spapers, personal 
contacts, riding or walking around, (real) estate agents and windfalls 
(market information given from any source that was unsolicited). From his 
investigation, Rossi also produced a model of the stages involved in the 
residential relocation process (Figure -6.4). Clearly, the model is more 
simple than that shown in F'igure B.l. However, it does have the merit of 
incorporating alternative strategies at each stage and, to explain the 
observed pa. tte rn in cities 9 this is important. Not all households adopt the 
same strategy and to assume that they do leads one to false conclusions. 
Given the alternatives at the va-rious stages, it is pertinent to ask which 
groups adopt different strategies' 
Initially, we rr.ay expect a division between rich ani poor, 'educated' and 
'ur,educated' 9 as identified by Short 9 ( 1977)., Awar<?ness space can be 
expected to rise with increased wealth. Not only is car ownership more 
likely, giving greater accessibility and consequent.1y greater awareness, but 
also socio-spatial interaction takes different forms. In working class areas 
friends are likely to live close by. In suburh~n areas; 
"people may have many frirmds c:n:rl. bus)nr~ss contacts 9 yet be 
acquninted \' i th no more than two Ol' three ne ighbou~~s." 
Adar:lS ( 1969). 
Social interaction for the middle classes is, therefore, likely to lead to 
institutional constraints are less fer thg affluent. 
Fi211re B.tl. Sta;:;es in the Residentia1 He location Process. 
(Rossi 9 19')5 p1('4) 
I. Decision to leave old home. 
A. Forced; unable to stay or, 
E. Voluntary; unwilling to stay 
II Search for new place of residence. 
A. Demand specified in terms of desired attributes 
B. Supply of alternative residences made available 
through formal and informal information channels. 
III. Choice among alternatives. 
A. Satisfying;one option examined and chosen, or 
B. Optimizing; several options investigated and 
choice based on comparisons. 
Rossi (1955) 9 like Short (1977) in Britain, found that more efficient 
use of estate agents is made by high income movers. Explanations of this 
may revolve around the (general) higher level of educa t.ion of these groups, 
or may be more simply related to the f"lct that estate agents charge fees. 
If we assume that owners of houses are more affluent than renters (obviously 
not a universal tru th 9 but acceptable as a working hypo thesis), then the 
efficiency of search procedures can be estimated. Rossi (1955) found that the 
number of dwellings inspected before the final selection was significantly 
different for owners and renters. Approximately one half of renters viewed 
more than one paten tial home, while for owners the prorJortion was two-thirds. 
Similarl~ McCracken (1975) found that 44 per cent of all owners inspected 
dwellings in unknown areas, whih: onJy 2:-, rer cent of renters did the same. 
Clearly, the greater the search, the more chance of success. 
Tr1e ::otudies :·eferred to <ibove have 2~1 been undertaken outside of Eritain 
and the emphasis upon choicP inherent in them is clearly a North American 
phenomenon. In Britain, the principal early study was that of Herbert, in 
~~wansea. Of course 9 we must expect certain fundamPnt31 differ<e>nces in the 
of ~he tot~l housing stock. Mohi~ity within this sector i~ c~carly a different 
che;.omenon to the same in the privatP sector. with bureaucratic allocative 
procedures being the dominant variable and choice a subordinate one. 
~evertheless, the Swansea study showed that; 
"There were clearly broad comparisor:.s with _t.merican experience but 
also differences; general mobility rates were much lower, particularly 
amongst lower income groups who were ;r;uch more cor;strained by the 
housing market and financial consj_derations.'' Herbert (1972, p250). 
Clearly 9 although the basic principles are valid, these cor'.straints are 
important and must be incorporated into any model of residential relocation 
in Bri~ain. Figure 8.5 shows the form that such a model might take. We 
accept the concept of place utility as being a phenomenon that will apply to 
each household. 'l'his consists of both internal forces, corning from the needs 
and desires of the individual household, and external forces, related to the 
characteristics of the dwelling itself and other factors such as the local 
neighbourhood4 It must be remembered of course, that the place utility will 
differ for different households at different locations. 
In Britain however, once stress is incurred by the household, then several 
possibilities are open to it. The simplest to formalise is that the household 
::1ay wish to move into (or remain in) the public sector. Access to housing is 
then, laq:,rely, a matter of eligibility. If however, the household does not want 
to, or is not eligible to livP in the public sector, the first consideration 
must be whether they can afford -!.:o movco or not. If not, then they must remain 
in their current dweJ ling and either adjust to the circumstanr.es or remain 
under stress. If a move is possible then it is not sufficient to model an 
idealised sequence of actions and decisions, as the various sub-markets work 
- 1' ~ -
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differently and diffPrent c:on::otre.int:.s are incurred by different sections of 
the population. Consequently 9 subsequent stages are differentiated by the 
household~ ability to purchase or rent a dwelling. 
findings :reportPd ccl~r:ve. It. is i;-r1uortant to note th;-;t the shaded boxes a.rP 
those where constraints occ1Jr. Y;-" trle high income groups there arc no 
constraints in the moae1. As :-{rJssi (1955) ·o,.-l"' "ho-r-'- (•q-r--,\ fo·un'1 ··e -..-r,:oc"" '-'-' u .., . . • . ~ \ I / I I ) . •U 9 w "' .... y·- ~ 
them to use the mo2t efficient search procedures. We also expect them to 
compare the alternatives availab~.:: to them more rationally and to repeat the 
search if their ex pee ta tions are not matched by the d:,.;ell ings they have 
viewed. The use of the most efficient search procedure and the lack of 
financial constraints me3ns that,in the competition for housing resources, it 
is thi~ group which is most likely to maximise place utility. This is simply 
because few, if any, constraints ~xist. As well as not being subjected to 
institutional co::1straints, t>1 i.s group begins the relocation process with 
the largest awareness space. ~·he method of search adopted also means that 
this awareness space is likely to be further enhanced during the process. 
Therefore, we can confidently pr.::dic t the outcome of the relocation process 
to be a move to another dwelling and increased place utility. 
For middle income groups constraints begin to appear in the model. 
Notwithstanding the arguments of Section 7.2.2, we can assume that they 
are not forced to rent. Therefore, having decided whether they can afford 
to rent or become owner oc,:upiers, the middle income household ·.:ill also 
define the qualities .it requires from a11y prospective ne·..; dwelling. (Of 
course, any household may not actually define their expectations formally, 
but we can assume that they have some idea in mind concerning a paten tial 
new residence). Constraints then begin to occur. Because of the evidence 
concerning estate agent utilisation, we introduce a JB.rtial constraint for 
the middle income pot8nt.i.::l purchaser i.n the search stage. Although owner 
'.../ . ...,. 
occupiers of any standard o: h·.J~lsir:r-; :-;~10'.-I '1 :::"-lt·'c prorensi ty to•;~a:::d 
adopting efficient search procedures (see helow, Chapter Nine), such a 
generalisation breaks down as irY:OffiP t'~ills. ')Om•~ households then, WP may 
procedure. 
A more tangible constraint w:c\lrs c,nc-c· a d~>.•w1 j in;; that improves the place 
utility has been found, however. Jn S""ction 7 .~· .2 ..,.e saw that building 
societies do discrimina t.e ac;ains ~. certain people and areas. 'l'he middle income 
group are most likely to encounter this problem. ('de assume here, of course, 
that f_or the lowest income groups o"'·ner occupa-t:ion is simply out of the 
question). The effect of such a constraint is impossible to predict for 
each family although certain consequences will occur frequently. 'I'he model 
assumes three possible courses of action. First, the household may resume the 
search to .find a property for which mortgage f·unds will be advanced. 'l'his may 
entail a drop in the price to reduce the size of the loan. Alternatively, 
if the 'ideal' dwelling "''as in a red-lined area, it may mean finding an 
a1 terna tive dwelling in a different neighbourhood. Secondly 9 the household 
may decide that their expectations have to be redefined, so that they can 
find a property which will alJ ow them a mortgage. This wi l1 invaria.oly 
involve a drop in expectations. finaJly, th<:> household may eithPr give up, 
or simply be unable to find a suitabl-:; alternative. Hence they remain in their 
present dwelling and rem2.in under stror;s, or, .i.f the move is crJnsidered to be 
essential, join the midrlle inc~~e ~~Jup that ~re fur~her constrained by not 
being able to buy. 
If 9 howevr::r, the initial consid0ration of whether a household carl afford 
to buy meets a negative response, then irrespective of whether the household 
C'lrl be c1assifiod :ocs n;idr11e or ]•JW income, f.hP sirni1a:--itiP.s in thr> process•?s 
of r""locJ-tion :-crP mor·•• strikir1;; •.h:ln Clrf' the differencr~so It .is crucial 
to note that th'" negative res pom.'e ifllmedia tel y emhodies constraint in the 
rr.?.rkot, as thP }J(Flst>hc:··lcls '·'--"' nn•,; re~:tricted to 13.9 per cent of the 
Given the irwc~·IT\(' (;:>nstr·a~rot. rl<'Wo:'V"'l'o 1ocation becomes a ftmction of the 
search p:-oceriurP" ·~,, •>Hl s t i' 1 exl1ec t the househol.d to define its 
expectations (al tr>C'ugh :his s t;~D" will probatly be more informal than for 
most other groups), but thP ~earch procedure is more likely to rely upon 
personal ::::ontacts. T'his has hw important implications. First, there is 
no reason to suppose that p2rs:Jnal contact will generate many possible 
alternatives for the household considering migration. Second, given the 
struct!lre of personal contacts for low income groups,•it is unlikely that 
awareness space will be expanded to any significant degree. Again this adds 
to the constraints upon these groups and will tend to reinforce the socio-
Si:kltial system described in Chapter Five. Because of this, the links in 
Figure 8.5 do not allow for a continued search if place utility is unimproved. 
Having viewed a dwelling, we assume tha-t the household will relocate if 
place utility is enhanced 9 or stay in stress if it is not. 
The model does not 9 like all such models, tell us anything that we would 
not intuitively expect. The poor live in the worst housing while the rich 
live in the best. However, lhe <?mphasis upon the non-institutional constraints 
that, we assume, will affnct the lower income groups (and most particularly the 
tenants in the private rented sector) does, when added to the constraints 
discussed in Parts Il and III 9 allow us to explain the apparently paradoxical 
situation shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.~ of a housing surplus. 
8.3 Conclusion. 
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Even so, to explain UF· ap:)arentl,y p2radoxical phenomenor: of the worst housins; 
being a~cu~iDd i~ a ~0t surplus situ~tion WP do need to takP ~ccount of 
behavio'JT'8l P"- ttorns. 
The fr~~ework sho~n in Pi~1re 8.5 makes clea~ the links bPtween the 
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leading to the occup~tion o~ t~P wot~t housing~ ~iven the overall constraints 
imposed by economic status and urban 'managers' upon the inhabitants of that 
housing. It. .Ls to t.his Hut WP t'JTn nur att;l"ntion in the ensuing two 
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model IJresent"'rl in r'i;~ur,.o c.=. ·,.;ould, on t.he basjs of earlic->r chapters, seer~ to 
he an ilppropri;:, te ;'ep::-eserjta tio;, of the behavioural process involved in 
resident.i;c:l reloc:nion in the Br.i.tish context. Ou~ explanc:.tion thus far has 
revolved arou.no the imbalance bet\.,reen the su~~ply of dwelLings and the demand 
fo:r· those dv.•eJ.:.i:-·L;;s. Very simply, ~;;e have shown ho-.; supply is not related to 
demand at the lo·,.,;est end of the housing sector, because it is unprofitable for 
private capital to fulfill such a demand. It has al~o been seen how the 
activities of the demand groups are further constrained from two different 
sources. First • the series of reb. tionships that exist in society in general, 
and in the housing market in particular 9 constrain large sectors of the 
popu.lation in their search for satisfactory housin;-. Ho•1ever 9 despite these 
'societal' or 'institutional' constraints, the evidence presented in Chapter 
Eight suggests, quite unequi voc;:d ly, that certain households are further 
constrained by their own actions in the housing market, irrespective of the 
more general constraints arising from society's endemic conflict over the 
use of desirable resources. 
Just how real these behavioural constraints ?ere-and the extent of them ca.'1, 
at this stage ho·.:ever 9 on1y be f,1Jessed at .in th~ British case. \ole are 
though, not~ in a position to examine the effects of the relationships that 
we have discussed so fe>r aw1 which are er:J>ocb,:.d in ?if_;-ure 8.5. ln thP 
present chapter therefore, we present the results o: an investigation into 
the demand for and mechanisms leading to t"Je allocation of 1 poor' housing 
in Newcastle upon '!:'yne. Such an analysis is based upon a questionnaire survey 
and leads ul tirnat•:1:,' to an eTTp_; rically derived probability model of the 
outcomes of various stages ot' the rr:igration process, 
Survey Structure. 
There are two fun,:iarrenta.l ~;ouJ>>''S 0f problerr·s in such an investi&~ation. 
It will be a: parent that tltt': ciata H.!CJUlred will onlj be obtainable through 
a questionnaire s~:..rvey c·f the inhabitants of 1 substandard 1 housing. The 
problems concern, c!-,2 ... <oforE, wr:at. to ask and where to ask it. If we consider 
the latter prot2ec fi-stt our focus is substandard housing. Data concerning 
the spatial arn.r:.;;p!'enr. :Jf bad housing has not appeared in great detail since 
the publicatiun o~ ~he 1971 Census. In the intervening time, however, whole 
enumeration districts, with, say, no inside toilets in a.'ly dwellings have 
largel.Y (exclusively in Newcastle) been demolished. Although, even in 1981 
there were 3,500 homes within the city of Newcastle tfiat lack basic 
't' h .. ' t 'l t 1 arr:enl ·1.es sue as an 1nsld.e Ol e •• 
The enumeration district is the smallest spatial unit for which data is 
available. 1de CO'J ld consequently adopt some arbitrary definition of 1 poor 1 , 
such as enumeration districts with more. than 75 per cent of dwellings not 
having exclusive use of an inside toilet, a fixed bath or a hot water system 
etc. However, what of the household living in an enumeration district where 
only 70 per cent of the houses do not have one of our chosen indicators? 
For the purpose of any analysis they would not be cunsidered to be living in 
•substandard' conditions. 
Such arbitrary definitions of 'poor' can also give rise to other problems 
of corrparabili ty. Thi.s ·o~as illuscrated at a Durham 0ni versi ty Geography Serrinar. 
Search procedures of the residents of an area due for dewclition within three 
months of the serr.i.nar were discussed in the context of poor housing. Having 
been presented with data regarding the physical conditions of the enumeration 
1. City News. April 1981. 
could in fact be regardPd aG poor •Jr substandard. Consequently, any conclusions 
re3.chPrl WPr·' orPn to dispute 9 simply due to disagreements over the definition 
:: 1 ~v Ci'-1l provi.de F>g-reewent that an area cont2ins poor housing, n<)t 
2.~ 1 '~·f t:he :lw"" 11 ir1r"s 1. ''"' .-.;· T.he sCJ.me phys :ica l standard and surveys may \.o:P 11 
include ,:;ood d•.Jell :.n;:,·:3o ,;;,;idently then, some care is needed in dete:::'ffiinin,r;-
up~Jn ;..,.·h~. t :::.~:tu::-i~ 1y cons-ri tutes poor holJ.sing is unlikely and that a surve:l 
containini" ::·nly r:oor housing is 9 objectively, impossible. 
in i_'rJ.=::.::-re~- :-:Jix trw strong link between poor physical conditions and the 
private rf>nted sector was demonstrated. For recent migrants, the necessity 
for 2. .s'1rvey of the f'hysical condition of a dwelling :where mortgage finance is 
available reinforces this link - owner occupied properties tending to be 
physically sound 9 at least when purchased. The model presented in Ch3.pter 
Eight illustrated further that the gre:1.test constraints are to be found for 
those in the private rented sector of the housing market~ These two points. 
along with the data in Table 1 .1, suggest that. the private rented sector should 
be our focus. But, Chapter Six also contains the information that Newcastle 
can he described in terms of a 'functional' and a 'disfunctional' inner cit::,·. 
As a general tenure form private renting was significant in both, although 
poor physic2l conditions, measured in terms of amenities such as inside toilet, 
fixed bath ar1d hot water systems, were substantively present only in the 
'disfunctional 1 secto:r (see Figure 6.10). Of course, the indication given by 
the factor analysis is that this is explained by the separation of furnished 
ar:d 11nfurnished tenCJ.r.c.ies - unfurnished dwell incs be in;:: associated '"'i th the 
•,o~orst physical conditions. In Chapter '-:,ix no link ·.ras found between these 
1. 'T'h.i.s problem revolved around an enumeration district containing the following 
physical conditions: no inside toilet 75 per cent, no hot water system 26.8 per 
cent, no fixed bath 40 p•?r cent 9 'extensiv,:; darnpness 1 58 per cent. Several 
contributors thought the housin~; to he perfectly reasonable. The residents of 
·..;i th s::ch an assess:-nent. however~ 
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areas J.n--1 scc;ic;l cla.ss or income. It is 9 therefore 9 an area in ·A"hich rredomino;r-,t 
rea tures are bad housing and unfurnished tenancies and it is ·u.pon this 
'c:i.sfcn--.ction::.] inner city' that we focus our attention. 
' '~"''' c;to!:"eyr-::ci •lv.'e[l ing in a terrace, in which both urpe:::- an;.i ~'.)';,'(':' f2.:1ts :li"t' 
other. (Approximately one quarter hotJs:?holds 
l'' ;.··:;::; :::·e3ear,:h \.Jere ter,ants of a landlord occupying the other flz:.t in this 
~arL9r). Because of the concentration of poor housing and priv2.te renting .in 
~--"' 'djsfuncticnal' irwer city, the following investigation was U."1clertaken 1:. 
z;.; L enur:t:?ration djstricts in the area in which unfurnished privately re-::.ted 
tenants constituted 50 per cent or more of the households in 197·1. 
f1reas so deprived in 1971 contained, in February 1980 9 approximately 10,500 
dwellings. ;. sample size of 500 households was sought and, consequently, a 
questionnaire was delivered to every seventh dwelling in the areas, based 
upon aD anticipated postal response of around 30 per cent. 1,500 questionnaires 
were delivered and sensible replies were -received from 586 dwellings. These 
ccmstitute our data baseo 
fiaving decided where the research is to be Wldertaken, we can turn to the 
problem of what to asko Appendix 2 contains the questionnaire that was sent 
to the households. Although it contains many questions, four are of par::>,mount 
importance. Firstly, tenure is crucial to the investigation and questions 
9 and 10a provide this data. Secondly, the search procedure adopted and the 
intensity of search needs to be Jr..nown. The responses to questior.s 4 8 
elicit. this information. 'rhjrdly, the reasr~D for a household choosing a 
particular dwelling i3 required. Clearly, given the framework preserted above, 
thi~~ is not always like1y to generate a rational response, ciS often constraints 
wil1 determine location a.Ild positive answers will be relevant only in terms of 
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t·.he r·r>levant data. Fourthly 9 it is useful to know t.hR distance and direction 
of moves and questions 1 and 3 provide the infonna tion :'rom 'l'lh ich this can be 
o!' doorsten interviews and enabled the impac:t of the o_uestio:J:3 co:1t3inPri 1n the 
rl'J"'S"Sionnaire to be evaluatPd. Indeed, at or:e stage in the "'ese;1rc'1, th<> 
:·c'Ztsihility of exarninir:g residential reloca-tion precesses thrc•'J.gh '_ir. di":'t-.h' 
~nter-vie·,-s H::s considered. This was discounted however, fo:- t'n'o relcctPd -coasono;. 
r'irstly, such a technique is very time consuming. In itself this is not an 
insurmountable problem~ However, the analysis presented in Char:·ter '.3ix sho•.-1s 
that Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in 1971 contained a large area, dizferentiated 
solely in terms of the housing conditions. To arbitrarily pick sub areas of 
the disfunctional inner city for detailed study is, in the context of a 
relatively homogeneousarea, less useful than to examine the more general 
processes at work throughout the whole area. Clearly, factors such as the 
existence to local employment opportunities or historical ties to specific 
3.reas might bias the results of a more restricted survey, whereas the conclusions 
derived from a larger survey are likely to illustrate the overall context of 
residential relocation, at least in Newcastle-upon-'l'yne 9 more accur3.tely. 
Such an approach does, of course, entail the sacrifice of some detail and 
the pilot questionnaire illustrated certain problems that might prejudice the 
data generated by a more general analysis. A number of questions were asked 
which respondants were reticent to answer, particularly when they were uncertain 
of the proposed use of their replies. During interview:; such doubts could, 
largely, be allayed. It was felt,however, that a postal survey might not give 
respondents the same confidence r.o ;:u1s·w·cr a~curat•-;lyo Three quc•::;tions in 
particular were excluded from th<> suDsequen t po~; tal survey P relating to income~ 
place of employment and age. 
j11PStions WF!re answered with cGmplete ho:1esty~ :it is probably oven r:1ore 
unlikely that thP data generateri. hy such a question_would be reliable' with 
no personal contact. ?e rhaps mo::..'e surprisingly 9 it also proved _parU.cuJ arly 
difficult to determine the exact location of e~ployment of those resr~o:Kie n ts 
in work. A question asking directly, 'where do you/your husband/wife work? 
in mny cases met with answers specifying a general area, a company name or an 
occupation. The question was also treated with some suspicion and hence, in 
ar, att~mpt to maximise the response rate, the more general version (question 16) 
w3.s used. Asking the less specific question was also prompted• to an extent, 
hy the possibility that somP -rPspo:ldents form a part of the 'black economy' 
and would be more likely to answer the less specific question. The question 
did in fact 9 however, meet with the same problems of over generalisation, but 
is compensated for in the answers givf?n·to questions 11 and 12. Proximity to 
work was mentioned sufficient times in responses to these questions, for us to 
believe that there is no bias against such a factor in our subsequent analysis. 
The question concerning age also met with a hostile (and occassionally 
blatantly false) respons~. Although it may be argued that a postal questionnaire 
is more likely to elicit accurat<? replies to such a question, it was again 
felt that the response rate, and hencce the amount o:· information on more 
important topics, might be higher if the question was omitted. Whether t!Lis 
would in fact be the case or :-Jot, the ommission is further .justified by 
reference to Chapter 3ix. The analysis presented there includes four ace 
CiliLDR, F'E:rrrns and YOllNGAD?':, page 114), none of which 
is directly related to poor housir:g per se. 
Less funda.mental chang-es ·,.;e~~· also ;nttde -LJo ot!-:.o:· ll.U?3~i-)T''; 11sed in the 
pilot survey. Responses to the question concer·n :ng hm,: .:.;. household became 
a;.;are that their dwelling was vacant we~~e do:nina':ed i)y 'r"'~~")n;_:Jl contact' 
, .. ~-~:rswers rr.ig·ht 
1.·. •·..:in:lfa1l' 
A further question was consequently ~djPct ( "1C,C' ~ ~ ( .... -;-. c:.) t~-J \ . _, ' ~· '-' ... -· .. ~ j f -
~~~.1est.ions 9 CJ.nd 10, concernin~:o; tenuret ·.;ere: al::oo cil:::-..ngeci 1 • .:.'laid ambiguity 
of response, with questions 10b - 10f added to cneck the accuracy of answers 
1 
to ,~ues tions 9 and 1 Oa • 
A further note is required concerning the response rate i'::-orr, different 
areas within the dis functional inner city. len exploratory 2.nalysis was made, 
::'elatil)g the response rate,along with the factors outlined bP1ow, to the 
different geographical areas of the city in which the survey was undertaken. 
This analysis showed, particularly in the larger areas of Benwell, Sandyford 
and Heaton, that response rates did not differ significantly. !1\ore 
importantly, brief examination suggested _that there were no significant 
differences in the behaviour of househoids in each area. 
Of course, this is not particularly surprising in view of the fact that 
the areas were chosen due to their hornogenei ty, as identified in Chapter Six • 
.Because of this, and becau::;e the overall response rate of 39 per cent provided 
a large sample, 2.ny potential local variations can ·t:><:: discounted. \~·e can 
suggest therefore 9 with some confidence, that the s ':lrnpl.ing fra:newo:ck wa.s 
sufficiently robust for the precise origin of individual responses not to 
2 influence the results unduly • 
1. It would clearly be usefu.l t.,, present the jnitbl questionnaire for 
comr-arison with that finally used. Unfortunately it was destroyed during an 
internal move within the University of Durham, as were several tables of 
responses 1 broken down by the neighbourhood of the respondan ts. 
2. /\gain, there would be some merit in demonstrating the results of an 
a.:ceal breakdown of responses, but, see above, footnote 1o 
Ill though the an: as selected for inves tiga ticn '1re predominantly privately 
-:·,:o,nted 9 .it is useful foT compn.r'J.tivP purpnse·:3 ~o obtain similar information 
lower end of thP property ov:niL<s sea:·~ <Jr; .. : : ;..-;.n~; in housing of Ci sirni1ar 
st;:,ndard 9 the behaviocJral r>a.i t.Pr::s •)~· ~hr' h1c• ,;:~·1_-,u.ps 'lre likely to be different. 
The resDonse from t:ne differect tenun: t:~roups fa.cil.itates such compa:'isons and 
Tilble 9.1 shows the forms of :.enure cf ~··i .·.:";e:1• respondants. The presence 
Table q. 1 • 'l'enure of survev res nonder. ts. 
Private Rented 
Owner Occupj.ed 
Council 9 
100 
Number 
321 
212 
53 
586 
of the local authority as a landlord in the surveyed areas is exclusively 
due to the compulsory purchase of dwellings, as none of the dwellings surveyed 
were built as council houses. ~uestions 10d and 10e cancel~ the previous 
landlord of the dwelling and allow us to determine whether, at the date of 
occupation, the dwelling was in the public or the private sector. In the 
subsequent analysis, those dwellings that were owned by the local authority 
when the household moved into them have been discounted, as this is clearly a 
sector in which different processes apply. 'J'able 9.2 shows the tenure of those 
respondants remaining .i.n the data set. Both private rented and owner occupied 
sectors are sufficiently well represented to allow us to draw conclusions 
concerning the significance of the worst housing. 
Table 9.2. 'I'enure of survey respondents with rr.oves into public sector omitted. 
Private Hented 
Owner Occupied 
Council 
60 
39 
1 
Number 
321 
211 
6 * * See text 
As'"'"' have be<"i. cr:ncerned to ;:-oi.nt uut, t::w tr>rm 'substandard', when related 
while they may ha.ve a lifespan of even 30 :./ears left, are a~ the bottom end 
of the rcctrk~'t in te:c-:r.s or~ such .ind.icators ;is price, :>izr:· c,f c:lwe?Uing, dec~~ity 
:~c-... 2-::r-· t''?~~-li:· wc<: .. ~~o In th.:: rrivate rent~d secto:-- this prJpcrtion is higher 
.¢'; ~·f':- CC?71', StilJ, 10 f-8r cent o: the hoc;_ses de not have an inside toilet 
and '! 2 ;:'er cen~ of: the dwellings .::'E!quire at least three rr,.cJ jar repairs. Hence, 
·..:\;ile :o_ny definition of substandard :is oper. to question, we are certainly 
deal.lrLj[ •,.,ri th flOUS.~ng at the· lower er-,d of the housing market and, even though 
we r:::ust be aw2.re of the 'ecological fallacy', the principles established here 
are likely to he those w:1ich are relevant to the least attractive areas of 
mo s t cities • 
At the outset of our ::malysis it is important to note that while this 
housing re~resents a si~Iificant part of the housing market, simply because 
it is occupied, tr.is is not a 'passive' significance accounted for hy inertia 
on behalf of the resident population. Indeed, movement into the dwellings 
continues on a. large scale and, as Table 9.3 illustrates, 44 per cent of the 
dwellings •..;ere occupied in the five years before 1900. "''his total ~ercentage 
does, however, mask some interesting points. In the private rented sector, 
t>!<: perc~"nte:ge of households wr.o h2.d moved recently was sii:;'llificantly higher 
thcu: in the ow-ner occupied sector (50 per cent El£::ainst 33 pee- cer:t), 1'his .is 
prob:.J.bly ir.dicative of the f;:;ct that the survey c.reas ?1re all included in the 
areas shown by the C.D.P. (1976a) to be red-lined by Building Societies 
(?igure 1.1)" E;tJ,uall_y in"teresting i2 the fact that it is not only into the 
'1 , •• .., 
·. ( -
Table 9.3. Period moved into present dwellings by characteristics of dwelling. 
Nurr.bers 
1951 1 961 1971 1976 
?~e 
Te~ure and co~ditio~s ~· ec;~ 'lc·.rt:d 1 ~::·=' 196C 1 970 1}7 "; I 9El CJ Tc~~J} 
Prent + 0 ~~jor Repairs 
?rent+ !/2 M.ajor Re::airs 
Prent + 3/4 1'\ajor Repairs 
?rent + '>1 5 l".a jor Repairs 
Prent + no inside toilet 
O·.moc + 0 Majer Re~airs 
O·.m.oc + l/2 ~.ajor Repairs 
0-.moc + 3/4 Major Re:;:oairs 
Owrwc + )1 :;, Jol".ajor Repairs 
O·.m.oc + no inside toilet 
Total Private Rented 
. 
Total Owner Occupied 
Survey Total 
23 
27 
15 
. ~. 
4.::' 
21 
1 3 
5 
c, 
4 
0 
6 
18 
10 9 
.3ma 11 Sam:;>le 
Small Sarvple 
3mall Sample 
24 
14 
20 
?rent = private rer:ted 
o~oc = o"""er occupied 
1 5 
8 
12 
9 
8 
16 
1 3 
29 
19 
10 
26 
16 
9 
9 
4 
37 
21 
12 
12 
10 
11 
11 
53 
50 
70 
5 
41 
so 
so 
33 
44 
1 better 1 dwellings that movement has occurred recently, as the indicators of 
the worst conditions, when seen against date of occupation, substantiate the 
notion that this is still an active sector of th<? housing marketo 
176 
og 
/' 
27 
39 
1 57 
43 
3 
8 
10 
321 
221 
538 
Of those households living in private rented accommodation, but not possessing 
exclusive use of an inside toilet, 41 pe:::- r.ent had moved since 1976 and 62 per 
cent since 1971. Similarly, of tenants whoso dwelling was in need of either 
three or four major repairs, 70 per cent had moved into their dwelling since 
1976. The main exception to this gener~~ pattern are private rented tenants 
in dwellings requiring at least five r::ajor repa.irs. Only 5 per cent of this 
:nove,d in the per i.o(~ 1976 .... ., 9 f3(1 • 37 per cent, located during 
the 1971- 1975 period and H:e s3Inr,le size (19) rr.a.kes it dangerous to place too 
much emphasis upon these figures. It will be seen that the main owner occupied 
group - those needing no major repairs - show more in<:>rtia, but the commitment 
to buy is ,~c;n~ral1y ;:n indic:c.t.or of -lm>er r::obil:lty rates. 
Overall however 9 ·o:~e can see that the a.rE~a:3 under consideration are certainly 
'~.",,1. The rationale f,~,r s2lect.inP: ::1 dwellin,;;-:. 
deter:r:inants in the (~ecision of whether to select a pa.rticular dweJ ~- ini::-
are; ::cccess i bi 1 i ty 1 physical ne ighbour~wod 9 services, social e:wironment 
and site and dwelling characteristics (see above, p.143). Such a classification 
of reasons does not, however, adequately cover the residents of the disfunctional 
inner city of Newcastle. 'l'able 9.L1 shows the reasons given by respondants for 
choosing their present d·;~ellings, broken down by tenure end physic2.l co!!di tions. 
If we exa.:nine the total replies first, then the most striking feature is that 
the most common single reason for a household choosing a dwelling in the 
disfunctional inner city, is -that they considered it to be the only one available. 
In fact, i9 per cent of all households had chosen their present home f0r that 
reason. Clearly, the situation is not as clear cut as this. Firstly, it is 
patently obvious that, in a housing surplus situation, nobody does in .fact live 
in a dwelling that is the only available one. JIIore pertinant would be to say 
that they live in the only dwelling seen as available to them. Indeed, we have 
spent much time emphasising the constraints that lead to decisions in this 
general sector of th:> housing market. Even given these constraints h0wever, 
it is hard to envisage a situation in which a family considering ;l mov!':'!, and 
able to do so (as shown in Fi(s'Ure 8.5), have only one possib]e new location 
in a ·.1hnle housing m~Jrketo 
'I'he types of constraint that exist are reflected in the other phenomena 
identified by respondents as being reasons for choosing a dwelling. ~he second 
most important factor is proximity to work, which was the main determinant of 
'!'able q.4. \r'hy chos~ dve1llnl! by t .. nure anrl conditlone. (%) 
llhy Chos<' lhoellJnp 
Kn~w ~'TPvious 
NAar Only P!'!Olcl~ ? • Tlno»tie-1' .. nur.. ond 
Cond 1 tlon• 'olork Price AYellablt' In Area Si!.t" '!'o CNn fleeeone rectory 'Jtht'!r 
Prent + 0 ~jor H~pairo 11 9 24 9 6 
Pr•nl • 1 /;' IIDJor R~pa!re 1' 6 ~4 ~ ? 
Pren l ~~~ 1'\D_jor R~poir• dR 0 
Prent • )1 ~ IIDJor R~pa: ro 0 5 65 21 
rr .. nt No inAidt" toi]Pt 10 ) ~6 B 0 
Ovnr>c 0 ~..s.ior RPpelrs 16 1 4 10 8 
c;r....'nof' .,. ]/;·· ~jor R~pairP ;; 
" 
1 j 1; 7 
Total f';-Jvo~P he:-1~Pd R 
Tcta) (.'•.mer 0ccuried 1', 11 1\1 R 
SurvP~ fr'~;:,l 1 i 1':J 'I (, 
Ta'] P o. 1:, 1 oi) Nurnbt"r of s1 tF.ornet iv~ d ... ~11 inv,-P vJe~oted by tenu..te ~nd C')r:di tlor.!'\, \/t' 
0 
0 
(J 
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0 
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[J 
fl 
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those who identified proximity t'J ~<.•ork 'tn~: onP other re8.son, then the percentai!,"e 
Chapter ". .. 1 ·1re 
~ere. 
The cost of a dwell 
identified it as thE only reaso!1 s or :::·:c".<~ ':1~ a lHcticular d~-.•ell.ing. _:,._ further 
11 per cent however 9 ide~tified pr12~ 
factors in their decision, ~pvertheJe~s, ~~P relocat~on decision would, overall, 
3.ppear to be exercised by the, househo~d ac·~PJ>ting implicitly in thE' decision 
making process, that price is a constrc..ir~t • 
. 
A further major reason for choice of d·,..rell ing is, not surprisingly, what we 
have described in Table 9.4 as 'Attributej;,ccess/A.rea'. Access and J,rea are 
self explanatory. 'Attribute' includes s.ll responses in which a ps.rticular 
attribute of the dwelling was cited as the reason for selecting that dwelling. 
The total percentage of responses covered ·by this categor; is 9 per cent. 
However, we ca..r1 regard the 1 size' category as being similar, if not identical, 
to the 'attribute' one. Size has been kept separate however, simply because 
of the number of respondents for whom it •;;as the major reason for choosing a 
dwelling. Overall, it c<Ul be noted t:-nt these two reas<Jns account for 15 per 
cent of the reasons cited for choosing a particular dwelling. Again, t~is 
evidence is consistent with the work of Brown and Moore (1970). We might note, 
however, that the percentage responses to the individual cate~o~ies are 
sufficiently small that -.·e have amalgarr.at<?d chs.racteristics of ·Doth the physical 
and social environment in this class. 
'i'he percentages frorn the full survey mask some significant differences 
that exist between occupiers of different t,.rpes of housing within the study 
being th~C~ only one availablP masks <1 difference betwer!ll tenure groups. 
who thought of their dwelling as the only Ol=•tion, depenclint-::- upon th•" t"':~'J.~-e ::cnd 
physic2l conditions of the household. 0hile o~ly 11 rer cent of owner a~cupied 
ho'.lseholds re;_;:;:cded their present horne as their only ctiOiC':· 1 "i\ l""' CPnt r,,~ 
priv3te tenants whose d~,o,•e1lings needed one or two ma,jor re:;:.nirs, ::1·~3 r-;e; r::ent 
of tenants in dwellings reoyiring three or four major repa.irs and 63 per cent 
of tenar: ts in accornmoda tion with more than four major re·pairs nePdecl, r<:>g;:ir:ded 
their present dwelling CiS their only al ter!1ative. Sirnilarly 9 of those tenants 
:-.ot having the exclusive use of an inside toilet, 56 per cPnt regarded their 
present location in this rranner. Clearly then, those i.n the housing of the 
worst physical standard are most likely to perceive no alternatives to be open 
to them, Obviously, the amount of disposable income available to the ho~sehold 
is important here, but given first, that bad housing has a significance per se 
in Newcastle and second, our corranents regarding a housing surplus, it would 
appear that the non-i.nsti tutional b<?havioural constraints must be important in 
producing such opinions. 
Such an assertion is substantiated by an examination of the number of 
alte:rnJ.tives viewed by tlP households in the survey. Table 9.~; ;•:rovides ~.h_i.s 
information. It is significant to note the avera.:;;e numbPr of :Jlternative 
d•wel J ings ··d<"wed by the households in each group. Overall 9 the average number 
of i:ilternatives exa1nined was 1.55, which is consistent with studies cited in 
C: ha. pte r Light , In the owner occupied sPctor however, the mean value was 2.9), 
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while in the private rent~i sector it was only 0.65. The difference between 
these figures is, on the face or it, srrall. They do, however, take on a 
significance when we consider exactly what they show. When contemplating a 
sui.ted tc. a housc.'h~:;,j''3 :·0r:;'Jirer:·ents than their existing one, Obviously, J.S v;e 
have said, the rrore d-,,e}lings examined, the greater the probability of a 
'successful' resolution to the search. The trends we have suggested are 
further reflected i~ the averages for the two tenur~ groups, when broken down 
by condi ti.ons. F'or tc~ants whose accomrr.odation requires rrore than four rr:ajor 
repairs, the average nc;rrber of alternatives seen was only 0.32, while for 
owner occupiers with no rraj~r repairs needed, 2.78 is the mean. The other means 
shown in Table 9.5 are consistent with this. 
Table 9.5 clearly substantiates these statements and those made concerning 
Table 9.4. Only 39 per cent of all owner occupiers moved into the first 
dwelling they saw (i.e. they ex~ined no alternatives), whereas 76 per 
cent of tenants adopted such a procedure. This figure is increased to 89 per 
cent in the case of those inhabiting dwellings needing ll!Ore than four major 
repairs. Conversely, the percentage of-households who did undertake some for~ 
of systematic search (in that they did not choose the first dwelling seen) 
shows an opposite pattern. While 95 per cent of private renters needing more 
than four major repairs ar1d 90 per cent of all tenants viewed less than three 
alternatives, only 60 per cent of owner occupiers viewed less than three. 
Indeed, 18 per cent exarrined five or more dwellings before deciding upon their 
move. 
It will be seen from 'rable 9.') that the category, 'owner occupied needing 
1/2 major repairs', does not follow the general trend of the more alternatives 
that are viewed, then the better the housinc conditions that result. Only 
23 11er cent did not v.iew any alternatives a::d 53 and 21 per cent viewed more 
t~1:m t'.JCl :1.:1d ~.c:·c· th;:n five d•,elLings respective1y. 'I'his is probably bPst 
PXpla.inHi by r•derrjng back to Table 9.4. A relatively small proportion re.~jarded. 
their ih:w1} in.~:-; ,,, bPin~ the onJy available 9 while three categories scor••d 
~Pi~g bought in ~l'PBS Of }OW priCP hOUSing.with the intentiOn Of pUt.tin; ~he~ 
".reo house ho 1d as only a ( relatively) temporCJ.ry measure • 
The gengr3] r~r0ept that we have been developing here 9 that better physica: 
conditio:--ls -:.'esc;]:, from a more rigorous search, is sho•rn in 'I'able ~1.6, 
tenure is ie;nored. Here v:e see very simply that the percentage of households 
v:i_r:winr;, only the dwelling in 'Nhich they live increases.: as do the number of 
rAp3.j rs required~ Conversely~ the number of households examing more than two 
and ri!Orl': th:cJn five alternatives increases with the reduction in number of 
repairs needed. 
we can take our investigation of the actual decision making process a stage 
further 9 by exaTT,ining the perceived advantages of the dwellings finally chosen. 
Table 9.7 illustrates the advantages of the dwelling selected, as compared to 
ot!wrs inspected during the search, broken down by tenure and physical 
conrl.itions. 
Fro!7l this table it is apparent that, particularly in the private rented 
sector, the dweiling chosen offered no advantages ovor others (or as we have 
seen, no al ternatj_ves were examined). '!'his trend is aH;ain mor-8 pronounced as 
th~ physical condition of the dwelling deteriorates. Two othPr rlistinct trends 
aTe dis;,;ern2.ble .:rom Table 9.7. "'i'rst, 'Ne can see that ever} ter..u~/conditio:l 
group contains a proportion of households for 'Nbom th<? price of the d'Nelling 
'Nas its principal advantage. Thi8 is compatible with the observations that we 
have ulready r.:r~de. h:;rhaps :Do:ce important a fi:-:di::g is that r€l2.ting to 
TeblP 9.5. NUJII~r of al~erl".at\.,.ea trr_ <:ondltlon• and hou~e conditions. (~~) 
No. of alterruotlv"s vle"".l 
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~ ~ ro~or Repa\ro B') 8 fl Q 0 r.l 
~0 l::aida toll" t 71 ll 8 A 2 
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the dominant positive reason for cnoosinc a pa.ctic'Jlar dwelling 9 rather than 
any other seen during the search 9 i.e. a t.tri bu te; access/ area. It would ap:pear 
that, once certain perceived basic nec2ssitier-; hd.ve been fulfilled by a d·.;elling, 
physical conditions. For exa.:ple, w\1~;reJ.s 1b pc::· <:c:n~ and 14 pl":' cent 
rEspectively of owner occupiers and pri~ate rente~s,. with no ~ajor repairs 
needed, considered this to be the princi~al advantage of their d~elling over 
others, only 4 per cent of tenants in horr.r;s need~ rH; three or four rraj or repairs 
and no households renting cwellings in need o~· rore than four. rrajor repairs 
considered it to be so. 
Again, a note concerning the owner occupied group whose dwellings need one 
or two major repairs is meri~ed. The evidence of Table 9.7 supports our 
previous suggestion relating to this group. 72 per cent had a definite reason 
for preferring their dwelling to any other that they had seen. Price is an 
irr·portant reason for preference, but generally in assocation with some other 
reason. Size is also i!Pportant, accounting for 16 per cent of replies. Also, 
the specific trait of a location of a d·..;elling is accrued its greatest importance 
by this group, as was the case when the dominant reason for choosing a dwelling 
was considered. This evidence, a~ain points to the group adopting a more 
rigorous search procedure and buying at a reasonable price with the intention 
of irr:proving the property. They therefore take ~cTeater account of other aspects 
of the dwelling. 
As we observed above, the classification 'attribute/z,ccess/areil.' combines 
hoth social and physical characteristics of a d·..;e.lli.nc and its neighbourhood, 
'l'herefore, the breakdown or the category is an interesting exercise. Table 9.8 
shows that in each of the tenure/condition categories (in which a sufficient 
number of households considered the overall classiflcation to be the principal 
thouc::eht of as being the important determinant of the decision. J\s c2.n be seen, 
AttributeLhcc02s/Area .-·. d v Ci.n ta.~ .... e 
~~-:_"(-' ·~r·J e ncy 
cJf Sample 
;renure ?_nd Conditions. Attribute Access :'-.rea ~::a t. e g·cJ r':/ Size 
I-rent + 0 !1h,jor Repairs I 3 25 176 
I're·nt + 1/2 Najor He pairs 13 2 16 99 
Prent + 3/4 Major Repairs 0 0 4 27 
Prent + ~ 5 Major ;:) . Hepalrs 0 
Prent + ~-lo inside toilet 3 7, 2 39 
Oio.'TlOC + 0 !'Jajor Eepairs 8 4 6 ?0 157 -/ 
OwTlOC + 1/2 Major Repairs Q c '7 9 43 / ) I 
Private Rented 11 42 321 
Owner Occupied 9 5 6 40 211 
Survey Total 10 3 7 82 538 / 
This is again cons is tent with what we have pre·.riously noted concerning the 
characteristic of the dwelling being important, o:1ce certain basic requirements 
are met. The tenure difference has two possible explanations, however. 'l'he 
first is that the rentr~rs do not like their areas, whiJ.e owner occupiers do. 
This is unlikely however, as the envircmnent is th .. sa.t-nr.:: for both tenures. 
'..ihat is, therefore, more likely, is that 'l'able 9.8 i2 further indicative of the 
constraints placed upon tenants. As the private rented sector declines there 
is less choice (in numerical terms) for potential renters a.nd, in Newcastle, 
the are3.s in which renting is the dominant form of tenure are very similar. 
Consequently, area. is unimportant to tenants, because choice does not exist. 
What is important is obtoining a rlwel1ing, irrespective of location. 
decision to move f;_;d 1ler b;.· referPr~'~e to 'f'ab1e 9.9, which shows the adva:1tages 
of 3. pc'lrticular ci1.<~e~ J i.ng c.s c:itec l:·:; those who had viewed different numbers of 
alternative d•Tellinr;c;. 
Three points ne0>d tJ be made cr)~c::erning this information. Firstl;y, no matter 
how thorough a sea'::'ch procedure is ?.dopted 9 price is imiversally considered to 
be a major advanta§,re of the dwelling eventually chosen. It can be seen however, 
that this is genera.lly reflected through the category 'price and one other 
reason'. Nevertheless 9 it represents the implicit effect of constraint in the 
decision making process ve~f clearly. 
The second point of note, is that the category 'attribute/access/area' is 
aga.i.n the predominant type of advantage -cited in relation to the choice of a 
specific dwelling. :F'urther, Table 9.10 shows that it is, again, the particular 
dwelling, rather than the location 9 which is predominant in the decision making 
process. 
One notable feature relating to the importance of the particular dwelling, 
in ':'able 9.9, is th<'lt its significance is g-reatest amongst those households 
which viewed onl:/ one or hto alternative dwelLings. 'rhis, again, is probably 
best regarded in terms of a relatively ineffici.ent search procedure, with 
households ciecidin&.· cpon the fi:::st dwelling that comes close to raatching their 
ex pee ta tions. 
Such a view is reinforced by the percentages of the various g:::oups for whom 
th~: dwelling se1<:.>cted had, in thei:c opir;ior:, more than two advantages over 
Ta~!~ 9.9. Advantage of ·::hoaen ·h•elling by n\l!!lC,.,r of alternatives. (%) 
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others encompassed by the search. Evaluations ~hich allow such a view are 
likely to be rore thorough and less r'rone to ':;atisficin~:~' behaviour. It is, 
therefore, pertinent to note that the category 'rrore than two advantages' 
::- rortance arronf-_:::st the:3e groups. 
Cverall the:., we can rrake certain g-':'neral obs,~:::'V ;n.i. ons concerning the ways 
in '•iilic1·: households evaluate possible locat.ion:,; ·,.;i1en conf;iuering a rr,ove. 
and rwst iwportant, for a large rrajori ty of households the search for 
a new dwell.i.ng, once the decision to move has been rrade, is a very short one 
~:,volvins only tr.e dwelli.ne; whic[·, is chosen. Further, tl:e result of such a 
restricted search is that the optiwurn dwelling for a household is less likely to 
be found. As the physical condition of a dwelling deteriorates, it is more 
probable that the occupant household did not see and evaluate any alternatives. 
As Table 9.11 shows, the wore dwellings that are assessed during the search, 
the smaller the percentage of households needing rrore than one rrajor repair. 
For exarrple, 23 per cent of households choosing the first dwelling seen, but only 
. 
7 per cent of households viewing more than ten dwellings, needed wore than 
one major repair. 
The results of inefficient search procedures are further illustrated by 
the fact that the number of households perceiving their dwelling to be the 
only one available to them increases as physical conditions deteriorate 
(·Table 9.4). 'rhe model presented in Chapter Sight sugr ests that part of 
the reason for these findings lT'ay be found by exar:·ini ng the actual search 
procedure adopted by Jcrospectivr= migrants, It. is to this aspect of relocation 
that we now turn our attenticr.. 
9.3.2. 0earch procedures. 
The way in which an individual or a household corres tc, a decision is, of 
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necessity, largely predeterrrjned by the arrmmt of information at its d.ispoo;al 
at the time of deciding. As we have seen, there are several sources of 
inforrration regarding the housing market in general, and about the current 
(see Chapter bight), ;,;u;,;~est t.hdt ttH: trm~L efricient means of t:eneratine:; 
housing market information is the estate agent - who possesses data concerning 
rr:any potential new resH1snces. l'lewspapers, by the volurre of a6vertisements 
that they contain, both by private individuals and by estate agents, are also 
a potentially efficient so~rcc of housing market information. However? it is 
not to these sources that those in the lower end of t~e housing market naturally 
turn in their atterrpts to glean information concerning the housing market, as 
Table 9.12 shows. Indeed, of the 536 respondents, only 29 per cent found their 
current dwelling by these sources. In contrast, 45 per cent of all households 
became .aware that their present dwellint_~ was available' because they had been 
told so by a friend, relative, landlord known to them or previous occupant. This 
contrast is more clearly seen oy comparing the inforrr:at.ion source of each tenure 
group. Only 15 per cent of tenants cited a ne'""spaper or estate agent as their 
source of information, while 60 per cent \).sed the 'personal contact• sources 
-
referred to above. Table 9.12 shows that the three main sources of 
information for tenants are; friend .informed ( 26 per cent), relaHve informed 
(18 per cent) and knew landlord or previous occupant (16 per cent). The next 
rnost used source (estate agent) accounts for only 8 per cent of households. 
Conversely, arrongst owner occupiers in the same areas, estate agents a.nd 
newspapers were the information source of exactly one half of households. 
The influence of personal contact is reduced and represents the information 
source of only 27 per cent of households. H~re a note of caution is called 
for, as such a percentage is co"parativeJ.y low in the context of this study. 
Nonetheless, even aiPonst owner occupiers, rrore than one quarter of the households 
in the survey area relied upon personal contact for housing market inforrration. 
In the cont<?xt of owner occupation in genera1 th.i :" "ic3 q S'.lr-prisingly high 
figure. It does, however, concur with the observations made .in Chapter Eight 
that thers is an income bias in the uti]isation of efficient sources of 
co:·tsic]er;:ltion is ~.hco disfunctional inner city. 
accounting lor 82 per cent of privati? rented househo1·i=, 0.1 :;-:•E':r 2ent of O'r~ner 
occupiers and 85 pe:r cent of the total replies. :-nosequent -1. • ulSCUSSlOn 
we only produce data concerning th~se groups. As w2s previously the case, in 
the same way as the total percentage rr1asks irnrort3r.~. t ·ter:.Ui-"'e difference~--;, a 
breakdown of the data into tenure a_nd house cor;di tior: Erou::;s is enlic;h-:ening. 
'l'abJe 9.13 shows the information source relevant to these subdivisions. 
The ·data appertaining to the owner occupJed sector is ahta.ys consistent 
with that shown in Table 9.12. In the private rented sector,however, some 
important variations from the overall trend emerge. The columns showing the 
combined percentage of friends and relatives as the source of information has 
a clear break, based upon the physical condition of the rented dwelling. 
Against a sector average of 38 per cent, personal contact of this tyr.,e accounts 
for 41 and 35 per cent of households needing nme orone or two major repairs 
respectively. In households inhabiting dwellings needing three or four, 
more than four major repairs or with no inside toilet however, 
percentages increas,:: to become 59 per c,::nt, 57 fl8r cent and 56 per cent 
respectively. \•11-xen 'knew 1andlor.'d o:- :p:-evious ten;:mt' is ?_;lr],-,d to these 
condition groups, invariably, at least two thirds of tenants in these worst 
physical conditions found their dwellings vacant through t:·ersonal conta.ct. 
Clearly then, the adoption of a search :;:~rocedure based upor: personal cont':lct 
increases the likelihood of choosing a dwelling that is of a poor physical 
standard. 
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is the search procedure adopted which leads to the new dwellin~~ a 
representative part of each household's relocation process, or are we just 
examining one particular strategy out of several adopted by each household? 
I~: fact~~ we ca.n say fairly conclusivel.y that .... c.llP 'source of int·orrration' data 
11tilised here is a genuine reflect.ion of the sear·cn proct.:dures adopted, as 
:ohown by Table 9.14. 
1-iere ·,.;e can see that only in the 'saw vacant' category did more than one 
~c.;arter of the households adopt a different searcn strategy, :..:: vi. ewing 
alternatives, from that which led them to their present dwellin~. Indeed, 
even in this category the percentage is onl.Y 27. Otherwise, 2.s we have said, 
the search procedures would appear to be 9 to a large dec;ree, constant arrongst 
individual households. 
A ba.sic premise that we have been following is that the !"ore efficient 
the me~~s of searching, then the more likely that the optimum (or something 
approaching the optimum) dwelling will be found. The efficiency of the 
search however, can be measured not only by the source of inforrration, but also 
by the depth of search - as measured by tpe. number of alternatives viewed by each 
household. Clearly, from what we have seen, it is reasonable to expect that 
the more efficient the method of search, then the greater the depth of search. 
Table 9.15 shows such a staterrent to be substantiable, with a. clear 
distinction between the 'efficient' and the 'inefficient' sources of 
inforrr·ation. First, the p<_rcentage of households using the vari. ous sources 
and viewing no alternatives shows a definite pol;:n·isation. For searches 
dependant upon persona: contact - that is friend, landlord/previous occupant 
or relat).ve informed, the relevant proportions are 73 per cent, 87 per cent 
and 81 per cent. Conversely, for the 'efficient' newspaper and estate agent 
utilisers, the percentages are 39 and 35 respectively. For those who saw their 
dwelling vacant, the number who did not kno•t of an alternative is exactly 5'.) per 
c:ent. 
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than three, less than six or more than nine :h;e}l ings. '.-ihereas, for the 
efficient source users, 61 a~d 60 por ce~t respective!y vi 0 wed less than 
Q') 
/ ·-· <' 
One further line of investication is necessur~ before we can 
€~~:ieraJ ise the f inding~s thus f2r ar~d, subsequently,· c::ns.ider their i:r:pli.c2tions. 
'I'he .'(enera1 categories of 'friend informed' ar.d 're2?.tive informed' Ei3Sk the 
original source of infocmation and, of cour::;e, if F:e perso::-1 providing the 
original infoma tion learned of the v;:;canc:y by uti lis i!1g an efficient source, 
our assumptions regarding efficient and inefficient search procedures would be 
open to serious doubts. uowever, we can demonstrate that the 'inefficient' 
ca te;.o:o:ries of search proced1.1re do not mask the use of;' effie ient' sources t! 
'lr.y significant degree. Table 9.16 shows that, of those who found their 
dwellins acting upon informat.ion sur>plied l:.·,- 2. friend or relative, or.ly 3.03 
and 2.41 per cent respectively h2.d an 'efficient' source at the beginning of 
the chain. Conversely, 80 and 82 per cent respectively had an 'inefficient' 
source at the beginning of the information chain. 
9.3.3 1·1odelling the relocation Droce::;s. 
'I'here have been numerous attempts at mor:elling the process of rc;sidential 
reo location within the whole urban system. The socia.1 physics models discussed 
in Chapter 'I'wo fall lnto this pattern. ::..s do some of the b"havioural studies. 
J..s a general rule, such ;nodels rely upon the use of sophisticated technic1ues 
to cenera1ise the outcome of b0 havioural processes in a whole urban area, to 
ber,efit of suet r:•odels if they a.rF' sur.:>:;e"sfu}. Yet, the cornplr~xity of the 
situation,and the relationship between individual's ffiarket behaviour and the 
phenomena examined in the rn·,c·c·~ding two parts of this work makes them, at best, 
approximations. Indeed, any model of human b,o;haviour can at best be an 
app··oximation. Are.,.,Jab1y thc·rc.f",_,:rc~, fnr practical results to emerge from such 
Hence, any model ccm ~)e c~irect·::C: 'L or;n housing class, or one type of dwe]line; 
the behaviour that ]e::Jds to the occ1Jn:Jtio:l of the worst housing in the 
disfunctional in."1er --city r:)f "iP•,::--' . ..;tle, c.'"ln adopt a. much simpler approach. Such 
an approach utilises the co:~ccDts relsting to search behaviour introduced thus 
far. 
Place utility is most likel~ to be enhanced by relocation (given the 
constraints imposed by the avai.lable stock and by the individual 1 s position 
j,. relati~e to the housing (CJ.nd other) r;.arkets), if an efficient search strategy 
is adopted. The outco:oe of the v;-crious strategies in Newcastle can be crudely 
modelled oy regarding the d2ta presented in this chapter as experimental 
probabilities. Eacl' survey res;:;onde.nt may be thought of as a 'trial' in the 
disfunctional inner city. If ·,;e remove the temporal dimensions of the data, 
then we can say that for ail res")0:1dants, or trials, the answer to the question 
'able to move?'(Figure 8.5) is 'yes'. ~her~fore, the probability of moving at 
some point in time is 1 .0. 
Conceptually, the IT''lin proble:: is how to regard subsequent steps in the 
model. Probabilities cRnnot be used to help us in the 'define expectations' 
stage of the model. 'T·hus, 'lt thi;; stc~v,e, '-'8 ::Jre forced to ignore this part 
of the representation shrhJJi i?l ~'ir:,ctre 8. S. Jndeed, any attempt to model this 
(informally or formaJly) by each rwusehold will crmtain such a diversity of 
characteristics, relating spec~fically to those households, that the goal of 
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unreasonable to conceptualise the stage i1S one in which each houscoholc: 
,,,-o!·son:od contact. It is not possible, however, to r"JtP'):->Tisco '-'ll ":riais ir.tn 
rme of the two categories. The class 'S?.W vc-,_ca.nt' serves as an ill us tra. t.ior: 
-~f thi5 problem, as it tends to fall between the h:. :-:~e:teraJ. ~~-,c:ks of 
~:ficient or inefficient. 
~able 9.14 sho~ed that for those who saw their dwelling to be vacant, the 
proportion viewing no alternatives is akin to ~ho~e finding success thro~gh 
an estate agent or a newspaper. The table also showed that 'so:,· .. ; vacant' is 
less likely to be the only means of search than was the case in othr:-r 
c2 tegories. Indeed, 18 per cent of those adopting such a r:·rocedure found 
al terna ti ves vacant by using estate agents and newspapers. ~~,~ve rtheless, 
'sa.'-' va.cant' cannot be regardl?d as an 'efficient' S 0 ?.rc~l s·r?t<?£.'-'• s imrly 
because it ~eJies on chance. The outcome would appe~r to be 3imilar tc 
officient processes, but the procedure is :1ot akin to such ~:·r'JC"'SSPS. !·.'· WP 
into efficient and inefficient does not yield a combined probability of o~e. 
ii;o."=her than a::·bicr2,rily assign proc'::'dures into efficier.t o~ inefficient 
catei:ories, o:1Jy those whi~h have been demo:-:stratorl tr) -~~e ')ne or the other D.C'P 
included. Such a method leavrjs us with approximately 75 per cent of all 
c•ction taken at various sta.ges of the model are, l;lrt:ely, prPcieter01inPd by 
provious docic'>io:ts. F'or example, if the ci.ecisior. is me1de to buy a dwelling. 
JS m~~e to rent, Far a}] respondents, the rrobabilities of an efficient or 
inefficient search i:1 Newcastle's disfunctional i:1ner city are n.29 anrl 0,45 
resrr:'c-+.ive2.:..-. '~hi.s, ClS ''!P. h2.ve seen howPve:~, mc;sks great differe:,ces between 
tenU:-'P ;;rou:;~s. F'or owner occupiers these probabilities are 0.5 2nd 0.27 
rc;spectively, but for private tenants 0.15 ilnd o.sa. 'rhe difference in the 
probabilities of either buying or renting and then se~rchin~ efficiently or 
inefficiently are sho~n in Table 9.17. 
Table 9.17. Probabilities of tenure and search procedure by OVPrall and 
conditional probabilities. 
Overall Probabilities Conditional I'robabili ties 
Owner Or:cupied & Sffic ient 
-39 X .29 = 0.11) .39 X .5 = 0.195 
Owner Occupied & Inefficient .39 X .4 5 ::-:: 0.176 .39 X .27 0.105 
Private Rented ,<;; Efficient .6 X .29 = 0.174 .6 X • 1 5 = 0.090 
Private Ec;nted (~ Inefficient .6 X .45 0.270 .6 X .58 = 0.348 
Clearly, the probability of an event o~curring in subsequent stages o~ the 
relocati_on process ·..rill be gc:-e;:-.:_tl:·-' affected by the differences in probabilities 
shown above. That is, to an extent, the ability or decision to buy leads to a 
fliOI''~ <::fficient S<:>arch. Due to the overwhelming evir'er.cP. or different p:-ocedures 
in each sector, the u~e of conditional prcbabilities must be favoured and 
Figure 9.1 is bGsed 1Jpon the cnmputation of Sllch probabilities throughout. 
Figt~re 9.1: 
Afford to Buy? 
Source of Information 
Oeprh ot Search 
P t ace. Uhtity 
Dep~h of Se.arch ::: 0 
1 
2-4 
A probabiJity model of mip;ration proces~:ws .in the 'disf1mctionaJ inner city' of Newcast1e-upon-Tyne. 
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households moving i.nto tho disfunctional inner city of ; .. Jr:wc;,st.l·~. id. the first 
;~o 
; . l:<~rom here, 
1!1 ir:efficier;>. Se'l''Ch procedure ( f:· = 1' 7 .; ) • 
use an efficient search procenure ttlan .J.n inef:'ic_icL·~ ,1n2. 
~c.ving deterrr~ined 3. methoC of se2rch.ir.r;i ~·nr; :-;·,i -~.-(~r;t h;Juseho:d begins to 
evaluatQ possible alternatives. It can be seen that for all groups,apart 
from O\-mer occup1ers using efficient :n!:'cJr:::a ticn "'ourcc-s, t:he greatest 
probability is that only the eventual new dwelling will be seen. For the 
latteD ~roup,hJwever, it is more probable th2t bnt~p~n two and fo~r, or 
'.:ore th':ln four alterr:atives will h.<? eva~'-l'!ted. 'I'h<: =~-·:>:ei.bility of a ~wusehold 
bein(; in any one of the sixteen possi.ble positio-rcs in Fi,S'l.J.re 9.1 at this stage 
reflects this difference. In tho first three cases, the overall probability of 
having viewed no alternatives is greater_tha.n that of other outcomes. For 
owners, using an efficient source, the probability of viewing more than one 
alternative is higher. 
These observations c;:m be put into pc:·rspective, r~y examining the proportion 
of the total probability of viewinr; a ,:.;ive-r. number of aJ. ternative dwellings 
that is accounted for by households '.l.chpting the ·nr.'cYls procc:•d'J.res outlined so far~ 
In table :?.18 the r;rob2.bilities of vi,-:'di:--Jr Z r;u;-;-b,,r of dwellin9,13 -"l.re S\.L'llrned 
and th-::n divided by the probabili-t.y of' :=:···ej:1g '· dwel:ti:--.;:~s by each n:eans of 
2nd see ·which means of s•:arch dom~~nC!ts=>s ';he outcon:e lc)~- e:.:ch situatio:·;. 
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her· c.=:nt of number of ~31 te;rnatives vie'.-.'"ci ::J.ccounted 
for by various search procedures. 
r: 
, .. 
Cl . _1 
'· 
'" ~ •·; 
10 • 68 26: . . ') S'j 1 ~ n-J • (')(l . '~ {_ . . 
1 <1 10 :24 z c <:) tJt ,_ ')C . . _J_} . . ~) Cwn~r Occuoie~ ~ ~nefficient 
1 1 07 1 6 . 92. 1 !1 . (If ; .. . 2') . /i 
f·3o25 ~·2 .05 1 f.. I n i c: c;n . . ./ ,_f 
• 468 .053 . 1 rL' 11()20 
C:L;~-c;-Jy, thl"' ]:nttern shown is consistent with our arguJnent. Clnci ;-1 ·;ofinite 
trend emerges. Households that viewed no al terna ti ves are dominated hy private 
tenants adopting an inefficient search procedure (63.~5 per cent). Conversely, 
households that examined between two and four, or DiOre than four al terr~atives 
are predominantly owners utilising efficient search procedures (59.15 and 65 
per cent respectively). The situation of households examining one alternative 
is the only category which does not fit into this simplA :·attern. The most 
probable means of viewing only one alternative is by inefficient search in 
the rented sec tor. 'rhe percentage acco1~nted for by ec:ch means is, hoHever, 
broadly comparable. Hence, this may be regarded as a ca. tegory of trans .i tion 
between efficient and inefficient sources. Indeed, of thos~ in the su~vey who 
viewed one alternative, 51 per cent assessed the advant~ge of the dwellinG chosen 
to be 'attribute, access, area' or 'size' (see above). Therefore, ::;.]though some 
form of evaluation does take place, this probably r~presents households accepting 
the first dwelling th2t meets their general, if not specific, requirr:~rr.cnts. 
The genPral pattern shown in Table 9,18 is reproducPd ~1ually clearly if we 
Jet the value of no alternatives viewed eoual 100. Table 9.19 then shows the 
relative numbers for each of the other categories of Jepth of search, against 
tenure and source of inform::Jtion. It _ls irnmPdi;-ttely orJvious that for owners 
using an efficient source, there is no 'fall off' in the probability of viewing 
.~1 ternatives. 
Tahle 9.19. ~tandardised deotn of search ty tenure and search 
nrocedure with 'no '11 ternativr:;s view·ed' co-:1stant. 
l·lurnber of /·.1 terr:atives Viewec: 
0 2_.4 ),-~ 
.? 
C/wnoc &. Sfficient (.os 100 28.00 168.00 104.00 
o· .. noc ,';:; Inefficient (.066) 100 19.70 21 • 21 19.70 
?rent & t.:fficient (.056) 100 16.07 3·5.71 0 q·::., •._). / _.1 
Frent & Inefficient (.296) 100 5. 7t_1 8.11 3.38 
Having viewed various dwelling(s), the migrant household evaluates these 
in terms of 'place utility', as represented in Figure B.S. 1'he most simple 
measure of place utility relates to our 'conceptualisation of expectations' 
definition and is probably the number of major repairs required. This is used 
as a. crude measure in !-,igure 9.1 . Ir1 the diagram, the pro babi :l i ties 2.bovs the 
'number of cepairs' are those of having Y number of rep3.irs if X alternatives 
were viewed, while those unuerneath the 'numb•or of repairs' box are t:ne 
conditional probabilities for a household findin~ itself in any of the ~iven 
situations. For exa~ple, if an owner adopting an efficient search procedure 
occurs in the o·;erall range of po~:s_:_-D:lities :::cco':nteC. for ir1 the rr:or3el is 
').0,~1, 'rf<e ov•e>ral1 probahility of bcying ·-~ dwell ins after an efficient search 
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and needing no repairs is 0.149. 
From Figure ').1 we can see that, in the owner occupied sector, the probability 
of viewing no alternatives, but still needing no wajor repairs, is lower than in 
the rented se~tor. ¥urther, in the owner occupied sector, the rrobab~lit~ -· 
r.eed.ing no re~,c;irs does not increase as rrc•1·e alternatives are vj"•,•od,(altho::~:!: 
such a staterrent is bro~dly true for the private rented sector). What is ~lear, 
ho~ever, is that the probability of needing ~ore than two ~ajor repairs is 
significantly higher in the rented sector after an ineffic.ient search. 'rae._ ,c, 
9.20 and 9.21 sumwarise this section of the model. 
Table 9.20 sho~s the actual probabilities of a household needing vari0us 
nurrbers of repairs, depending upon their search procedure and whether they c::2.r1 
afford to buy or not. The two most striking features contained within the 
table, .are that the probabilities of three or four, o.f:. of five repairs are 
dominated by the private rented and inefficient search category, with 
probabilities of 0.032 and u.026 respectively. 
One further point needs rrentioning before we elaborate upon this. As 
Table 9.20 shows, the overall probabili~y of locating in a house requiring no 
Irajor repairs is 0.475. Of this figt11re, the dominant constituent corr'es from 
households in the private rented sector that used an inefficient search procedure. 
'l'his is obviously contradictory to the line of arguirent pursued thus far. There 
is, however, an explanation of this fact. Of all households surveyed, 62 per 
cent required no rraj or repairs (Table 9,11) and only 11 per cent '"'ere in need 
of !J1ore than two. Consequently, whether a household owns or rents, searches 
efficiently or inefficiently, deeply or not at all, the ~ost ~robable outcome 
is that they will rrovE: intc a dwelling, which in their estimation, needs no 
IT'ajor repairs. Th2t this is the case is clearly illustrated by the fact that, 
in Table 9.20, the highest probabilities for each means of sea~ch and tenure 
occur for 'no major repairs needed'. 
Table 9.20. Probability of needing different numbers of repsirs 
given tentrre and search procedure. 
P(R ... o) o .. ns l 0 p. Own o c + :Sffi.c.ient O.U9 
Ownoc + Iceffici.ent oD79 
rrent + ~~f.::i.cient .050 
Pren t + Inefficient :::: .197 
--
c:. £1? 5 
P(R 1-2) .181 i . e. O·wnoc + Efficient .039 
011noc + In e f f i c .i.e 1~ t = .021 
Prr:nt + Efficient = .031 
l• 
Prent + Ineffic:ient = .0<:) 
--
0.181 
P(R = 3-4) = .041 i.e. Ownoc + Efficient = .002 
Ownoc + Inefficient = 0 
})rent + EUicient = .007 
Prent + Inef~icient ::: 0~032 
0.041 
P(R = >/ 5) .044 .i.e. Ownoc + Effie Lent .010 
Ownoc + Inefficient .006 
Prent + Effie i.en t .002 
Prent + Inefficient .026 
0.044 
P(R) probability of needing X major repairs 
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Th'" import~mt 2spect of the probabj]_ities for this study, and the irnTJortant 
implic:ations for the 'housing problem'' is the likelihood of r10useholds 
relocating in poor housing- and the means by which they came to locate there. 
the tvto probabilities rel·,~r'red to init'tally. 
rab1e 9.21 shows the pro~ortion of each '~lace ~tility' crou~ th2t ~re 
accounted fo!" by each form of tenure and search pro.ceclure. The proba.Lili ty of 
a household needing X number of ::-ep.'lirs (R) is fixed ::ts 100 and the rPsul ting 
:·i5ures are the _r1ercento.ge cf the:;e c·utcornes CJ.ccounted for hy vo:irio'.lS se0.rcn 
procedures and tenures. Clearl:;, '.enants using an inefficient search domin.s.te 
eaci1 group which, given the dominance of this grou_;:1 in general, is pr~c:dict2.ble. 
\o/hat is crucial, however, is the <'-mo1.mt of dominance this g-roup h2s in dv:ell.ings 
neeciin~ more than two repairs, relative to the dominance in other categories. 
Again, the data shows that more of the households in poor conditions are 
accounted for by these migrants. 
Table 9.21. Per cent of number of major repairs needed 
accounted for by various search procedure groups. 
Ownoc Ownoc Prent 
and and and 
Prent 
and 
l~ff.icient Inefficient 8fficient lmffic ient 
PR 0 
- ·4 75 31.37 16.63 10.53 41 .4 7 
E = 1-2 = • 181 21.55 11 .60 17.1 ~· 49.72 
Fi = 3-4 .041 4.88 0 17.07 78.05 
H >/ 5 .044 22.73 1 3. 64 11.55 59.09 
f)imilarly, F'igtJ.re 9,1 also shows th;Jt., of thos~~ households that adopt a.n 
than two major -ppairs, it is thosR who viewed no 2.lternatives that account for 
the overwhelming ma~ority of the two overall probabilities. Probabilities of 
0.030 of the 0.032, for those needing three or four 1~pairs and 0,024 of the 
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0.026 for those needing five or mo~e repairs are accounted for by households 
that view no alternatives. Further, for all tenure:J and seccrcbes, the probability 
of viPiving no riltPrT:::ttiv-'·S and ;r:ovin;; to a dwelling in !lecd of substant.i.al repair's 
cent of l-:CJ 1JSPholds vic:-v:ing no altern2tives and needinc: ~;;ore than four rr:ajor 
9.4. Conclusion. 
is not ~n explicit consideration in the search for that dwelling. Rather, 
households only search in sectors of the mc-:.rket thc:.t .they z,re at•le to afford. 
Price only becomes a positive consideration when a household has adopted a 
sea~ch that ~ives them a choice of dwelling. Here, the effect of the cost of 
the dwelling may dominate choice, but in general it is true to sa:,' that 
hous;:;hcl;:ls do not lo·~ate in the only dwelling that they can afforc. 
In fact, we have seen that, particularly in the privat~ re~ted sector, 
households tend to migrate to what they consider to be the only dwelling 
available. !'.2 ·.;e have said, this is (obj>?ctively) u!llikeJy to be the case in 
man~y, i.:.' ;J.n:y, ca0es,., :-Jc;vertheless, to l.e:-lants in the suYV"ej,. it is a real 
consideration, reinforced by the fact that for a ~ajority of the~ the dwelling 
to Vlhich they move is not considered to have any ad·r-:..ntages over any CJ ther 
is u~rlertaken,does a household evaluat~ actual a'trlhutes of the ~welling in 
'l'he ccntext of the see1~cl1 is important in the r";Si;lutior.: of the mi(~rzction 
process. Six sou-cc<•s of inforrratjo:1 concerning the availability of potential 
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'The first 
; - t· 
sea~ch p~ocedure, :v :.c 
s~rne i:-:.efficient 
F'irst, 
;:"e=tter the Jik,~lihooci of 'place utility' being satisfactor:i i:1 terr:1s of 
Conversely, the probability of ~hysical c8nditions being 
-roc:' is i:x:re3SPd when an inefficient search D:::-ocedure involvini~ fe•11, if any, 
~~o~lings is adopted. 
"'inally, it h;:;s heen sho\o/T1 that alJ crude categoriPs of 1:-•]2r'e utility' .c:n? 
d8minatcd by tenants ~dopting an inefficient search. Tnis is because, i~ the 
~ t 3_~ the 
:c:.rr.O'Jnt 0f dorniD'lDCP in the WOrSt housing that c:iv.:os riS'? to ':_('8!lPI'.O>}iS?.i:ionS 
concerning search procedures of the kind made above. It must be remembered, 
i}p clisf1lrwtion:d inner' city. 'Inefficient' in the context of this study, 
~ WP havp said, all co~mcnts concerning the housi~g market ar~ r8]3tive, anrt 
'""!n;·tl 
''.ll 1i'!P in the c!is£\:r:ctior::-:1 ~;u;pr c'it·r 
bad physical conrlitions. 
: r: '" ~. ) :: r· 'r l ' ~·· , T ~ l , 
n· 
· .. 
-.,--.:) :=' ' ~ : 
to 
i. 'I•:'\ 
..L.: 
the no:J.s .lnf~ stock. The c:.)ncepts illustrat~d in the n:odeJ presen.tr~d in 
Tn ec:rlier chapters ho·,..·ever, ·v:e emphc-.. si.sec! that F:e selection of 
att~ntion in the following chapter. 
FUH'l'EEH CON~3 ID2:HAT 101;s 
~.h-~ :~·\r~J uat.ic.:1 c-~.r-~ c}-_oice Df a r:.e\.,r res "i.dt~·r~-~_.:,-;, t.~1e s Ll"'lJctu~_·e 
::f· t-~-~ hou:~ir:(~ L;~lr~>::t (::Jld t~-je ir::.E~r::..ct~on :~etw~en th~ ~~=-:~: .. ·_nit 
.n' 1 +f:p ~·-1r~·pt 1 (\~--:mi r.h, C'l ?..T~-, h1.ttt :~:r~r: ;:·.}-!?.~·~i ro, 107C_'). 
:~o-wevr~::::, tl ere r.er~ain \·iider i:c;nl ic;:n ions of tfJe; housing 
Dl'C>Dl•:r:-. tiEJ.t \-iP :na;/ e:.:;;a.nd the focus of our di?cussiDn to ta.ke accour'Ct of, 
+' ,ne t1CUSC~olds te:riT's. 
'ulc1ce 1Jtilit;{', which we have saiC. cons-ists of both 'internal' 2J1d 'external' 
cL·:.r:1cteris tics fc-Jr each i::1di '! idual household, rneri ts some furt'"',er j_nvestiga tion. 
I~ tl1e precedinp ch~pter our treatment of the con~ept was, essentially, restricted 
· .. 
. ... \ 
. / / ~ 
.-. l 
_, : . ,;.._ ~- ~ '_; ..... 
. i :h. 
t . f ,· .~ •' ,-. 
·.· ·' ~ ...... ' . ,, P' ,-, .,..., 1) f '_)(' -t_ (' :· .J... i ·: j ~J ' 1. < J ,., • 
r:·, ; '-}-, 1. 
--' 
j :.) : c: ~-- :-. L' ·:: I '~::: 
robal·;i1.i i'.j' n: 
tl 
a valirl assumntior. 
entors 1nto an cconnTic ~~ti social 
landlord :·etains ti·!e rip-~ht to real.i~~e the excha.n::·e valuE: of that ::ro:·lerty-
whi1st alsc' l.'eceivinr.:r rent income fer the ch;ellinr;. 
'live in 1 landlorrl, the 1 '=ilJSPf!tee I lc.11Glord 3Jl.ci the 1 LYC(;l8S2- l0rl(}.} 1 } zc.rr.:-e-SCZclfo 
landlord, normally administerine:- his i.nvestment throur:-h an agent. If there 
of: such a threefold dist.i.nction in an:/ suDsequent di~:cu~>sion of nr)] Ley. 
.-_. n ;: r. .i f' o: ~ ;....,. ~ ~-'-'!! ;_ ·-
r r.c:r!~ 

1 v e r.~· eli s sat is f j_ ed 1 The res !-'Onses r_:>f the various tenure/condition groups 
Fro~ chn table we 
,-, •', \_r, ..... r:; ''''l ''o-• .; 0 I 
:II. L 
~ ~ r i ~~-n ~; e Conve::--sf~ly, while 
)1 per C,::>!1t of tenants, but only 10 p>?r cer1c o~ ownel's fall into such a 
cc:..tegory. These fivures arP rei'l•.:ctr~d .u: + -"-' ,,, :·e S;:>•:ocific cc-.:.tegories of 
In tL~-: rivate rented sector,l3 per 
cent of all resr.oncents (1 in 8 households) are very· dissatisfied with where 
they live. I!1 the ow·ner occc.n•i.r:d sector hc·..,e·:er, the respective figure is 
as low as l per cent (l in 100 household-s). Fo:c those that :ore very satisfieci 
the differences are equally startlin?. 
(1 in B) and jn trw owner occunied se>ctor )1 Dr·r c0nt (1 in 3) fall into 
such a cat egGry. 
' .i. r: 
t, r 1 c. 1· ~ - 1 :·.-· 1.· j ' I : ) ! ' "j ~ . r;:. :_ 
r- rl :=: • ~ • 
( l 
:=: .. ,."'ijf' t "1-,··-_:, 
. -~ ;:-: t 
. \ j 
tho? 
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63 ("1 in 1.6) and 79 (1 in 1.3) reEJpectively. Tbis i.s net: intuitively suq:r:..s1ng, 
but the significance )f such observations can br~ gauged by C·)rrpa.ring the:r to data 
provided by 1978 General Household Survey. The national results, based upon a 
similar evaluation procedure, are shown in 'l'able 10.2. Overall, the cor.'padson 
whole, shm;s that the level of satisfaction (both satisfied 3ll~~- vo.ry ~;c;ti:.:f'jeci 
satisficing behavi,"ur is apparent, as the proportion 1 very s::~ti sfied 1 _; s 
significantly lower in Ne':.'castle. 
Table 1U.2. Level of satisfaction with d~elling in ~ngl~nd a~d ~~les. 
Source: Gen€ral Household Survey, 1978. 
Level of sc.tisfc:;;tion ~~~· 
Very sahsfied 53 ~ 86 
Fairly satisfied 33 ) 
Indifferent 3 
Fairly dissatisfied 7 ) 
) 11 
Very dissatisfied 4 ) 
The private rented sec to::.' of Newcastle, however, shows gi·eat discreranci es. frov 
the nativnal situation. Clearly, many fewer households s.re broadly satLsfied 
and many more are dissaEsfied. As conditions deteriorate, the discrev" ..ncies 
between the two data sets increase so that, while 55 per cent of all households 
nationally are very satisfied with their dwelling, only 4 1 • per cent ;:;f -;:.enants 
in the privately rented sector, whose dwelling needs so~e repair, feel t~e 
same way. Conversely of course, a far higher proportion of tenants i:; ~r.e 
disfunctional inner city are not satisfied with their dwe1lin~. 
The level of dissatisfaction found in th~ disfunctional inner city is 
obvi0usly indicative of stress (as described in Chapters Five and ~ight), and 
1. Obtained by combining the percentages of private rented and 'rppairs 
needed'>O fro~ Table 10,1 
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important. 
A vie1:1 \·:t~i.ch holds some popn arity, is t',··tt T'~nn." !.:··.'" , ... ,,, •. :tnu~~1.w· 
phenomenon is difficult, if not impossible. t:J r:-:ca.;·nt·•·. 
have considered moving. There are three b~sic nossiole nx: ~-:atio~s of a 
household residing in poor housing •. ~s ":' e above t.):esis sc.;:~: .. p:c:cs, it rr.a~: 
be a definite choice clue to, say, an trr;willinRJ!ess c·r iG-:"::~ty L--, expenci 
sufficient income upon housing. Alternatively, it c;;ay t:":? ;_, ;.'1.ss.iv<" ;iccep>u~ce 
of the situation- one which is perceived to be urJ.desirable, ·nut wt-:ich is 
accepted and adapted to. 
Ta~Jle 10.3. Percentage of households~ dissatisf icd with ;;reser;t 
awelling,who have considered moving. 
Very Dissatisfied 
with dwelling 
(Very) Dissatisfied 
with dwelling 
incorporat·~d in Fipure e. 5. 
nave Considered 
Moving 
89 
Nevsr Considered 
!•;oviJW 
ll 
20 
The best way tc assess·,.rhich of lhese notions is !'!OSt :'<''''Ur::ttJ: is to 
who have and who hG.ve not con:3idered Gloving. 'l.'abl.e l(\.3 :3L:y,:s th2t, of 
have considered moving. ~or those that are very dissatisfied with their 
residence the proportion increa;"es to 89 per cent. 
needing several r>'pai rs - are not ~\oerP ourely t'r~r,Ju£:-h choice, or through 
rinri have activel:,r considered doir:;~ ~~iOo The ri?~lson~:; ;~~hy they do not mcrve ;.na,y 
be suggested 2.Stcr an inspection of Ta':)les 10.4 "'"'"J lC'.S. 
The first point; to r:ot<:> is that, for i;Jany households who hav'? considered 
are very dissatisfied with their dwelling indicates stress. As r'i~sLtre 8.5 
show~~ 9, the next question to he addressed by each fami:ly is, are they 'atle 
to move' through cost? For many the answer will, at this stage, be 'no' and, 
consequently, the household must stay in stressful conditions. For the 
households t11at may answer this r1uestion positively however, the search 
procedure adopted when they moved to their present residence is illwninating. 
Allowing for the fact that v;e have no data conceT!ling which families C-'"m 
and_ cannot afford to move from stressful conditions • ·.-~e must tro:?at the data. 
shown in Tables 10.4 and 10.5 as being representative of those who could. 
Such an assumption is jus tif iabl e. This is oecause the nu..-r,ber of households 
in the various categories that identified price as the main reason for selecting 
a parti~ular u·,..ellin:--- is consiste:1tly }o·..;. P:::-cdict:-~bly, it is higr:e:st. fer 
:noving, 'hut even here the leve1 only reaches 1?- TJt=,r r:ent. InrJ"'':'d, tbrou,u:,out 
avai1a0le predominate. 
'plaloa • Conolderod ~~•na· 
I • rJ 1 . o sat I I (l.._j •nd 
· ..~;ve ·~·)nald4rttd aov~n.g 
'J!o-tlo(!•d ond h.wTa 
.,..ald•red O>OVIn« 
iVory) dlmaotlo(led ond 
."'...., co.nald•n>d !OOVlnJ! 
,.,,.r ·1leo.otl•fl .. d ~n·l 
~o,.or conmldl'rod m1:•tng 
•l,al11..!'3f!ed illlnd n•Tar 
(_,nmtl1orod 'llOY\ng 
'J•ryj dlao.alta:fl~tll •nrl 
.o't'<:~r con11 idorod mt··~ ~ ng 
Sourco of :nrormatlon 
Kne.., 
l..&ondlor<i/ 
J3ovo- fTaYtou.D t::l"' t•\o :Jgv 
~ P'riond Occupaat ~c..,n11 &!latiY<> Voc~nt 'Erl"iclenl' 
·--.----
') 2' 1') 10 HI 10 l'j 
H} l2 II 10 fi I') 20 
[I 29 1 l I() 12 1 l 18 
60 70 2<J 
I') 
-1':> l'j I~ II) 10 
i\ .j11 ltl I? '2 R 
'lnorrtclont' 
'i6 
'jl 
~.j 
RO 
7S 
76 
~~~~~ ~l11;nb~ r or .il_1 ~-~~-t_::_~~~~~~v i e..-e~t..__t:_t~~~~-~-l~~t.~s-~~~~~~~ese_~ __ ::._~_~}_e_:_:_··_-:. 
_ylnlo~.'unatd~~~~ 
l•rr tl;gc.,tlafloJ and ho\1~ 
•->nlllld•r-od eo...-tnc 
0 to ao t I t1 ( l1111j an.1 hDTet 
:ooold•rod aoYlO.C 
(Vory) dla•atlaflad und 
h~•o conatderad ~~inc 
h ry d l .,... tIer 1 o<l ~nd 
.-;~ •• r con• l d.•red ;a.oT 1 ng 
Jt~~•tlo(lod •nd ~o•or 
,-!-.ne\dO'r•d QooO•tnc 
• :or)') ,j 1 ... t 10 (: • d •n<l 
ilfYor con•lJ•rod DOvln.g 
I) 
T'-! 
1>'1 
7l 
100 
75 
AO 
2 
l 10 
A j 
6 6 
0 0 
10 'i 
'l 4 
'Ju, of oltorn.tllv~g .,,.1ewect. 
'~4 )/5 '2 {_} ------
l ~ q2 II K) ,, • '1 ( -~ 
1) 6 Ill ·n •). ')4 
" 
6 U') 100 0.8\2 
0 0 1()0 1!Xl ·) .0 
:o 0 '10 100 0.6 
~ 0 n I·'.() c). 4fl 
Pr t co ,. " 
r"a~rJn f-Jr 
chooe J, flA' r!"JilJ 
'!_v~_n_j! ___ •_~l.!.E_l>J..:>. 
I j ~4 
40 
,9 4A 
I:• AC) 
I c) c'J 
~ ;) 
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I_J 
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in Tahle CJ.l2. 
far:iilies adopting r:>fficient ;md inefficient search procedur·c-~s 1 in the 
.-. 
procedure is consistnrt1y 
~ .. 
'.)_ 
\.;7:i ch :~}.u .. · ~ ·· ' fer t\1e totc:tl number of :r.·espondents. The i1J<"cU1 numher c-,f.' 
consistently lo~er r-n~: , ... ~ • l ..... ._::, 9 (··" !. 
,._ 
On1:/ in one '..nsLa.nce did a household view more than fou-:.· altern'3tive d'vjellin,.-,c: .. 
Clearly, t;-_.c:re is a.n in:orma.tion assimilation ;Jroblem for t:nose bouseholrls 
and this reiDforces the explanation of why 
wor~3t cor'tditionF; ar8 occupi-eC. that was given in the pre,!i.ous c~-!apter. 
;..s ·,1p havE a .. r:;ued, the price is not th1_0 main reason for most househc·lds 
living oreci~e~y wtere they do. It oight be art_,'lled, therefore, that ho1Jso.hclds 
Hho ha·1e n•?.ver considered moving live in the worst physical conditions throup;h 
Such an explan::J.tion is unlikely however. In Table 10.6, He see that 
the nronortion adoptinc ineffi.cient search procedures to find tr-.eir present 
a1tr-rn;:]_tivr,:; HVCt~ -..'i~wed. Hig::-·ation for these households '"'ou1d, tr,e:.::·pfon;, 
; + 
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sl!chtl~r r]i_fL:r~>rto Once a::_:ai~ the proportion that adoptee! an ineff'icient 
search procedure to find their present dwelling .1 s above aV("rage. Similarly, 
the proportion of hot:sP.holds view in,:::; no a1 ternati ves during their search is 
.-.. , ...... , .. 
'-' u._ ... " J u 
the pr:Ji'·Ji'l,ion wl:.ich,when chnosing it, rerprdecl t)~eir pr,,:_;pnt d'l-ie~li_lV" c•;; h··in.-~ 
:.-. '""a in 1 this represents ' I. ~; , ' (--' 
(~h2nt~ '~ '., '\. .. 
·v.rP c·an say that 
hot~sir: (' 
l'b oi·-~.=; ::;:_edc-: c:c;nce:n:ir;z households that are dissat.isfic;u '.-ii t.h :r:ei_:::-
' 
dwellinc-~s 2.re substantiated by a more gener2.l consideration of hou~~eholcls' 
opinions of their dwellings. ¥or cx~:ple, Table 10.6 shows t~c lc~cl cf 
P~~j~f~~t~nn ~f hou3eholds that adopted different search procedures. 
Clear::Cy, the majority of households are either satisfied c,r very satis:·i.ed 
·..:~t>, thej::_- ri',o~elli.:lG (66 per cent). Howeve:!", there 2.re i:nno::-t;;~t diff~re:--:ces 
in the proportion of households that are (very) satisfied with their dwellin1:, 
In the fi:!"st ca~c, four 
( vp.,..-.:) ~~+· ~ --:..·f'~ prl l.!i t'..-
- ~ ... : ·- -'· -' J •• - • . ' ' ••. ~ 
(ll p~r cent) h0u~eholds ~re 
... -1--,r 
Th(refore, it is apparent that the searc~ nrocedure 
lj; f : rl:-:, , ' .• _, •• .J. 
() ': i' ~ • 
I·.-
l;· .. • 
, ...... 
tenants a.re ~! j_L~·1y t 
l'J."le 10.7. 
Owner Occupied & efficient 
Owner Occunied & inefficient 
?rivate Rented ~ efficie~t 
Private aented & inefficiP~t 
t-:J 
!'(1 ,,·'. I ., ~ ( : 
2·7 
78 
54 
Soatial oatterns of rnirc:-ation. 
be enhar:c ed .'1s the 
s pa.c e .i r!':: rca.::; c~s a 
, 
_!._ • 
t 1, 
;.1 ,_· 
,., i 
( \' "!ry 
t ~~-? ~~- ~: t ~ ::; ~ 0(~ 
/" 
(' 
't>Ot"7' i 
·-··-··-' .... 
dPmonstr?~t(-:d b,v thr-? diffpT.:_:nce betwe~~n r_J\-oT:..::rs 11sl:.~! ~,sf:.;:;tc: ~:-pnts 
-~·.;"eel tr-·:·::_;.r.:.~~ :_:_~~: :·:,- ~r~ r-::-~d:.::.~ ( ·.;) Sc:.tisf ie~~ :.::: '';!_"f-;.._ :-::Hi L1 ~''> ; 
('.') F)~~:-'~.-!~.~~;~'_;:- 1 \: :-1!~~1' ;1,J: :'?S~)pr~t}\~n-~.'/• 
-,-, 
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distance of th2 r:o·.Je? tf.e d.i:,:cmce of ti1e OT'ir;.inal locat~o:J rrcm tlli. city 
centre, and the ar.e_;le of the rnove frorr ori:;inal to Df:·w loc;:tiol! (rr8asurecl ·vti th 
the city centre as the apex of a triangle). ::;uch a forT!' of !J1e8sureTT'ent glves 
a pr~cise angle through which the ~i[rant household rroves frorr dwelling to 
location X~ (a po:~t, or n~elling) has a total K:.nowled,c~e a.rea The 
knowledge o£' :\;· 1 s cnly r;n<·.':e:c· tl12-n that of :·.a in resper:t of the internal 
arrar,t:errer: t ~eve fror Xp to Xq, lS 
Such a rrove sho~ld not, the~efore, be regarded as a rrove of Z degrees, but one 
of 0 decrees, due to the inherent spatial consciousness that every household 
has. 
Of course, it is difficult to measure the extent of Xa for every rrigrant 
household. It will not be const~1t and consequently sorre approximation is 
required. One such measure is to treat Xa (arbitrarily) as the spatial ext~nt 
of a ward. In the ensuing discussion, spatial patterns are ~easured by 
considering internal ward rroves to be rroves of no distance or direction. 
Inter ward P.'o-;es are consi.ciered to be taken at ar: angle be: tweer, the two 
1 
ward ~entres and t~e city centre • That is, the rrove is consid8red to be 
between Xa a:·~c. Ya, ·when Ya is tne equal of Xa th2.t rr:aJ be expectea for a 
farrily 11v1ng at rcint Yr. 
~ ~­
I. •• --
wards not cov~r~d 
i~ a consideration of the d~areness space that ~0 in~erent in a 
househola 1 ~ loc;:l_tiDn can be corrrrend~:ci, as it .inlroduces tf1e sr.rtti.:J.1 c0ntex-: 
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Although N<?wcastle has a distir::ctive s'~ape, with tr•E· JiV('"T ?.}'lle to the 
0c1:th ~;ivin; it 8. se:ni-circular forrr., t'r-:e imo} ic·-~.tions nf this are imDortant. 
T·he mt:>tiwrl used for measurement of moveoent angles is such that, only in those 
wards that are adjacent to the river, can there be no movcffient in one half of 
is soati.a1ly moTe re?:c:;tricted than f·:::>r housetolcls ·,rheTe the .15 d>:\~':L'ror~s from 
zero, in fact, represents a total search space involving 90 degrees from zero. 
extent of the city. 
·"r. 
/. ,. 0 
,...._ Lt) 
/c 
7 ., 
:-'·.· 
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with migration tending to occur within one quarter cf lho' spatial extent of 
the r~ity. 
'. ;:, ,. "I - - ~, \ 
-'. 
:J~-;-_corne groups. 
~n some cases the differences are spectacular. Fa::- exar..pl9, · ... ·}•ile 65 per cent 
o:' o',n"'ers moving more than 45 degrees f:::om their resiience fc.u::~ <:>-!eir l1e'.·r 
ci• . .;elling through an efficient source, on1y <1 rer c'mt Dr te•l:~:;~s ll!OVis:~:· vritbin 
a •;ard did so. ':'he percentage of households thGt vie· .. ;ul no J.l t·~:T;.J_":ives sno;.;::; 
a similar trend. Of those in the private renterl sector that viewed no 
alternatives, 83 per cent moved to a new. location w:i t:'!in the S'12Te \\"ard. 
For ovmer occupiers moving to a Hard a secto=- of t~e city ..... ~- - +-1_. ~-d. ·-
In 17eneral then, significantly higher nroportinnf' of hollsehold::: "l.dopt 2" wider 
search space if they utilise nore e~~icie~+ sour~~= 
One potentia.] discrepancy occurs .i.n TabJr~ 10.9 hu.-:c,·.,c:r. 
v .i. f~wecl 1~~ss -:han 
res:;onsible. 
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to move over l0.n~er sectors .-,f t~<=- city, Si!r:TJl;; t-:J f.i::.d accoiTJ::odation avai.lal::le. 
Both explanations are likel;.r to !1ave some v:".J i.dit~r, al tho1.1r;h the l:Jtter will 
'- • ·~ ·'. ~:.' <...•i :_:. 1 •• ~ :1 L 1. ·_,li nr.ivat.t~ rPni.!:-.n 
: .~. •)>-or-
··-! 
for both tenure ~rouns, hnu~ehol~~ ad~Ptin 
St:;.::.~_-·:-::hes. 
'·rlrJomeo (l06o) notes t,~cl·r PY;:_·!:~_._!r:_", ::. ~o.o ... o __.. ,·, · - 1 __ ~ _ ~c~. _ ~ -
implications for planning purposes. 
0 toe}: 
... -,.' ·: ~' 
the :utcome o~ the mi~ration nrocess, anrl 
that a strong sectoral bias in ~ohilit~ has 
The_data f'or Newcastle sucports such a 
~rJ·:tl~!, .. -.. ~~~---~t_rlr, 
···- f 
t. ,-, :'J 
• r· 
inC 1 U d 8 :l_ h () U ~. r. h 0 l d t S I) i) j :~ J :) r, •_) ,~ i .f· ,-. r"j \•.' o.> l I !. ~~ u· ~ 
to note that, i.n the c!isfuncl:n;~.'l inn.;r c::it:,-, the popuLc.rity of ;:m ar<?a 
_;J_; 
~ved, ~~ile only 23 per cent were 
tteir dwell in;; and their neig:·;ho1; rhno(: anoear when we take account of a 
hcuse};olcl's temE'e and 8:r,eni_t~C?s, '.-:; th the sxceptic·n of tenants in dviellings 
requiring three or four re~airs, each ~roup contai~s a ~ajority of households 
that were generally most dissatisfie~ with their dwelling, are worth further 
consideration in respect of their neil'_;;Jbourhood. Tencmts .i.n dwellings 
requirin~ three or four ~ajcr re~airs include 30 oer ce:1t who were VPD' 
dis;::Q.tisfied "'ith their :~ccc;;:r:1od2ti :-:.n. O:tly 15 per cer:t of H:c: same group 
felt similarly about their neiE~bourhoad, however. The differer:ce is more 
53 per cent wer~ vPry diss8tisfiPd with their dwellinf, ye~ only 16 per cent 
. . . -
-- ~ .. ~ r. c-1. ~ l ;~_: r~ 
I ' (' I • ::-; - ~·· 
poinl in the followin. chapt8r, 
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o.:-- dissatisfact~oL, _pe.!·ticul,:~:·~/ the private rented sector, then, as we 
suggested abo·:e, the t-;ce nf Linel:to:-ci rraJ be important in terrr.s of policy 
options for the resolution of the housing problew. Apart from Housing 
Associations, which accountPrl 7 ; "'" ,::-_~:\t of the survey in the private 
the r~si~e~t landlord will own ~c~e ~han one flat for rent. This type 
o.ccoun ted fer ~~3 per :::en t c:~ ::,i-• .:: .:·en 'ced }H'C·J:•erties surveyed. Secondly, 
there is the 1 a·osentee l?.nc~ 1:,:.-.c::.c' , \{:-:o r.ay own any nurrber of properties but 
manages them hirrself. This t:v~·e acc•Jlmted for 4B per cent of the dwellings 
surveyed in the private rented sector. Finally, there are those dwellings 
whose direct ownership is not known by the tenant, but which are rranaged 
ei F:er by rropert:.r cc>:q:·2..'1ies· or by estate agents. These represented 
22 per cent of the private rented stock surveyed. Table 10.12 shows the 
percentage o:· d·,.;e}lin;~' rec:_:.;irir,; particular nur.bers of rerairs that were 
o•,ined by different tyrJes of lar,cllord. 
In t•::rrrs of condiLons, it is fair to assume that the relatively large 
nurrber of Housini; Associa~ion rro~erties in need of repairs reflects newly 
acquir,:od properties which h::ov<? Y' t to he Jrorlernised, 'l'his apart, properties 
let by 'resident landlorcis' tend lo be i~ bett~r repair than de those let by 
absentee landlords and a~ents. ~n~reaH 62 per ce~t cf all pr~perties surveyed 
needed, il) t!:e occu~~2 .. nts' es·tirr~:.t~on, nc r··~jur L'epairs, only 39 per cent of 
t~1c1se let c.~y an agent ,..:ere percei'i0·C -r:.o be in SLCt1 c conditon. Likewise, the 
hie~her ir: this sub-sectcr t· an 1. t lS ir: others. 'I'o ;;, lesser extent the sarre 
corrrrents a;.;r:ly tc O'tlellincs let o~; absentee lan,Jlords, one in six of '"r:i.ch, 
' ' 1:. ·. ~-·' . 
; 1--' .• 'i 1 :._~ : ~· not 1)roi'it f'PT se, but 
.. I' 
U.L 
~~ ',·f :1. 
=~: .. ~ .__'):, ... '-. ·-··· ~o~ Ecusi~~ Association 
That is, the exceptiona~ly 
rented sec'tor i.n veneral ~"' the principal sc,m_'c:o:-o of housi.nc:; problems, j_r_ i'-' 
the r;rea test n.a.nif c:s t.a ~.ions c: ~~ trc~.:~ .. 
Tc-cble 10 .]3. ('X) 
Level of Satisfaction 
-,J~cry Dis- Ve~':/ Dis- (V) (v) Dis 
~-_. :.1 t. i c : ~. ~- r 
7 ·') ') 4 E2 " (. ..., t:. Rr::sident 
c l r, ~ 7 --.: 7 i, i / ) ' 
l ' 
' 
-
' /.1 c :~ :1 ,,_ 
,j ? _n ,. (.') 1 7 
,, --.: l 3 -- ~ ' 
' 
(. l 
' 
C: (,( 2 z J. ; }Q 
-
'i. . ' ~ .' 
' '' ~ ' (, 1: .-~ 
~·. -,.-. ' ' ,., ~ 
>· r .-. 1 "? 'r (' = 
of suhstantia.l repair i.s incrc::_:.sed 'oy the 1.1Se o~ inefficier.t sec:rc-;h ~;::·c<~·~~~i_:-r:·es. 
() -~ 
related to findi_ng-.:3, fact tf::at 
di.sfur:ct:or..al oe over hart d~stanccs do:.:ina.ted 
by intra-warrl moves. Again, the implication of this are evident. 
l~\rc~lir 
- -~~'-- ...:._,_, 
i::--.pc~ (-r1 
n.~--~:s ;_ ;; .- ~; C<·. ,., ' - _ C:: :::. • 
- > •·(J 
,, ·I 
. ,) ' 
• ;- l :-. -: • ' ' • ' : ~ : " t::·•:·;-·- . ,. (:. 
_:.:-:;. 
:_--~- •. !- ,--. ~-
problen ~:; r;:anLf,:;st ·r.o,-:t clrar:atically in th•; privat·~ rented sector 9 we would 
. -·. ~ .. -. , .. .l -· . I· 
• ';·· (1 . '. 
_r ,, 
situat.i.or~ 
~ ~·) : 
'housing 
:..r: '.he fi-:cal chapter we su1nmaris•~ tfc.ese phenomena. anG 
examine ~ o vari cu[.; cJ.s -:Jec ~.s the 'housi~~ problem'. 
P A R T F I V E 
CONCLUSION 
In 
..._ i ,) ' 
been 
second re 1a te::: :() allowing households 
their experience o[ the first two 
Because of this thr0efolrl ~at,_:re of the housing problem, it has many 
:nanifestations. q o:-:0 J.~vo! ·- i.s 2 problem of public health. Some dwellings 
arr> potentio:ol1y, Dhysic".lly ::Jr physiologic81ly, d;:mgerous to their inh::Jbitant.s. 
Housing legislation, on thc:_fe.ce of it, derives its origins :rom concern over 
this particular aspect of thP vroblem, The workings of the housing market and 
its relaUanship w~th other :n"irkets, ho.,.,.ever, also makes the ho,~sing problem a 
part of the E,ore gener2l depr~va- ion syndrome. The concepts dL~cussed in 
-relation to thr~ rovP-rty c::,•cJc: (C:h"'~~te:- ?ive) csn be very real for individ~2l 
households a::d, :he time, or:ce into the cycle, the link f:rorr: 
This asppct of the housinc rrohlem is also, of course, 0conomic. The 
their credit ra~~n;. (~asset~ ani ~ho-rt, 1980). Clearly therefore, tho housi~g 
market (like a!-,Y othe~' r:nrket) ::rc')duce:; win:1ers 2.nd losers h2.S(<:! u::;on the 
cures. With regard to the existenc~ of bad ho~sing, we can ai~ to reulace it 
' '· ........... ' -~ 
.J.._ t:..l. '~ -· ~- .L. ' . ' 
,·, 
1 ._ ~ • 
sc ._ v;i: . ..1. e t'' 
supPo:·l <lrc•n a :ra: s.ivP ~:c:::df' to those tcXpE~riencinr dtc;.:::·iv::>.tion. 
:-eal and 
'~;on-s:-:-. Jut~ cr.~--
problerr. The reason for this 
is that tr1e a;ro,:n t OI capi i.:c'ii ~'eqc;i red w'OL.:l·~ be prohi b:i. ti ve - and outside t~e 
real~ of the state's activities as these were defined in Chapter Three. To 
engineer 8. m;:u:ket si.tuation in wroich all conslmers are equal is, furtherro::ce, 
at variance with the irr~eraiives upon the state to rraintain tath the position 
of the dorrinant c~ass ana t~~ cun6ltions nece~sary for continu~d G~ 1ta1 
accm:-ulatlan. 
There is also eviden~e to suggest that the practical effect of such 
draco~ian measures ~ould on~y represent a partial solution t11c: housing 
prcblerr. 
prcced·u.r:aLly fai.r, the C.'Utt:Grres of th:J.t 
procedure are fa1~. 
·:.:cunei n c:~: s ~- n?_:) 
smre hoL!seholds '' ' -2.lJGC3.t~~Q I n3l'cl t' 
jc net easily arrived at. 
.. -.. 7 
... ,, 
-,-.,,1' 
·~~ sphe~~s o~ :~oductio~ nnd a}~0cation. 
here, as the challenge that it presents to the existin~ economic, social and 
political order is such that it will not ha:pen. We are left then, with a 
situation in which changes on a massive scale are difficult, if not impossible, 
to implement. ?~e focus of our conclusion will therefore be ~ept within the 
miGl-Jt believe it 01-wht to be. 'l'h.:o.t. is, t'lr: coLtext of?. r:iixed econom~: in 
which both u.:.pi ted accumulation and state intervention (to arne] iora te the most 
(' 0!. 
Having said this, we must initially qualify ou~ discussion ~y emrhasisinz 
'Che 
for furthPr studies alon~ s~~il~r 
.-
·~ :- '·, 
_-._cs +· 
4 h-· J, 
-I 
c. 
ovpr rosources 1s en~effilC in a ~apitalist societ;. 
t'lke the ., ...... .,,... ..... ~ ._. •,_ :.,.. that :1ot all 
'' 
discussing rnPans by which tbe position of those at the bot~o~ o~ t~o hcusinr· 
ffiarket, a~d in ~eprived circumst2nc0s in genera] 
to+.;:; l 
·t . .h n 
-.. : ~: r: ~~ n ;. ... 
r· .--.·,.:; .' ~ [1- ••• .,.-
-··! -,,·,·. C"' ;.,.1 .·• ·.r,, r-. 
--~--, --:·_; 
··J• · .. ; r-. ~ ~ ;·. ·. "\"'" ;~- l r. T 
tends to o~cur within s·~ ~ Builclinc :~ust., therefore, 
be explicitly for thos0 ~t tho b~~ton of the ffiarket. 
·~ ' ' ~ l .1·~ :-:-.--.·.·; .-,~-.-: :·~0~ . .,-nlr-·.}··---·1''3 . ...:lr_t r.c_)i 1_-l_li}.j -ii.~'~·:t_ 
J_ {\ .~ J 
: u i 1 cl.in ;~ f i r--;Js , involvFD.ent also 
~r~fit and ~at to r;·ovi ~ 
ir:: [·TO\' P :~P r; t 
. 
o~e ::-:et~-:od of rc--}i~'"'"'.-.. --
house buildin~ (although only 10 per cent of all building work is on housing). 
~owever, the prob}err::; "~"'JS'·d by f'-1uJtv work:nanshi!', defr>rtivo m::J.ter:i::J.]s '1.nd short 
r'1aintaining, irnr_,r·oving c;.nti cui1ding new counci1 nomes (seR T.U.::i • .l.U. 1913C). 
r~'his is .'1 ~rivatc rented ssctor. fTi~p ... · 
- .1-j 
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income gruups, for whom building land would probably ot.r,en·li se be us eo as thPi r 
oewand is wore profitable to the capitalist. 
Eui lding (or irr•proving) housing for the lower income e::rm::!'s i ~3 unlikely to 
release a freat demand for owner occupation. Thus, locHl H~thar~ty housing for 
tl~is sector rrust continue to be, largely, for rene. 'l'h.:s, r:;t' :;~·1,[·;se, '"'o~..;lci. 
i'>.Jrther increase the significance of the public sector. ik• .. <t·ver, to irp~ove 
the quality of the total housing stock, rrassive buildin~ p~o~rarr~es are not 
rF:::essarily required. There is, as -we have been at 'pains to point Ctct, a 
";urplus of houses over hcuseholds in Great Britain and, giver: tr:i s, the findings 
?rcs~nted in Chapter Ten are pertinent for resolving the ~elativ0 cerits of 
building and irrprove,....ent. It was found the. t, although the eli sL;rL·tionc,} inr.Pr 
~ity of Newcastle contained a high proportion of househclds th2t were dissatisfied 
with their particular dwelling, this was not ~atched by a co~rrensurate alienation 
JrolT' th'e local neighbourhood. t-'ioreover, it is probably true that, for rrany 
households that are dissatisfied with their neighbourhoorl, the alienation is 
related to the changing social structure of the areas, rather than to the physical 
fabric. 'rhe areas have seen an increasing number of student and black households 
rroving into thew, and it is towards this that we can look for the source of much 
of the alienation. The problerr of prejudice, no matter what it is directed 
against, is indeed an intractible one - and one that is beyond the scope of this 
work. If, however, there is relatively little alienati.on frurr, the physical 
environment, thc.t is frorr: the type of dwelling, tr1e arro•.;nt of open space, the 
layout of the streets etc., then there would appecr to be little point in 
changinG thelT'. Clearly, what is required is a hi[her physical stan~ard of 
rh:elling -within the enviro;,rrental framework th2t ;'l.lre2d~: P.Xlsts. 
ua~ly cleP..rly, there wi11 always be the need fo::_' de:clisr:in~ surre );r,uc;' c: 
and replJcing therr with new ones. The ev!rience of thiE study ~cw~v~r, is th3t 
2 ~.-.. - Cj-
i: .. provernent. The J.egisl2"tivc? f::-amc>>.-1ork for s1.1ch ;:J pro:;-ra:~me, as we have seen, 
(Chapter Four) already ~xists. It"'' :~(>t, ho·,;pver, reaching all households and 
l n !rc: 
' . ~ '- . 
' •. ·1 1;-, .... r:., t.hP 
'1t ha~3 beP:1 (cnns rv·c.r.i•.'"' 1 ::) ~;ti~:.;:t•·,·; th:.+. "Tf'('.,(':()(J d\vellings 
_:-~re ir: a.r-·eas v.~hich c~~~e ~~-·~ii-•_:=:.~:~r ~-:J--· i-~_: ecJ;=:.:--z~~i01l, If w·e 
ass,:me that th,~r·" :~houlci ':J>C' 'l)J!;roxirr.?.te.l.:-· 300 dv.·p}}in,ss in each 
d.J~n this rr:~?a.ns th~: ~- th~rP :J:-~-? ~- "~--\.--1_'-J :.)~.~~- _j)otential ~{;-_;~_ 's ir: 
dwellin<'::;s had he'"!: rit'CL1r"·7·d, 
c:sso.mption th2t i:hc :Jncc'S:C".r:· 
wi}} tAke 16 j~~r~ rO.,.. ·~n -r~ 
~~ass·~t t, 1 \.~7 8) ( ::~ .. : ~~L.:;t:T---~). 
... 
:~·i.stol 
l ~' \•lill 
1- ~-
'· 
;;:'.1 1s containing 70,978 
. ..•.• maki:~g the massive 
he fo~t~corninc, then it 
:·.~'=~ -~·or:.~.1~ t.~cl.' ( :_:~·1c;rt 2 .. :!""'1d 
solution of the housing rrob2.e~:;. ·_;:-·'"e '.lS 0 c:~ policies based upon area 
irr.prov_pment is explicitly sp:J.tial. ~e~~ai~ly, bad housing tends to exist in 
determining· the: S!Jatial s';rusture (Ch2.n-l:P:r Six). :Jevertheless, housing is still 
a part of the more general rieprivation syndrome. ::5hould policy therefore be 
aimed at tlK indiviciu&l re:.t'r.cr than the 2,r;c>a? 
the ·oousinG;" pro:Jlei.l h2.::; ;:;cr:~ist"ci. 
example, was a::~le to i·Jer.tif:i ~~.os:~ er:·~:;-:r-ercticn districts i:1 Britain that 'de-:.·e 
'c 
.... -. 
,_.._, --
shor~d a f~xPd hot~ 
... ; - -.... ---: ........ 
·- .. , 
' . ~-... ·-
( ': q '/ ;; ) 
1 :11 C"J ~::=::~-.':.:'?:: tr;:! t~· ;~~;su~_~rcr.,~·.; sol~?~" i ri t::-1•~ '"/or~~ t :·:0 1J2 in,:_: :~~.::.:-~as i::~ 
to i:SI""l.:J:'e t.ht: Tlt·Jrr~ \-./.:.-~:~:-3I>rea-~i Cl(~ClJ~"'I'C.'CC'I-? CI pOOT' f·,:~~usi.np~ co:ndi ti:Jn::..;. r 
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individual b2sis of need, in exactly the sa~P way thJ~, for cxa8p]c 1 
::·e 
~- :l ('-\_r. :·. ::~:;housing ~:t.ock Pxistin,;_; 
account of 
~csources dictates that any new building would have to take account of the 
:0~~~ipn nf that new develorment, in relation to t~e ·problems that already 
But in relation to improvement oolicies this inertia supports the 
r;}early, r;n.ss 1ve improvement prograr.:mr::s 
ir! or:e sse tor of the city do not add L_, the avc;,ilable hous}_ng for much of the 
population residing in other sectors. I:-! r;:arv res pee ts therccfo:·e, the conflict 
:JVF.'c res0urces is added to by tlw declsr3tion of Ei<J-'s and GJ:\'s. If, 
then any potential sectoral dimensia~ to improvement would be ~voided. 
~voiuing the influence of local uolitical pressures which ney influence the 
~ r~esent ~~c responsibility for 
."' 0.: .. r-. ,- -:_.~ ; r· -:~ 
·:: ~:: ' . _ _., ·:i ~>=-\c. 
-
living .i.n substandard r'uusing. Theoret.:i.cally this is r.ot a ~·roblen, but 
two princifal sources of difficulty can be enviuaged. First, one of the 
fundamental pri.:1ciplcs tbat have been '.~eveloped within these pages is that 
assirr·.i.l:1-7.~ t.f--·for·e ITlov.ing. Iiencei rran,. h·:=;useh(Jl!J.s ccuJJ~ easil.v be rrj_ssed frorr 
che C>V'"''"d: I'2.1sing of standards. 
are2s. ~~~re will a!sc soo~ he ~~e results af t~e 1981 census. A:1 intensive 
anrt :prclor:;o~ed pc;blici ty caiPpa.ign in areas of t1igh housing sb'ess (and a lesser 
o:·:e e]s'e\cr'ere), explaininis that irrpro'tement :;rants were availao.te as a right to 
any ho1Jse~::::,lci, subject tc certa.in conditions, should solve tr.is pro'clerr. 
ThE s~c0G0 aspect of tnE probler p~rhaps more difficult, relating to the 
persisten~ difficulty of c~e private rented sector. For owner occuplers who 
apply for irrproverrent, a similar system-to that currently existing could easily 
be 8.dcpte::', and a ,::rant of, say, 75 per cent of tLe cost of irrproverrEnt be given. 
(In HAh's the present level is 75 per cent, rising to 90 per cent in cases of 
hardshi h . .:hile in 1:;:.; /, 1 s the leve1 j_s 60 per cent). One rrodification could be 
that ":Le lc·C2.l a'..tthori ty prcvide::o a 1.oan fer +.he rerr,ainir<:; percernage. In the 
~ublic secLo~, of ccurse, the tenant would incur no rronetary costs due to 
irrproverrent (other tnan re~t in~reases). 1h~re hav~, h0w~ver, always bee~ 
difficu~ticB in ensuring that ~rivate landlords improv0 properties that are 
-230-
:l: t}v-- r· 1 it is 2. rr,oral 
;C:iince 
'.\ h~: t. 
2re e----:demico i.oc·zol1y, c:he question to be asked is '..!r~ether the livir:.c sta::1dcn-.:ls 
a! te::1ar:.ts sho~lci be subjected to an economic cycle which is totally out of 
thei::-- C'JntroJ'l 
tenant. 
r~:onr::y. 
'1\:os t toe:·nants WO'J lei welcome a transfer to council ownership 
where it was clear that the councils han the resources to 
mocernise their homes fully and soeedilv but that situation 
is no~ cle::r.' (1r:nwel1 CJP, 1976: p 12). 
~mprovc~Pnt, whether by lcc::l ;:;utho~ity or by private landlord, costs 
,/her·-<=:s fo~· the landlord ti:is involv<:·s c-~ lo:os :::>f profit, for the local 
gov•:-rnment are such that p1__;blic exp'2nditure r;;c!St be cut or; 2 lz,r;,~"' sc:c:-:e, this 
... ;., ("..J 
,. 
01. ,...-: ~ 1 l io :n • 
City rh:,ws, l·.-rri1 1g01 
-2)1-
CJW' i-Ja 1 f, and the 
number to be built by two thirrls. 
.. o: .. ,j inc 1Jrr.-:~ prov is io~; . 
~~-:·- w~ll be explicitly for the benefit 
lo·,..:e r ~nc: ~ov~?rl~e~t Y.lill be 
'1.'hat o: thP. privatP Lmd1orC. !:o'::;cve:c'1 'l'lp very first observation made in 
The evidence here, 
:os HP h"v"' s::~id, sunpo-rt::; th'? notion th:::t mnc\·1 of the housing problem can be 
a'tributed to the o:.·erations of priva'~;s lan:i~o::-:'ds sr.d to the need for some 
households to turn to this sector. !• .. ove ( p 222 ) , we suggested radical 
measures to ovPrcome the ~ne1ualities produc~d ty the market. Similarly, we 
use a above, it 
- \ 
:' o;Jr J 
\-:orth s •);:,.,• 
~JU l i C ~~ • 
1957 Rent .:.c:t 
,. 
'..,tne 
'!et, to ·:-ec ~if, the prob1s-r~ of poor 
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conditions t_y a SJ::>ten ·JI' t-t·c:mts Hould be almost as t:xpensive. Financially ;:.[-,en, 
sc:ch a _;Jc·licj· cc,,::_d V= P<distic. /,dverc::;n·.·ies of such a policy point out, 
hm.ever, that the housing choice facing individuals is greatly restrict~ci <lith 
'"i"l.t' .:'.'"~~·-·: ': ·:c <·.:.·ccrrrrodc:ticr: providt:-ci b;, the privilte l2.nd1o:-d 
:;c:s ~·ear:-., t.ne:, ·1-e thJ:eat of :·erroval of the chief roof over: the 
hearis cf nar,,_. o:' thee people al:.·out whorr. rrainstrearr~ society, well 
or·t:anised i:: its _::'ltblic and owner occupied sectors does net wa:1t tc• 
... r: c\·: I· .. c.~ c :( t) , ~~ r 6? - ~7 D) . 
'l'here is EDIT'c: t:.'l'~:. ~:1 this argument a:;d without a recl'c,anisation of loc3.1 
~utho:·iti•.o:c: 1 }•.>tLrl~ ~~. es, :md tbe rerroval of constraints irrposed by 
a~e rrarket, :osers will be produced in a~ exTenaed 
public sector, just ~s t~ey are at present in the private sector. 
Clearly, the pricrities cf a housing policy have to be decided upon 
rationa.Jly. However, wh.~e extending the public sector is one way of irrproving 
the over;:;l.l. quality <)f tlw national housing stock, current housing poli G'J 
advocates the sale of dwellings frorr this sector at discount prices. Such a 
pol:i cy i E, arguebl;y·, designed. to irr·prove the position of the rr•ore affluent 
council tenan~ (al~hough a recent survey in Newcastle indicated that only 16 per 
cent of tenants would in fact buy their -nouses (Newcastle Tenants :Federation, 
1 0 1 . ) / r; j ' but it i~poses costs on the least well off. Clearly, the nature of the 
private rented sector (in terrr·s of both the physical conditions and the benefits 
of tenure) is such that fer rrost households that cannot afford to buy their own 
house, a council ~enanc; is the best alternative. In Newcastle this is reflected 
by the fact that, at tho beginning of 1920, the council waiting list contained 
council homes is a clht.::- rr.anifestation cf the way in which action;; which benefit 
d\·:ellins). Fu:!::'thert ';.ha: the council Lous~ne; stcck the;t is 
-233~ 
¥ederat1· ·n 1S81) v ' / • 
The interest!" of all an~ not bein,::; served then, 3o"C Ch:::.pte::: ~~;even der.·onst.:.'atecl 
l'rivc:tte rented sector or stringent ccntt'' J_s .ec·r~ _l., l'-"•.r:jr;ipc2-isaticr:, 
wc~uld involve a drarratic extension of' st.::-~Ie activ~t.y ~:1 •_he housilL: rrar~et. The 
cue ectivi ti<?s cf the state ca!i !'::'?.ctic~lly be r:Y:en:.l> ·._ .• 1t ~s h~rd1y feasible 
to 2dvocate that institutions sue~ as bui!din£ so~ietigs a~s esta~e 2Fents stould 
act in a socially rrore responsible '-'lay. In the feme· ccc~:oe, efficiern rranafelT'er.t 
of funcis :::tnci resr:onsibility to depositors 2~nci, in t:~e i2~tter esse, rrivate 
carital accurrulation ensures that social need is well down the list of priorities 
deterrrininc the actions of urban managers (Chapter ~even). ~herefore, the state 
must extend the scope cf its activities. 
The ~ost realistic solution is that strict controls are put upon tne private 
rented sector. Such controls would, ho~,oiever, !:ave to tc-~:e accot<nt of rran., 
aspects of the problerr. First would be the problem of physic~l standards. A 
possible solution would be for all homes t~ ~e brouch~ to, say, a ten or fifteen 
nrovi~'~~ ern~layre~t in the 
-234-
''I' ,~. ' >' ' i ,-·, :c .• 
• . ' ' ~ . ' I 1 [ ( :.- {\ ( - n t ;·-· .... 
to in 
1"-.' .i ~~ t o fte:~ ' -VlO~l..lC 
, 
co~strained in othc~ w2ys leads to th~ir occu~ati~n of the wcrs' ~ousing. ~he 
Cons·?J_uently 9 the oi~vious solution to this 2scect of tbe> ;crohJ.e>·· is to, by some 
.~Jnc.::o 3.(]3ir: ·.n? cou3 1nck to the notion tha.t the ccnstraint.s experiencf?d by 
l:-1 terrns of ass: r::,Jl;:, tin:: infor::,c; tion, the 
2 tate of nn t'f:P t :::.r-,r 
-· 'J given tiir:e. 
too 
.--' .-.~ ~-- : . •.. ~ i·::.· .. 
.... 
. ,·,_, ,-, ~... . : . ' .,_.) .. ·- ... 
t 1:c . J ··· • .. ~ ....... :: ,--~ .-. 
-·- '' 
~·: i t .- i -.--, 
' . ~ : r..t· ·: 
. ·• 
? .:_ t :1.:::: ·:_"' ,. ·. · ~- r ~ ,-. 
. 
or bv sizP, within the whol9 housing mR~ket. 
The utilisatio~l of such a S,'jstern hc-cs many benefits. 
being the onJy on~ available. 
it 1es~ ikely 
would bo occupied. 
::t s s , L n 1 ! . t i () '"~ () C :::. · r _i P t: : 
f", 
·;;: -~ 
::1:. 
'i'o this, 
area;; 0 
'I: 
. . . . .... ·...-- . ~- -' 
..... • I.. :c. '- . -· ~ ~; 
..:~ ,, 
·'· 
':':: t 
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:r-
- ., ~. -:.· '!- \ ' • 
.,.....,(- ~ ~' . 
l' ·-- .... ~- --,_) 
.. s a cijstributive 
th~ problem is co~Dounded ~! the ~ctions of i~stituti~~s in t~o m~rket and by 
the behaviour of the ~lasses themse]ves (Chapters Nine and Ten). 
1.1ui:.-~- . ' ·.1n -~ ·:: ·_: ~. --:C)~,:;. __ 
To ~id ourselves of the p~oblem 
i; 
. ' !l• 
't •. ·' 
( I T ~- n ..,.. , ' · -; .-~ 
c1n contribute 
rloweve~. if such 
an~ e~sure that substandard 
rJwellinz;s Co not. represent a sir::rnifica·:·:t p~rt of the ~Otlsi~.g market, then in the 
s ~-~o rt te rr:: 
)i-' ~ ;-: ..!. •• ' 
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APPENDIX 2. Questionnaire delivered to 1500 households in February 1980 
l. In which street do you li.ve? 
2. In which year did you move to your present dwelling? 
Jdo If your previous dtlelling was in Newcastle: In which street did you 
live before moving to your present dwelling~ 
3b. If your previous dwelling was not in Newcastle: In whi.~h town did you 
live before moving to your present dwelling? 
4. When you moved into your present dwelling, how did you become aware that 
i t wa s vacant? 
Newspaper Friend informed Knew Landlord Relative informed 
Knew previous occupant 
Other (please specify) 
Estate Agent Saw dwelling vacant 
S. If your answer to Question 4 was "personal contact" of some type, how 
did that person become aware that your dwelling was vacant? 
6. Did you know if any other flats/houses that were vacant at the time 
you moved into your present dwelling? 
7. If· your answer to Question 6 was 'YES': How did you learn that these 
alternatives were vacant? 
8. Did you view any other dwellings before deciding upon your present one? 
If YES: How many? 
9. Do you own or rent your residence? 
10. If rented: a) Do you rent from the council? 
If 1 Oa = No b) what is your landlords name? 
c) where (approximately) does he live? 
d) has your landlord changed since 1969? (i.e. 
the landlord of your present residence) 
If 10d = Yes: e) what was your previous landlords name? 
f) where (approximately) did he live? 
11. Why did you move into your present dwelling originally? 
12. What advantages did your present dwelling offer, compared with other 
dwellings mentioned in Question 6? 
13. Has your dwelling been extensively modernised since you moved in? 
1 4. If 1 3 = YES a) who was the improvement paid for by? 
b) did you kno·.; of any impending modernisation when 
you decided to move into your dwelling? 
15. Owner occupiers only: How is/was the purchase funded? 
16. Where does the head of household work? (Location rather than name 
of company is sufficient) 
17. Have you seriously considered moving into another dwelling since 
mavin~ to your oresent residence? 
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APPENDIX 2o (continued) 
18. Please ring which most applies to you: 
a. How satisfied are you with the area that you live in? 
Very satisfied Satisfied Indifferent Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied 1 
b. Ho1:1 satisfied are you with the dwelling you live in? 
Very satisfied Sat.:i.sfied Indifferent Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied 
19. Do you have exclusive use of an inside toilet? 
20. Do you have the use of a refrigerator? 
21. Please list any major repairs you feel need doing to your dwelling. 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME 
